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Abstract 

Abstract 

A logistic control concept has been designed for a new production facility for CD 
ROM' s in order to support reliable delivery date assignment based on co-ordination of 
materials and capacities and to support control of production. For one of the key 
customers a schedule has been set up which can be used for reduction of the supply 
chain time. 
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Introduction 
CD ROM stands for Compact Disc Read Only Memory. It is one of the highest 
capacity data storage devices ever invented and demand for CD ROM is still 
increasing. Since 1985, 3M was the first producer of CD ROM's in the United States 
with a facility in Menomonie, Wisconsin. Two years later a second production facility 
for CD ROM's was set up in Fremont, California (Silicon Valley) . 

Hewlett Packard (HP), one of the key customers of 3M, asked if it was possible for 
3M to set up a production facility for CD ROM's in Europe. The main reason for HP 
to ask for a European manufacturing site was to shorten the delivery time to its 
customers in Europe. 3M has responded to the wishes of HP, by setting up a new site 
in Breda, which has been operational since August 1995 . 

- ~ ../ 

HP has put the following tactics to improve the current supply and delivery chain step 
by step with 3M as the partner of success: 

Step l : 
Starting up receipt of European orders in Breda, with the aspiration of directly 
reducing the current supply-chain with a number of days ( end 1995); ------Step 2: 
Starting up delivery of so called "Turnkey CD kits" from Breda. This is also aimed at 
reducing the total supply-chain in time ( 1996); 

Step 3: 
Total customer order transaction in Breda and direct shipment to the ultimate 
customer, without intervention of HP (1997). 

Before production in Breda started, the lead-time for complex and large orders (from 
one of the US sites) was four weeks. The expectation is that a drastic lead-time 
reduction can be accomplished and by the end of 1997 a lead-time of one week can be 
achieved. This graduation project has been set up to support this development of 
reducing the supply chain time in three steps. 

Assignment 
Because the production facility was very new, little experience existed in controlling it 
and therefore, in spite of the importance of Hewlett Packard for CD ROM Services 
Breda, orders from other customers could not be left out of consideration. 

Another issue that deserves attention here, is that step 3 (physical distribution to the 
end customer) was still far away and neither HP nor CD ROM Services were ready for 
this step already. Therefore distribution of orders to the d-e~ot taken into 
account. 7 
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, the following assignment has been formulated : 

Design a logistic control concept for CD ROM Services Breda 
by which the required reduction of the total supply chain time can be realised 

as effective as possible and lay this down in a scenario for HP orders. 

Methodology 
In figure 1, the approach 
followed is given. After 
exploration of the old situation, 
problems and critical issues were 
highlighted, distinguishing 
process, control and information 
aspects. 
For these problems, solutions 
have been suggested which 
return in the new designed 
1 · stic control concept. 

mportant part of this concept 
t_.9.Gl that has been developed. 
h assistance of this tool a 

reliabiedehveryaate can be 
assigned on the moment of 
customer order acceptation. This 
delivery date assignment is based 
on co-ordination of order specific 
materials and capacities. 
Subsequently, the position of one 

1. Exploration of the 
situation 

I 
2. Analysis of this 

situation (PCI) 

I 
3. Oesignof a logistic 

control concept 

I 
5. Posfon of DART in 

this concept 

I 

6. Evaluation 

4 . Development of a tool 
for customer order 

acceptance 

Figure 1: Approach followed 

very complex frequently placed order from HP (DART= Data Applications Release 
Trade) in this concept is analysed and the applicability of the developed tool for this 
order is tested. 
Finally, the entire project is evaluated, conclusions are drawn and recommendations are 
made. 

Production proce 
Figure 2 sho that the production process of CD ROM' s can not start until certain 
order specific materials are sent in by the customer and received. These materials are 
required before different steps of the process can start. One of the custom-specific 
materials is the input medium, the transfer medium on which the customer sends the 
data he wants to have on CD ROM. Dependent on the kind of input medium, it has to 
be prepared or not before it can be used in the next step of the production process. 

This next step is called mastering/stamping. Actually this step consists of two separate 
processes. During mastering the data on the input medium is read and pits are etched 
into a glass plate with a laser beam recorder (LBR). The result of this mastering 
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Figure 2: Production process for CD ROM's 
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process is called the master and is used for the stamping process. From the master a 
number of reverse image plates, called stampers, are made and inspected. 

After stamping the actual replication process takes place. Replication consists of 
molding and printing. The molding process consists of molding replicas from the 
stamper, putting on a reflecting metal-layer, putting on a protecting sealcoat on the 
replica and two tests. One mechanical test (Ol\1P test) is being performed to check the 
physical quality of the CD-ROM and one electrical test (CD-CATS) is for checking the 
accuracy of the data on it. After these tests, the replicas are ready for having the label 
printed on them. But before printing can take place, some other process steps have to 
be realised first. 

The customer not only sends input medium, but also sends his artwork to 3M. Artwork 
is the set of films for the image printed on the upperside of the disc . After receipt a 
quality check takes place and if the artwork is approved, the film can be put onto the 
screens needed for printing. For each colour, a screen must be made. The maximum 
number of colours is six. To get the exact colours, a cocktail of ink is made for each 
colour out of 3 3 base colours. Making screens and mixing inks is called printprep. 

When molding and printprep are finished , printing can start . The screens are set up in 
the printing machine, the colours of ink are put onto the corresponding screens and the 
label can be printed directly onto the replicas. After printing the replicas are tested to 
see if no faults occurred during printing. After this test, the CD ROM' s can go to the 
packaging department. 
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The packaging process is very customer-specific. CD ROM' s can be packed in many 
different methods. This all depends on the customers wishes. After packaging, the CD 
ROM' s go to shipping, where is taken care of delivery of the CD ROM' s at the right 
address. 

Control of production 
Because the facility is very new, little experience exists and a lot of uncertainties are 
still present. This makes the control of production very difficult. In the beginning a lot 
of overcapacity existed and orders were assigned, without a former check on 
availability of capacities and materials. What makes it even harder to make such a 
check is that no structural bottleneck can be assigned. 

Another complicating factor for controlling production is the complexity of some 
orders. The same CD ROM's can return in more work orders (if different ship dates 
are assigned), and different CD ROM' s can be in one work or are packed 
into one unit). This makes that production runs can not b directly couple ith '1ork n 
orders. ':::,.) l}u J; JO ~ 1 ~ --~--Suggested logistic control co~r:.p6,- --
To provide solutions for e problems mentioned above, logistic control concept is 
suggested. The two most impo · suggested concept are a tool with 
which customer order acceptance and delivery date assignment can be based on co
ordination of capacities and order related materials and the splitting of the order 
release in four separate releases . Both subjects will be explained below. 

Tool for customer order acceptance 
A model has been developed which supports the customer order acceptance decision. 
If acceptance of an order is likely to cause problems, the model signals this and the 
order may not be accepted under the same conditions. For each possible bottleneck, 
the model performs the following check on the moment an order arrives. 

For each order the latest moment a process must be finished is determined by 
backward scheduling from the shipdate (T2 in figure 3) and the earliest moment a 
process can start is determined by forward scheduling from receipt of materials (T 1 ). 

The process for this order must take place in this interval. However, some of the time 
in this interval may already be reserved for orders with a later delivery date. The model 
therefore checks if the total workload claimed by all orders (if they are all produced on 
the latest possible moment) does not exceed the cumulative available capacity. In the 
figure, this means that the minimum of b may never be negative. 

However, some of the cumulative available capacity may not be used, because no 
materials were available. The amount of lost capacity can be determined by finding the 
biggest difference between the cumulative available capacity and the required workload 
if all orders are produced on the earliest possible moment ( depending on the receipt of 
materials) . This lost capacity must be subtracted from the available capacity if no 
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Figure 3: Check performed by the model 

capacity would go lost. The outcome of this subtraction is the amount of capacity 
which is really available to promise (min. b minus max. a in the figure). 

If this outcome is negative for one of the resources which is checked, this is signalled 
by the model and adaptations must be made or the order can not be accepted. 

Four separate releases 
The release of a work order to production is split into four separate releases per work 
order. 

First of all , the input medium and the artwork each have a separate release. Because of 
uncertainties in the beginning of the process and dependence on materials sent in by the 
customer, it is possible that the customer has to send new materials. If a customer must 
send new materials, this often takes an extra day. Therefore the input medium and the 
artwork, must be released as soon as these are received. In this way, problems are 
noticed early and the chance of still being able to deliver on the original agreed date is 
highest . 
The third release of an order is to molding and printing ( the replication release) . The 
moment of this release depends on the shipdate of an order and the amount of 
workload, which is already released to these process steps. 
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The fourth release is to packaging. For packaging a separate release is required, 
because it is possible that more CD ROM's must be packed into one unit, so not each 
CD ROM can be packed right after it has been printed. Furthermore, packaging also 
depends on customer specific packaging materials, which must be received first. 

In figure 4, a schematic overview is given of the suggested logistic control concept 
including the described model for customer order acceptance and the four separate 
releases. 

Table 1 summarises the problems, causes and suggested solutions. 

HP DART orders 
For HP DART orders, more activities than shown in figure 4 are necessary. Wishes 
from HP concerning packaging are very far reaching. A CD ROM first goes in a sleeve 
and the sleeve with CD ROM goes in a little box. Possibly more different CD ROM' s 
(with a maximum of five) must be packed into one box. Subsequently a box (or a 
combination of boxes) goes in an envelope, together with some documentation. The 
packaging process for HP orders is called kitting. For indication, DART 28 (released in 
July 1996) contained 20 different CD ROM's packed over 12 different boxes which 
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Table 1: Problems, causes and suggested solutions 

problem cause SU!!0 estioo 
uncertainties in beginning of little experience separate release for input medium 
process · and artwork (CD and a)) 

difficult to make reliable no historical data high safety stock of critical 
forecast materials 
no check on available capacity no instrument for such a check customer order acceptation model 

(chapter 6) 
no structural bottleneck process time of each step depends on check on all possible critical 

different parameters resources in the model 
miscommunications not well defined responsibilities three different levels of logistic 

decision making 
replication of one log number complex order structure (work order separate release for replication 
not always in one run number - log number) and packaging (G) and©) 

were combined with 10 different documents. This resulted in 12 different compositions 
( envelopes or kits) . 

Each box and each document need to be printed before they can be used in the kitting 
process. Both these activities take place outside of CD ROM Services Breda and must 
therefore be co-ordinated very well. Films for printing the boxes and master 
documentation must be available on time and vendors must be informed on time about 
arrival of orders. 

A time schedule is set up in which all activities for this order are admitted. This 
schedule shows that it is possible to deliver an order in one week (the original request 
from HP) . However, delivery of a DART order within a week is only possible if HP 
provides CD ROM Services Breda on time with the correct information concerning 
structures of an order (how envelopes should be composed) and required quantities per 
composition. They also must provide CD ROM Services Breda with the correct master 
documentation. 

Impact on other orders 
If these restrictions are met, a delivery time of one week can be achieved for this order 
if is being worked in two shifts (which is the normal situation on this moment) . Total 
workload claimed then is more or less two days on replication (molding and printing) 
and five to six days on kitting (including 7 temporary employees per shift). The earlier 
described model can be used to check how many other orders can be accepted in this 
same period. 
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In almost ten months I saw a production facility for CD ROM' s growing from its first 
delivery to a situation in which two shifts are required to keep up with demand 
(sometimes this is even not enough). Personnel doubled from 20 to approximately 40 
employees in less than a year, but still acts as one team. In July the production facility 
passed the audit for ISO certification without significant problems and most of all a 
complete new ~e company (Imation) has been launched. These developments 
have turned t~nine months into a very interesting and exciting period. 
Therefore I want to thank CD ROM Services Breda for having given me the 
opportunity to be part of all this. 

I would also like to thank m~ from University as well as from CD ROM 
Services for their critical notes. Without these notes, the result never would have been 
the same. 

Thanks also go to the other employees from CD ROM Services for the information 
and critics they have provided me with, for the support and confidence they have given 
me and for the fun I have had. 
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whom I know I can always count on. 
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July 1996 
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I. Introduction 

1. Introduction 

This report details the graduation project performed between September 1995 and July 
1996 at 3M CD ROM Services, a production facility for CD ROM's1

. 

This project is the compulsory final stage of the Industrial Engineering and 
Management Science degree from the faculty of Technology Management at the 
University of Technology in Eindhoven. The goal of the project, is to test the students 
knowledge and skills in a real-life situation. 

During the project a logistic control concept is designed for CD ROM Services Breda. 
An important part of this concept is a tool that has been developed, which can be used 
as the basis for the customer order acceptance decision utilising data on the availability 
of materials and critical resources. 

1 CD ROM stands for Compact Disc Read Only Memory and is one of the highest capacity data 
storage devices ever invented. A single CD ROM can store any combination of text, graphics, audio 
and even motion video. More information about CD ROM in appendix I. 
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2. The company 

2. The company 

This chapter gives a short overview of the company where the project has been 
performed. After a description of 3M in general, special attention will be given to 3M 
CD ROM Services, focusing on the site in Breda. In July 1996, 3M launched a new 
company, called Imation, of which CD ROM Services is part. The expectations for this 
new company will be described at the end of this chapter. 

2.1 3M 

In 1902 3M was founded as the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. In 
the early years 3M quarried minerals for production of abrasive paper in North 
America. From this layer-on-layer principle, 3M developed its most important basic 
technology: precision coating. Since then, 3M has expanded its product range to over 
60.000 different products, used in all possible branches of industry, social life and 
health care. 3M has companies in more than 60 countries with 85,000 employees and 
their products are being sold in nearly 200 countries. The turnover for 1995 was US$ 
13 .5 billion with a net profit of US$ 1.0 billion. In 1994 Fortune magazine listed 3M 
on the 8th position in their annual survey of most admired US companies. 

The vision of 3M is to be the most innovative enterprise and the preferred supplier. 3M 
cites their values as follows : 
• satisfying our customers with superior quality and value; 
• providing investors with an attractive return through sustained, high quality growth; 
• respecting our social and physical environment; 
• being a company that employees are proud to be a part of 

Non-stop innovation comes from an atmosphere that encourages creativity through 
programs like the rule that frees 3M scientists to pursue their own ideas 15 percent of 
the time. It comes through investing an average 6.5 percent of annual revenue in 
research and development, and through the corporate goal that 30 percent of sales 
each year is from products created in the last four years (Annual report 1995, 
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company] . 

2.2 3M CD ROM Services 

3M has been in the forefront of data storage technology for over 40 years. The Optical 
Recording Department has pioneered several breakthroughs and 3M is recognised as a 
world-wide leader in providing a full range of optical and magnetic media products. In 
1985 they were the first manufacturer of CD RO M' s in the United States, with a 
factory in Menomonie, Wisconsin. In 1993 a second manufacturing site was founded in 
Fremont, California. 

CD ROM Services Breda 5 



2. The company 

3M had two manufacturing sites of CD ROM's, both located in the United States. 
Hewlett Packard, a key customer of 3M, asked if it was possible for 3M to set up a site 
in Europe. The main reason for this customer to ask for a European manufacturing-site 
was to shorten the lead-times to their European customers. 3M has responded to the 
wishes of Hewlett Packard (HP) by setting up a site in Breda, which is operational 
since August 1995 . 

The site in Breda can perform every step in the production process, so they are not 
dependent from US capacity. The site in Breda works on its own and generates its own 
orders, but its capacity can also be used to off-load capacity of the two US sites. The 

I 
l 

3M CD ROM Services Breda I 
i 
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HR manager 
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Manager 
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Figure 2-1: Organisation chart of 3M CD ROM Services Breda 
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2. The company 

existing capacities in the US, can of course, also be used to off-load the capacity from 
Breda. 3M CD ROM Services Breda employees approximately 3 5 people. In figure 
2.1, the organisation chart of 3M CD ROM Services Breda is shown. 

2.3 Imation 

In November 1995 the announcement was made, that 3M had the intention to launch 
the data storage and imaging systems businesses as an independent company. In April 
1996, the new company's name was unveiled: Imation. This new name combines the 
words that summarise the company's core business - information and imaging - with 
the words illustrating its philosophy - innovation and imagination. 

Imation's core businesses all provide information and imaging solutions: Data Storage 
Products, Medical Imaging and Photo Products, Printing & Publishing Systems and 
Hardgood and Electronic Service & Support/Document Systems. These businesses 
contain product groups, which require other strategies as original product groups of 
3M (such as ~brasive papers and tapes) . Shorter production life cycles require shorter 
channel~ he market and fas r pay-back periods. Therefore it is better if these 
prod t groups go over to a ew company, where full attention can be devoted to 
th e businesses for which ot er strategies are preferable. 

The business units which are art oflmation now, genera ed combined sales of more 
than $2.25 billion in 1995, wnich would have placed Imat non the Fortune 500 list of 
the United States' largest companies. The new company e ploy#s approximately 
12,000 people and has been operational since July 1996. I j 
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3. Formulation of the assignment and methodology 

3. Formulation of the assignment and methodology 

The reason for why this project has been set up is already mentioned in chapter 2. In 
this chapter the problem behind the reason is analysed and out of this problem an 
assignment is deduced. The chapter ends with a description of the approach which is 
followed during this project to carry out this assignment. 

3. 1 Reason and problem 

The objective of Hewlett Packard is to be the most competitive CD ROM 
manufacturing and distribution solution for European customers. The business of HP 
mainly exists of software releases. An important aspect in this business is the delivery 
time. This delivery time was also the main reason for HP to search for a supplier of CD 
ROM' s in Europe. A European supplier can not only achieve a shorter delivery time, 
but it is also likely that distribution costs will decrease. Another reason for wanting a 
productionffility for CD ROM's in Europe is the increasing demand for CD ROM's 
(forecas~as the dominant media in 1997). ______-:-

HP has put the following tactics to improve the current supply and delivery chain step 
by step with 3M as the partner of success: 

Step 1: l-P:> 0 
Starting up receipt of European orders in Breda, with the aspiration of directly (J f ';flp 
reducing the current supply-chain with a number of days ( end 1995); ..... / • 

I I 

Step2 : fl 
Starting up delivery of so called "Turnkey CD kits" from Breda. This is also aimed at 
reducing the total supply-chain in time (1996); 

Step 3: 
Total customer order transaction in Breda and direct shipment to the ultimate 
customer, without intervention of HP ( 1997). 

Before production in Breda started, the lead-time for this type of order (from one of 
the US sites) was four weeks. The expectation is that a drastic lead-time reduction can 
be accomplished and by the end of 1997 a lead-time of one week can be achiev . ~---
Thanks to HP, 3M had enough security, concerning incoming orders, to se up a 
production location for CD RO M's in Breda. Because of this dependence on HP, it is 
very important for 3M CD ROM Services Breda to keep HP satisfied by meeting or 
even exceeding their expectations: 

Because the site in Breda was new, there was minimal experience in the production 
and scheduling of CD ROM production. Therefore the problem was twofold . In the 
first place, the delivery time of HP orders had to be reduced from four weeks to only 
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one week and secondly, it was unclear how control of this new production site should 
best be organised. 

3.2 Assignment 

In order to support the development of the new production site in Breda and the 
supply chain from this new site in Breda to Hewlett Packard, the following assignment 
for this project has been agreed: 

Design a logistic control concept for CD ROM Services Breda 
by which the rej ired reduc ion-oft e total supply chain time can be realised 

as effectiv s possib e and lay is down in a scenario for HP orders. 

Due to the fact that tep 3 (dist · tion of~der from Breda to the final customer) is 
still far away, it is neither possible nor wan t already develop a scenario for this 

~~e. ? 
The information system used in Breda, is also being used in the two sites in the United 
States. By linking the system of Breda with the systems in the US, it is possible to co
ordinate materials and capacities on a global scale. Therefore this system can not be 
changed in this project. Another constraint is the currently available capacity of 
production equipment. This amount of available equipment can not be influenced 
either. 

The assignment refers to HP orders. For this project a further demarcation is made to 
one specific, frequently placed, big, complex kind of order with far going packaging 
requirements. The name of this kind of order is DART. Because of the complexity and 
far reaching requirements for DART orders, other kind of HP orders will also fit into 
the scenario for DART orders, and no special scenarios have to be written for other 
kinds of HP orders. 

3.3 Methodology 

As defined in the assignment, a logistic control concept is designed for CD ROM 
Services Breda in order to control the process of order transaction, in particular for 
HP. However, it is not possible to design a concept for only one specific kind of order 
(or for only one customer), without having an eye for other orders from other 
customers. These other orders of course have to fit in the same concept and can not be 
ignored. Therefore, before focusing on Hewlett Packard, attention is first given to a 

2 A control concept gives structure to the way of how flows of goods in a certain Product/Market 
combination take place and how they arc controlled. It contains rules that prescribe which flows , 
when , where, and how take place and how and by whom they arc controlled. 
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logistic control concept in 
general. In Figure 3-1 , the 
approach followed is put into a 
scheme. A description of this 
approach step by step is given 
next. 

1. Exploration of the situation 
Before a design can be made for 
a new logistic control concept, 
the current situation must be 
explored. Because the site in 
Breda is still very new, the 
situation in the US sites is also 
taken into account during this 
step. Each step in the process 
that can be distinguished will be 
described. Treated aspects are 
process- and set-up times of 
these steps, main flows of goods 
in the process, control of the 
process, information facilities, 
etc. 

2. Analysis of this situation 

3. Formulation of the assignment and methodology 

1. Exploration of the 
sttuation (ch . 4) 

I 
2. Analysis of this 

sttuation (PCI) (ch . 4) 

I 
3. Designof a log istic 

control concept (ch . 5) 

I 
5. Posttion of DART in 

this concept (ch . 7) 

I 
6. Evaluation (ch . 8) 

4. Development of a tool 
for customer order 
acceptance (ch . 6) 

Figure 3--1: Approach followed ,JA) {/ ?-
l \ ~ . 

After the situation is explored, it is analysed more deeply. A good method for doing 
this is the so called P-C-I paradigm. This paradigm distinguishes three aspect systems: 
the P stands for Process, the C for Control and the I for Information. For each of these 
systems, a number of problems and causes behind these problems are searched. The P
C-I-paradigm says that these systems must be designed in this order, because not any 
kind of control matches with any process and once an adequate control concept is 
designed, the reflection of this concept is the information system. To put it differently: 
the kind of control (C) depends on the kind of process (P), that has to be controlled 
and functional requirements of the information systems (I) are derived from the kind of 
control (C) that is being used [Bemelmans, I 99 I]. 
Both these steps ( exploration and analysis of the old situation) are described in chapter 
4. 

3. Design of a logistic control concept 
A result of the analysis done in the previous step, is that especially logistic control of 
the process requires attention. The production process itself is not liable to changes, 
but control of this process is. The currently used method oflogistic control (in the US) 
is not effective and dependent on the preseoce of a rew persons Therefore a new 
logistic control concept is designed in which solutions for the problems highlighted in 
the previous step are presented. 
This concept regards the company as a hierarchical chain of workloads connected by 
input/output relations and a distinction is made between decisions concerning order 
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acceptance, order release and order dispatch. Besides this distinction, another 
distinction is made between three levels of logistic decision making: company, co
ordination and department level. It is important that for each level responsibilities and 
authorities are well defined. 
This suggested logistic control concept is described in chapter 5. 

4. Development of a tool for customer order acceptance 
Performance of the job-releasing rules would be enhanced, if the total amount of 
orders is controlled. Therefore the customer order acceptance decision is very 
important. For the suggested method of order acceptance, information facilities did not 
meet the required specifications. Therefore a new tool is developed, which does 
answer to these specifications. The model checks if a customer order can be accepted 
based on availability of required capacities and materials. This tool is a part of the new 
designed logistic concept. To indicate that most of the time and effort is put into the 
development of this model, the block in Figure 3-1, which represents this step, is 
bigger than the other blocks. 
A description of this tool that supports the customer order acceptation decision is 
given in chapter 6. 

5. Position of DART in this concept 
After the design of the new control concept and the development of the tool for 
customer order acceptance, attention was pointed to the HP DART orders. Around 
this order a number of activities take place, which do not occur with other orders and 
do not have a place in the designed concept. These activities are described and set in a 
time schedule, in such a way, that a delivery time of one week can be achieved. 
Referring to the three different steps, mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, 
attention is focused on only the first two steps. 
A complete description of HP DART orders and the way these orders must be dealt 
with is given in chapter 7. 

6. Evaluation 
Finally the entire project has been reviewed. The outcomes of the project are compared 
with the expected outcomes and a feedback is made to the assignment, formulated 
earlier in this chapter. Conclusions that have come out of the project are mentioned 
and some recommendations are made to 3M CD ROM Services Breda (meanwhile 
Imation) for further improvements. 
These conclusions and recommendations are described in chapter 8. 
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4. The current situation 

This chapter is about the current situation of the production location in Breda. It starts 
with a description of the process. After this, attention is directed to the logistic control 
of the process and the information structure that is used to control the process. 
Because the location in Breda is still very new, the situation in the United States also 
gets attention. 

4. 1 Production process 

In Figure 4-1 an overview of the total process is shown. This figure shows that a great 
part of the process is order related (the Customer Order Decoupling Point is the point 
in the production process from which production is directly related to a customer 
order) . Before these order-related steps in the production process of CD ROM's can 

Forecast related y 
COOP 

Mastering/ 
Stamping 

Molding 

Figure 4-1: Production process of CD ROM's 
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.J. The current situation 

start, certain customer specific materials (input medium3
, artwork4 and customer 

specific packaging materials) must be sent in by the customer and received in Breda. 

Receipt and QC input medium 
One of the customer-specific materials is the input medium. A variety of media is 
accepted, e.g. rewritable optical disks (CD-Recordables), 9-track tapes and data 
cartridge tapes. It depends on the kind of input medium, whether it has to be prepared 
or not before it can be used in the actual production process. 

Data preparation 
If the input medium is unformatted, it goes to data preparation. Here the medium is 
being formatted to the International Standard for CD ROM (ISO 9660). The data now 
is available on a CD-Recordable (CD-R), also called a WORM (Write Once Read 
Many) . After the data is formatted and reviewed for accuracy, it is ready for the next 
step in the process. If the input medium is already supplied by the customer in a 
formatted standard, data preparation is not necessary and the medium can go directly 
to mastering/stamping. 

The process times of these three steps a very varia . Some customers send an input 
medium, which can be made ready for mastenn stamping in a few minutes ( only QC is 
necessary), but other customers may send an input medium, which does not meet the 
specifications. Then, data prep may take a few hours (range of l to 7 with an average 
of 2 hours) . It is even possible the customer has to send a new input medium, which 
will often take at least an entire day. 

Material preparation 
Some raw materials need to be prepared before they can be used in the mastering and 
stamping process. After this step, these materials are called precoats. This material 
preparation is not order related, so it can be done on stock. Making precoats happens 
in batches of 13 ( one precoat is needed for each master or stamper) and takes 
approximately 3 to 3. 5 hours. 

Mastering/stamping 
During mastering the data on the CD-R is read and pits are etched into a glass plate 
with a laser beam recorder (LBR). The result of this mastering process is called the 
master5 and is used for the stamping process. From the master a number of reverse 
image plates, called stampers6, are made and inspected. Most of the times two 
stampers are pulled out of one master. 
The required time for making one master and two stampers is approximately 2. 5 to 3 
hours. For each 4,000 required replicas of the same CD ROM, an extra stamper is 
made, which takes another 20 minutes. 

3 The input medium is the source material provided by the customer for transfer to disc, recorded on a 
wide range tape formals and disc types. 
4 Artwork is the set of films of the label (the image printed on the uppcrside of the disc) . 
5 A master is a glass plate in which pitches arc etched which represent the data on the CD ROM. 
6 A stamper is the reverse image of the master, from which the CD ROrvr s arc molded. comparable 
with the negative in photography. 
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4. The current situation 

The steps in the process described above all take place in the cleanroom. This is a 
room, hermetically sealed from other locations to keep it dust-~roof which is required 
for these processes. 

1 
iiµ r 

Molding 
After stamping the replication process takes place. Replication consists of molding and 
printing. The molding process consists of molding replicas from the stamper, putting 
on a reflecting metal-layer, putting on a protecting sealcoat on the replica and two 
tests. One mechanical test (OMP test) is being performed to check the physical quality 
of the CD ROM and one electrical test (CD-CATS) is for checking the accuracy of the 
data on it. 
The molding speed at this moment is 6.4 seconds per replica and the set up time of a 
stamper is approximately 7 minutes. For each different CD ROM a new stamper must 
be set up and furthermore a new stamper must be set up per 4,~ 0 replicas. So the ,

1 process time for molding is only dependent on the ord~. Ji,JJ.e,, • 
Receipt artwork, QC artwork and art preparation 
The customer not only sends an input medium, but also sends artwork to 3M. The 
artwork is the set of films for the label. After receipt a quality check takes place on the 
artwork. Dependent on whether or not the artwork meets all specifications, it must be 
adjusted ( artprep ). 

For these three steps concerning the sent artwork, the same conditions are valid as for 
these steps concerning the input medium. Process times are also very variable. If the 
artwork sent in meets all specifications, these steps will only take a few minutes, 
otherwise the artwork must be adjusted. This can take from fifteen minutes to a few 
hours, and it is even possible the customer has to send new artwork, which is often 
received at least one day later. 

Printprep (screenmaking and inkmixing) 
For each colour in the label, a screen must be made. Blank screens are made on stock 
and for each colour a film is put onto a blank screen. The maximum number of colours 
in the label is six. To get the exact colours, a cocktail of different inks is made for each 
colour out of 3 3 base colours. In the figure printprep refers to inkmixing and the 
customer related part of screenmaking. 
Blank screens are made in batches of 40 and for making one batch approximately 12 
man-hours are required. Because these screens need to dry, the throughput time per 
batch is at least 24 hours . If blank screens are available and artwork has passed QC and 
artprep, putting the film on a screen only takes 5 minutes . Mixing the right colour of 
ink takes 50 minutes per colour. It is clear that the total time for printprep is dependent 
on the number of colours on the label. 

Printing 
When molding and printprep are finished , printing can start . The screens, with the 
image of the films on them, are set up in the printing machine, the colours of ink are 
put onto the corresponding screens, the replicas are brought into the printing machine 
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and the label can be printed directly onto them. The print on the replicas is tested to 
see if no faults occurred during printing. Each CD ROM for which the test results are 
satisfying, can go to the packaging department. 
The run time for printing is only one second per replica. The set up time varies from 18 
to 94 minutes, dependent on the number of colours in the label. This implies that the 
process time for printing depends on the combination of required quantity of CD 
ROM's and the number of colours in the label. The smaller the quantity, the higher the 
impact of the number of colours in the label is. 

Packaging 
The packaging process is very diverse. CD ROM's can be packaged in many different 
methods, all dependent on the customers wishes. Some examples of customer wishes 
are to pack the CD ROM's in a sleeve, in bulk with a shrink wrap around it, in a jewel 
box including a tray, customised booklet or insert7

, etc. In chapter 7, the packaging 
requirements of Hewlett Packard will get attention. 
The process time for packaging depends on these customer wishes and on the total 
quantity, that needs to be packed. For example, the speed of packaging in bulk shrink 
wrap is 2,500 CD ROM's per hour per person, but if each CD ROM needs to be put in 
an envelope, only 400 CD ROM' s can be packed per hour per person. 

Shipping 
After packaging, the CD ROM's go to shipping. Here the order is made ready for 
shipment, which includes printing documents and labels and locating pallets on the 
right place and sealing them. 
For each shipment approximately 20 minutes are required. 

General characteristics of the process 
In the production process each step ( with an exception for packaging) is more or less 
standard for each order. Still, each customer order is unique, because customer specific 
materials (input medium and artwork for labelprinting) are required. Because of the 
uniqueness of these materials, it is impossible to combine more customer orders into 
one production batch. So the largest possible production order quantity is the customer 
order quantity. This can also be deduced out of the position of the customer order 
decoupling point. 

Because times of different process~ de end on different parameters, it is not possible, 
to assign one single structu al bottlene . For example, the bottleneck for a large order 
with only one colour in the be! · being packed in bulk shrink wrap will be molding, 
but for a small order with only on colour in the label, mastering/stamping requires 
more time and for small multi col ur orders for which each CD ROM must be put in an 
envelop, printing, printprep and pa kaging require more time. Therefore, co-ordination 
of all possible critical resources mu t be taken into account, during the design of a new 
logistic control concept. Jr / 

}-~ ,k.J~f 
7 A jewel case is a box, especially designed to carry a CD ROM and enclosed documentation (insert or 
booklet) 
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Uncertainties 
Because the location in Breda is relatively new, uncertainties about a number of 
aspects still exist. 
One of these uncertainties is that due to little experience, the exact process-times 
( especially for packaging, which is mainly manual) and yields for each step are hard to 
predict. 
Another factor of uncertainty is the dependence on materials sent in by customers and 
suppliers. Because customers and suppliers do not have experience with 3M CD ROM 
Services yet, it is possible that materials do not meet required specifications, which can 
cause extra delays in the production process. 
A third factor of uncertainty is the forecast of demand, among other reasons because of 
a lack of historical data. Not only the total amount of incoming orders is uncertain, but 
the parameters per order such as order quantity, number of colours in the label, kind of 
packaging method and the tum around time8 are difficult to predict. This makes it even 
harder to predict, what resource will become a bottleneck. 

Figures for indication 
To give some indication about the current' situation, some figures are given. 
Throughput times of orders vary. The time between the moment of arrival of the input 
medium and shipment of the order (tum around time) varies from a couple of hours to 
fifteen days and normally an order is placed one to ten days before the input medium 
arnves . 
In average, five to ten orders are shipp~ total around thirty five orders 
are in the portfolio. The order portfoli~a utilisation degree of 
approximately 40 % with one shift ( 40 hours per week) in January 1996. In May 1996, 
this number has already increased to 50 % with two shifts (80 hours per week). 

4.2 Control of the process 

Customer order acceptance and delivery date assignment 
Normally customer order acceptance (including delivery date assignment) is based on 
the results of an availability check of capacities and materials. In Breda a customer 
order is accepted by Customer Service (CS) without a former check on capacity or 
materials . 
There is no check on availability of materials and capacities when a delivery date is 
assigned . 

Co-ordination of materials 
Materials can be grouped into two parts. One part is formed by all standard materials 
(raw materials and standard items for packaging) and the other part exists of customer 
order related materials. Strategy put forward by management on this moment is that 
for all common materials (raw materials in materials), sufficient 
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stock must be available. Because no good demand forecasts exist, this leads to high 
amounts of stock for these items. 
Stock levels of common materials are very high, which is not cost effective 

Another issue is the co-ordination of customer specific materials (input medium, art 
work and non-standard packaging materials) . These materials must be sent to Breda, 
and production of an order can not start until these materials have been received. 
Therefore it is very important to gear the delivery date to the moment these materials 
are received and make clear agreements with the customer about quality and other 
specifications of these materials. Availability of the input medium is influenced by 
quoting higher prices for shorter turn around times. Another specification is that 
artwork must be received five working days prior to the arrival of the input medium. 
Unfortunately, not all customers meet this requirement. If not all materials arrive on 
time, PIC notices and reports this to CS. CS contacts the customer and new 
agreements must be made. 
Artwork is often not received one week before the input medium, and materials sent in 
do not always meet specifications 

Co-ordination of capacities 
Because the manufacturing site in Breda is very new, the total amount of orders is still 
small and a lot of overcapacity exists. Therefore acceptance of customer orders and 
assignment of a delivery date without a former check on available capacities has not 
led to problems yet. Because no problems arise, no urgent need is felt to change 
something. 
Availability of capacity is not checked and no structural bottleneck can be appointed 

9 a.m. meeting 
In this daily meeting, Customer Service (CS), Production & Inventory Control (PIC) 
and two team-co-ordinators are present. These team co-ordinators rotate each month 
and they act as intermediaries between production and the office. In this meeting the 
progress of each order on the work order schedule9 is checked and CS announces new 
orders . 
No action is taken or decisions are made in this meeting. Instead of a tool for control, 
it is more a tool for keeping everybody informed 

Informal contacts 
Besides this fixed meeting, CS, PIC and Production have a number of informal 
contacts during each day. This is inevitable in a situation where so much flexibility is 
required, due to short delivery times and uncertainty concerning customer specific 
materials and process-control. However, it is not very clear what must be 
communicated to whom, because responsibilities are not known exactly. 
Some examples for illustration: How must arrival of an input medium for an order be 
communicated? Is input medium brought to production by CS or PIC and does it go 
direct to the cleanroom or via the team co-ordinators? How is arrival communicated to 
the office if the medium is sent directly to the floor? 

9 The work order schedule is a list of all work orders in the portfolio (see 4.3) 
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It is not clear how flows of communication should run and how responsibilities are 
defined. 

Structure of a customer order 
A customer order can exist of more than one work order. A work order number is 
assigned to each combination of different discs . acked into one unit and s · ped 
on the same date. So identical packages with another elivery date have go anot e 
work order number. To each different disc a 1~-RO:mber10 is assigned. This 1 · es that 
a work order can contain more log numbers (if different CD ROM's are packed 
together into one unit) . Even so it is possible, that a the same (combination of) log 
number(s) returns in more work orders. Packaging and shipping are activities based on 
work order number, but other steps are based on log number. 
Some steps in the process take place per work order number, while other steps are 
based on log number. 

Release of orders to the floor 
After an order is accepted, this order must be released to the production floor. Before 
an order can be released, materials must be available. When materials are available, an 
electronic packet 11 is printed by PIC and is brought to production (see appendix 2 for 
conditions to print a packet). This is the moment of release. For each different log 
number - work order combination an electronic packet is printed. If a work order 
contains more than one log number, packaging receives more packets for one work 
order and if a log number results in other work orders, different electronic packets 
exist for the same log number. 
Release of an order is only based on availability of materials, the amount of orders 
already on the floor is not taken into consideration. Furthermore release takes place 
per work order - log number combination, but for replication the total quantity for a 
log number combined over all work orders should be released in one time and for 
packaging an entire work order should be released in one time. 

3M Menomonie 
In Menomonie the order portfolio is not very small and there is no situation of 
overcapacity, so it is interesting to know how logistic control takes place over there. In 
fact , it does not differ a lot from the actual situation in Breda. Customer Service also 
accepts incoming orders without checking available capacities. The crew of the 9 a.m. 
meeting have a lot of experience (CS Supervisor, Master Scheduler and Shift 
Supervisor) . The moment they see an order, they know what must happen and how 
long each step of the process will take. If an order can not be delivered on time, a new 
delivery date must be assigned together with CS. As a result, CS often gives an internal 
delivery date to Production Control, that lays one or two days before the actual agreed 
date with the customer. So if an order can not be produced before this internal delivery 
date, a margin exists of one or two days, before the customer order delivery date is 
endangered. 

10 A log number is an internal tracking number assigned to each di sc program ordered 
11 An electronic packet is a folder of forms for use by production during molding, printing and 
packaging (sec 4 3) 
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In Menomonie fa-ordination of capacities does not occur either, which leads to 
internal deli';/ry dates laying one or two days before the shipdate. 

Summarised, there is still hardly any logistic control in Breda on this moment. Only 
customer specific materials are co-ordinated. Because of overcapacity and high stock 
levels of raw materials, real problems concerning not being able to achieve the agreed 
delivery date do not arise. 

4.3 Information Facilities 

VAX 
The main information system that is being used is called VAX. The main function of 
the system is monitoring. Information about orders is shown in the system and anyone 
can see the current status of each order. CS enters an order and on the production 
floor, the status of an order can be kept up-to-date. 
The system can not be used for planning or scheduling, because it does not calculate 
process times, nor compares required and available capacities. 
For the most important items, the system monitors the stock levels. For accuracy of the 
system, it is important that incoming materials are received in the system and outgoing 
materials are pulled. This does not always take place. 
VAX has no options to schedule orders or co-ordinate capacities. For co-ordination 
of materials, stock levels must be kept up to date 

Work order schedule 
When a customer enters an order at CS, CS puts all information concerning this order 
in VAX and VAX assigns a work order number. Each morning PIC prints the work 
order schedule. On this list, all work orders are ordered by shipdate and per work 
order parameters are shown such as packaging requirements, shipdate, customer, tum 
around time, order quantity, log number(s) and status. An example of a work order 
schedule is given in appendix 3. If a work order consists of more than one log number, 
the status given to a work order, may not be representative for all log numbers. If, for 
example, the status of a work order is PR (printing) and the work order contains two 
log numbers, one log number may still be at molding. 
Status is given to a complete work order, but in fact st tus should be ssif};ed per log _ 

7 number - work order combination \ ~ t'f J,e ~wf ., 

Electronic packet ~ f J.u.V1.eu 
If all materials are available, PIC prints for each work order - log number combination 
an electronic packet. An example of an electronic packet is given in appendix 4. 
Printing this packet also occurs in VAX. The packet is given to production and shou 
follow an order through the entire process. In this packet, more specific information 
for each step in the process is given such as the numbers of films and colours for 
printing or the delivery address for shipping. 
ff a log number returns in more work orders, it is more efficient to mold and pri, I this 
log number in one batch, but the electronic packet releases the log number in 
combination with only one work order. 
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The electronic packet is required, for both printprep and molding. Although these 
processes can take place simultaneously, there is only one packet available. 

New system 
Recently a Business Redesign Team was set up. The goal of this team is to optimise 
production by analysing all current communication processes with customers, suppliers 
and subcontractors and internal communication processes between the different sites 
and different departments within a site. Most of the members of this team are from 
sites in the US. This team is also looking at the possibilities to implement an 
information system, in which scheduling functions are present. The expectation is that 
in one and a half years (November 1997), this system might be in use. 
Exact options of this new system are still unknown and availability of the system is 
still far away. 

4.4 Final remarks 

Because the site in Breda is very new, little experience exists with the process, control 
of it and the information system being used and a number of problems are still present. 

Process 
A consequence of this early stage of production is that yields are still improving and 
the ultimate yields are not known exactly yet. 
Customers neither have experience with 3M CD ROM Services Breda as supplier of 
their products. This leads to materials sent in, which do not meet specifications. This 
can be physical demands of materials (such as a format or dimensions), but can also be 
time specifications (artwork most of the times does not arrive one week before the 
input medium). 

Control 
Concerning control, no check on availability of materials or capacities take place. For 
materials with a high commonality, safety stock is relatively cheap and a large safety 
stock makes sure these materials are always on stock sufficient. This aspect gets no 
further attention in this project, but attention is focused on the availability of capacities 
and customer specific materials. 
An aspect that makes the check on capacity more complex, is the fact no structural 
bottleneck can be appointed. Because the site is still new, only a small quantity of 
orders are in and a lot of overcapacity exists. Later on, more orders will arrive and 
overcapacity will decrease. Therefore it is necessary, as supposed in the assignment, to 
design a logistic control concept, in which availability of all possible critical resources 
is co-ordinated. 

Information 
The information system in use does not have the possibility to schedule orders. The 
main function of the system is monitoring. 
The structure of an order causes extra difficulties. Sometimes documents are printed 
which refer to a log number ( electronic packets), other documents refer to a work 
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order (work order schedule), but there is no document that refers to one production 
run. Nevertheless, most of the times a customer order exists of only one work order 
with only one log number. In this case the customer order is equal to the work order 
and the production run. 

In the following chapter a suggestion is made for a new logistic control concept, which 
must provide a solution for the issues highlighted here. 
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5. Suggested logistic control concept 

This chapter deals with a new logistic control concept of CD ROM Services, as 
suggested during the graduation project. The production process itself does not change 
and gets no further attention here. Attention is focused on the control of the process. 
Two main subjects discussed in this chapter are input/output control, which describes 
the phases an order goes through from the initial customer enquiry stage to delivery, 
and the distinction that can be made between different levels of logistic decision 
making. The chapter ends with a review of the problems presented in the previous 
chapter put in the perspective of the suggested concept. 

5. 1 Input/output control 

5.1.1 General theory 

Input/output control regards the company as a hierarchical chain of workloads 
connected by input/output relations (figure 5.1). This chain covers the whole of the 
firm 's operations from the initial customer enquiry through to delivery of the 
completed order to the customer, so the input from the market is explicitly included in 
this chain. Logistic control is only possible, if the situation is controllable. Therefore 
the process of order acceptance should be used to attempt to mould the order book 
into a shape that can be profitably produced within the orders' agreed delivery dates. 
This all clearly indicates the need for a close co-ordination of the production planning 
and marketing functions in an early stage. Neither should be left to pursue their 
individual goals, since these are often contradictory [Kingsman e.a., 1989]. 
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It is common practice to keep orders in the production planner's office ready for batch 
releasing to the shopfloor. This prevents high work-in-process values, and with fewer 
orders present on the floor, control of the floor will be easier. The potential benefits of 
holding work in a pool will only be fully realised if coupled with an order-releasing 
methodology which controls the input of work to the floor. If the workload balance 
and the amount of work input is controlled, then good performance can be obtained no 
matter which shopfloor dispatching rules are employed. Performance of the order
releasing rules would be enhanced if the pool itself is controlled at the customer 
enquiry stage [Hendry e.a., 1991]. 

5.1.2 Comparison with Breda 

Figure 5-1 shows the phases an order goes through from entry to delivery. These 
phases also exist in Breda, but the naming of orders in each phase is different. In Table 
1, the names given in theory are compared with the names given in Breda ( or used in 

Table 1: naming of orders in different phases 

naming in theorv naming in Breda 
Quoted orders Quotes 
Confirmed orders Status 90 orders 
Planned orders Confirmed orders 
Pool (Unreleased orders) Pool 
Released orders Released orders 
Confirmed + Planned Firm orders 
Work in process Dispatched orders 

the suggested concept) . 

Quotes 
A quoted order is not really 
an order yet. It is only a 
request for a quotation. so 
the customer still has not 
placed r he 

or oad claimed y these 
potential orders, should be 
treated as a reservation. 

Quoted orders are called quotes in Breda. 

Status 90 orders 
11 

According to the theory a confirmed order is an order placed by the customer, 
accepted by the company, awaiting on arrival of materials. These confirmed orders are 
called status 90 orders in Breda. The materials on which these orders are waiting, are 
order specific materials, such as input medium and artwork. 

Confirmed orders 
In theory, a planned order is a confirmed order for which materials have arrived . It is 
the sum of the pool (unreleased orders) and the orders on the floor (released orders). 
In Breda these planned orders are called confirmed orders, in contrast to the theorJ, 
where confirmed orders indicate another kind of orders (status 90 orders in Breda). To 
avoid further confusion, terminology of Breda will be used in the remaining of this 
report. 

Pool 
The pool refers to orders, for which materials have arrived, but which are not released 
to the floor yet. These orders are waiting in the planner's office at their release. In the 
old situation in Breda, there was no pool, because each order was released as soon as 
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materials arrived. In the suggested situation, this category of orders will exist and is 
also called the pool. 

Released orders 
These orders are orders, which are already given to production. They can be located in 
a queue or they can be in process. Because originally orders were released the moment 
materials arrived, these orders were also called confirmed orders. In the suggested 
situation, these orders are also called released orders. 

Firm orders 
This category of orders, is the sum of all placed orders. The workload claimed by these 
orders is fixed, in contrast with the workload claimed by quotes, which is only a 
reservation. Therefore a separate name is given to this category of orders. Firm orders 
are confirmed and status 90 orders according to the terminology used in Breda. In 
theory, no name was given to this category, but according to terminology used in 
theory, it is the sum of planned and confirmed orders. 

Dispatched orders 
The part of released orders which is already in process is called work in process in 
theory. In Breda, the name dispatched orders is given to this group of orders. 

5.2 Logistic decision making 

level 

Management level 

decision 

norm-, parameter
and goalsetting 

In a logistic control 
concept a hierarchy of 
decision making can 
be made. Three 
separate levels can be 
distinguished (see 
Figure 5-2) [Bertrand, 
1988]. 

Coordination level 
customer order acceptance 
work order release 

At management level 
norms, goals and 
logistic parameters are 
set. 
At co-ordination level 
two critical decisions 

Floor level order dispatch 

are customer order Figure 5-2: Three levels of decision making 

acceptance (including 
delivery date assignment) and work order release (determination of which orders to 
put onto the shop floor in the next planning period). 
Finally production determines the sequence in which released work orders (log 
numbers) are produced by dispatching them from the buffer into the molding 
equipment. 
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For the situation in Breda, proposals for decision making at each of these levels v.ill be 
described separately. 

5.2.1 Management level 

Market segment 
A goal set by management concerns the market segment on which attention is focused . 
Flexibility and customer satisfaction are two values which CD ROM Services Breda 
considers of paramount importance. Therefore attention is focused on customers with 
special demands, which can not be fulfilled by just any regular producer of CD ROM' s. 
In practice this amounts to relatively small order quantities with short tum around 
times, quick response to order adjustments (e.g. order quantities), very customised 
packaging methods and delivery of high quality products. 

Production figures 
The site in Breda was set up only recently and is !}let",Mr'e still growing. More 
customers get to know 3M CD ROM Services Breda, and more orders are coming in. 
Management has set goals for sales concerning the total amount of CD ROM' s that 
should be ordered month! in 1996. This number increases from 150,000 in January__:t:,:::o __ --r 
700,000 in Decemb . xa t figures are shown in appendix 5. -------
These increasin ur per month, is not only a result of the fact that more customers 
will get t now CD ROM Services as producer of CD RO M's, but is also due to the 
fac at the total market for CD ROM's is growing and to season I influences. Out of 

S figures, it can be determined that demand for CD ROM's tends t · crease towards 

f,2 

the end of the year. Distribution of demand over a year is shown in Table r,\ 
- : ,b1 v '/ Table 2: Distribution of demand for CD ROM's over the year ,...,,__, U-\i I \ !<-!>I' J ... Quarter············ ····· ··· ········-·········~···················· ·?._······ ··········.}········-········~······ ··· 

Fraction of orders 1/6 1/4 1/4 1/3 

Capacity influencing factors 
Once an order is in, sufficient capacity must be available to produce and deliver this 
order on time. The number of working hours, available resources, utilisation degrees, 
yields and production speed are all factors which influence capacity. 

Number of working hours 
On this moment, most of the time is worked in 1.5 shift. This implies 12 working hours 
per day and five working days per week, divided over an early and a late shift, with a 
daily overlapping period of 4 hours. In peak periods, this situation can be adjusted to 2 
shifts immediately ( 16 working hours without overlap). The intention of CD ROM 
Services is to start working in 3 shifts (5 days a week, 24 hours a day) on the short 
term, and as soon as the quantity of orders requires, this number can be adjusted to 4 
shifts (6 days a week, 24 hours a day) or even 5 shifts (7 days a week, 24 hours a day) . 

Available resources 
Two kind of resources mentioned here are employees and equipment. 
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The number of employees must be adjusted to the number of shifts. As soon as the 
amount of orders justifies a situation of 3 shifts, new employees must be contracted. 
Because contracting new em lo e · · an b · 
attention to this must be given;fn time. 
The available equipment is considered fixed and can not be adjusted on the short term. 
The most critical equipment are the LBR of which one is available, the molding lines of 
which two are available and the printing machine of which also only one is available. 

Utilisation degree Table 3: Goals for process yields in 1996 
The utilisation degree is the 
fraction of time equipment can 
be used for production of 
orders (including set up times) . 
Time excluded from this 
fraction is reserved for 

:tvblding 
Printing 
Packrurin11: 
Total 

Quarter l 
80% 
85% 
88% 
Wlo 

Quarter2 QuarterJ 
85% 870/4 
88% ~lo 

W1/o 92% 
67% 72%1 

preventive maintenance, breaks and breakdowns of equipment. If equipment is 

Quarter4 
~lo 
92% 
95% 
7'J'/o 

standing still, because of a lack of orders, this time is included in the utilisation degree. 
The norm for the utilisation degree of the molding, printing and recording ( or 
mastering) equipment is 80%. 

Yield 
The yield of a production process is the percentage of output that meets all 
specifications The production yields are still increasing as a result of learning effects. 
The goals set for each quarter of 1996 for the yield of molding, printing and packaging 
are given in Table 3. The total yield is the multiplication of these three process yields. 
The achieved yields after quarter 2 of 1996 for molding, printing and packaging are 
resp . 85, 93 and 98 %, which results in a total yield of 77 %. 

Production speed 
The speed of production is a fourth factor that influences the amount of replicas that 
can be produced. For molding, it is possible to speed up the current process. At this 
moment the molding speed is 6.4 seconds per replica per molding line. It is possible 
however (as shown in the US), to reduce this cycle time to 5 seconds or even less. 
Therefore a better control of the process and more experience is required. The target is 
to achieve a cycle time of 5 seconds in October - November 1996. 

All these capacity influencing factors together, determine the capacity. As described 
before, the target for sales is 700,000 replicas per month at the of 1996. Appendix 6 
shows two tables in which is shown, what values for molding speed, utilisation degree 
on the molding lines and total yield must be achieved to be able to produce this amount 
of replicas. 

Delivery time 
After receipt of the input medium, the turn around time starts . The turn around time is 
the time from receipt of input medium till shipment, so assuming one day for shipping, 
delivery time is the turn around time plus one day. Table 4 shows the norms for turn 
around times that must be accepted. Too large quantities can not be delivered on a 
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Table 4: Targets for turn around time 

... .9~~.~~ .. ~.i·~·~···············~·~·~~ .. ~.~Y. .... . ) . .P..~Y.. .... ... ~ . .P..~Y. ..... } . .P..~Y. ........ ~ .. P..~Y. ........ 5. Day ...... 7. Day . 
50-999 * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** 

' ' ' ' , ' ' 
1000-4999 NA *,** *,** *,** *,** *,** *,** 
5000-14999 NA NA *,** *,** * ** * ** * ** 

' ' 
, 

15000-24999 NA NA NA *,** * ** * ** * ** 
' ' ' 25000+ NA NA NA NA * ** * ** * ** 
' ' ' 

NA= Not Available 9 
short term base, but the goal is to accept orders for which a price i givenn. Orders 
with a tum around time longer than fifteen days, only occur are . 

Nevertheless, it is better to reject an order or negotiate another tum around time than 
to accept an order and not being able to deliver it on time. The goal for delivery on 
time is set at 98 %. After quarter 2 of 1996, the result is l 00 % on time delivery. 

cJ7 

Stock policy % 
The requested tum around times (and delivery times) are short. Most of the times ~ 

these times are eve~e delivery time of raw materials or standard t' l 

packaging materials, which is two weeks for most materials. Therefore these materials 
must always be kept on stock sufficiently. Because of the high commonality of these 
materials, this will not lead to a large amount of different stocked items. 
There is still no exact stock policy determined yet, but a rule of thumb for most critical 
items is to order new materials when there are materials still available for eight weeks 
production. Four weeks are calculated for delivery, so four weeks are considered as 
safety stock. 
Because of a lack of market information concerning customer requirements, it is still 
hard to determine which packaging materials can be treated as standard and which as 
customer specific, but for customers who frequently place orders, customer specific 
packaging materials can also be hold on stock. 

Specifications for customers 
One of the specifications for artwork for labelprinting concerns the moment this 
artwork must arrive at 3M. Customers must make sure the artwork is at 3M Breda at 
least five working days before the input medium. If artwork arrives later, the customer 
runs the risk of a later delivery. To this specification however, only a few customers 
have replied correctly, but as a result of much overcapacity till now, it has not le/d to 
problems yet. Customers must be made aware however, that if overcapacity will 
decrease, it is necessary to deliver artwork on time, so inkmixing and screenmaking 
have sufficient margin. 
Other specifications concern technical and physical aspects of materials sent in, such as 
format of the input medium, kind of film of the artwork, dimensions of booklets and 
inserts, etc. 

12 *, * * indicates a price in this table, but for confidentiality reasons, real prices are not shown in this 
report. 
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/ Self regulating teams 

(

' The first point mentioned in this chapter included the focus on customer satisfaction. 
To achieve a high level of customer satisfaction, flexibility is required . Therefore each 
employee must be devoted to the customer and must feel directly responsible for his or 
her tasks. 
This is especially valid for the employees in production. Each shift must act as a self 
regulating team and if a problem occurs, initiative must be taken to solve it. Each 
month one person per team (shift) is assigned as team-co-ordinator. He or she is the 
intermediary between Production and Management, Customer Service and Production 
& Inventory Control. 
To increase flexibility even more, the intention is that on the long term each team
player ca be placed in ~qre han only~siti6n'oo.-the-pfoclhetion floor. Versatility 
of employees can lead to job rotation, and besides an increase of flexibility, it might 
also lead to an increase of motivation to work for employees. 

5.2.2 Co-ordination level 

The second level of decision making is the co-ordination level. Two important 
decisions at this level are customer order acceptance (including delivery date 
assignment) and work order release. To be able to control production in a proper way, 
it is important to control the amount of different workloads. By holding orders in a 
pool prior to their release to the workfloor, it is possible to reduce the work-in
progress inventory. Fewer orders on the workfloor means that the dispatching task is 
easier and urgent orders are more likely to be noticed and dealt with accordingly. 

The potential benefits of holding work in a pool will only be fully realised if coupled 
with an order-releasing methodology which controls the input of orders onto the 
workfloor. Performance of the order-releasing rules will be enhanced if the pool itself 
is controlled. This pool is controlled at the customer-order-acceptance stage. Both 
subjects ( customer order acceptance and work order release) will be discussed next. 

Customer Order Acceptance 
Customer order acceptance is a decision made by Customer Service (CS). This is the 
department where orders come in, are accepted and a delivery date is assigned. CS 
bases the decision of customer order acceptance on information concerning availability 
of capacities and materials. CS receives this information from Production & Inventory 
Control. 

To make sure a reliable delivery date is assigned, it is important that the total amount 
of work taken on, measured in hours or days capacity, remains within the possibilities 
given by capacities and norms set by management. Within these norms, customers 
wishes must be met as good as possible. It is evident that distribution of the load over 
time also needs to be taken into account. 

Priorities 
Characteristic for a quote is that parameters are still unknown or are at least uncertain. 
Mostly an indication about the order quantity exists, but the exact dates artwork and 
input medium arrive at 3M are uncertain and the wishes concerning packaging are not 
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known yet exactly either. Most of all, it is still uncertain if and when the customer will 
transfer the quote into a firm order. Therefore, quotes are only accepted conditionally 
and the claim of quotes on capacity is only considered as a reservation. 
If a firm order enters and can not be accepted because of reserved capacity on critical 
resources, CS calls the customer of the quote and asks for a confirmation. If this 
confirmation can not be given, CS has to decide whether the firm order or the quote 
gets priority (dependent on who the customers are). 

Model 
A model is developed, which makes it possible to base customer order acceptance on 
the availability of customer supplied materials, on the availability of packaging 
materials and on the workload of different kind of capacities distributed over time. 

An aspect not taken into account in this model is the availability of raw materials. As 
explained before, these materials will always be available as a result of norms set at 
management level concerning safety stock. 

The model will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6. } 3, 'v 
Work order release 
The customer order acceptation process is based on availability of materials and 
capacities and makes sure that for each accepted order a reliable delivery date is 
assigned. Release of orders to the workfloor must make sure production is able to 
produce these accepted orders on time. A short of orders on the floor means 
production does not have an egree of freedom and can therefore not o e 

~e' On the other hand, a situation wtt too many orders on the floor is not 
'----controllable anymore. Therefore a good balance must be found in releasing orders to 

the floor. 

In the suggested method, which is described below, release of orders is divided into 
four different kind of releases per work order. On page 37, which can be folded out, 
Figure 5-3 shows the suggested control concept, including these four different kind of 
releases. 

CD Input medium release 

QC input medium and data prep 
The process times of QC and preparation of the input medium are very variable and 
uncertain. Because of this uncertainty, it is best to let these processes take place at the 
earliest possible moment, right after receipt of the input medium. If any kind of 
problem shows up in these processes, the customer can be contacted in an early stage 
(by CS) and if necessary agreements can be made about sending a new input medium 
or changing the delivery date. After QC and preparation of the input medium, process 
times are better predictable. The actual moment of release is the moment PIC brings 
the input medium to the cleanroom. 
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Mastering I stamping 
Mastering and stamping are processes that require the same cleanroom personnel as 
QC of the input medium and data prep. The result of mastering and stamping is a 
number of stampers per order, which are used in the molding process. These stampers 
still have a low volume. Therefore it is possible to release an order for all operations in 
the cleanroom right after receipt of the input medium. Dependent on the kind of input 
medium, mastering / stamping takes place right after data prep or QC of the input 
medium. PIC determines the latest possible moment to hand over the order to molding 
and communicates this internal due date to the cleanroom personnel. 

(2) Artwork release 

QC artwork and art prep 
This release is comparable with the release for the input medium. The process times of 
QC and preparation of the artwork are also very variable and uncertain. Because of 
this uncertainty, it is best to build in a safety time and let these processes take place at 
the earliest possible moment, right after receipt of the artwork (which should be five 
working days before receipt of the input medium). If any kind of problem shows up in 
these processes, the customer can be contacted (by Customer Service) and if necessary 
agreements can be made about sending new artwork or other adjustments. Bringing 
the artwork to the print operators is performed by Production & Inventory Control and 
this is the moment of release. After QC and preparation of the artwork, process times 
are better predictable. 

Printprep 
Printprep (inkmixing and screenmaking) can be compared with mastering / stamping. 
These processes are also performed by the same personnel as QC of the artwork and 
artprep and prepared inks and screens do not have high volumes either. Therefore 
these processes can also take place right after artprep. PIC determines the internal due 
date for these processes and communicates this date to the printing operators. So the 
processes QC artwork, artprep and printprep (inkmixing and screenmaking) are also 
released in one time. When screens are made and inks are mixed, these materials are 
put in a buffer, where they wait until printing of the log number starts. 

(3) Replication release 

Because the mastering / stamping process of a log number is released right after receipt 
of the input medium, the amount of stampers before molding can be very large. To 
make the situation on the floor more controllable, it is better if the co-ordination level 
determines what stampers must get priority. This can be achieved by creating a 
separate release for molding. Because printing is directly dependent on what is being 
molded, this release also includes the printing process. 

Stock and buffer of stampers 
A possible way of organising this release, is to create two separate locations for 
stampers : a stock and a buffer. 
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If the mastering / stamping process is finished, one of the cleanroom operators puts the 
stampers in a stock point before molding. Stampers in this stock are ready for molding, 
but are not released yet. These stampers are still in the pool. 
PIC determines which stampers must be molded first (earliest-delivery-date) and 
releases these stampers, by printing electronic packets and putting these packets 
together with the stampers in a buffer. Stampers in this buffer are released to molding, 
so they can be pulled by the molding operators. A buffer of one day must prevent 
molding from running out of orders caused by unexpected delays during processes in 
the cleanroom. The molding capacity with two shifts is approximately 15,000 replicas 
per day, so this should be the size of the buffer. 

Buffer of screens and inks 
When molding is finished, printing can start only if screens and inks are also available. 
Therefore PIC must check if the orders in the buffer before molding, are corresponding 
with the screens and inks buffered before printing. A tool for controlling the contents 
of this buffer, is the assignment of the internal due date of the artwork release. This 
date must be the same as the internal due date for the input medium release of the same 
log number. 
If, for any reason, screens or inks belonging to a log number in the buffer before 
molding, are not in the buffer before printing, the printing operators must be attended 
to start making screens and mixing inks for this log number, since it can be expected at 
printing soon. 
It is not necessary to make a distinction between stock and buffer before printing, as 
printing can not determine its own sequence, but must print what is molded. 

Balance molding and printing 
Dependent on the order quantity and the number of colours in the label, molding and 
printing can both be a bottleneck. Therefore it must be assured that on both of these 
capacities idle time is minimised. Because printing is directly dependent on what has 
already been molded, a buffer of screens and inks is not sufficient to guarantee that the 
printing equipment does not run empty, in contrast with the buffer of stampers, which 
does guarantee that molding does not run empty. 

PIC can see from the data in the order acceptance model if the claim on the printing 
machine is higher than the claim on the molding lines in the near future . This implies 
printing becomes the bottleneck on the short term. It might be possible however, to 
put more load on the printing equipment in an earlier period. Therefore molding must 
start with log numbers, which claim more time on printing than on molding. These are 
log numbers of which only small quantities are required and which have multi coloured 
labels. By scheduling these log numbers more forward, idle time of printing decreases. 

At the other hand, because of large volumes of molded CD ROM' s, an accumulation 
of orders between molding and printing must be prevented. Therefore sequencing of 
orders at molding, must make sure that molding and printing capacities are balanced 
over time. 
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A simple example for illustration: instead of molding three big one-colour orders 
before three small multi-colour orders or vice versa, it is better to mold an order of 
each group by tum. In this way printing will have less idle time in the beginning (so 
total throughput time of all orders is smaller) and the average stock of unprinted CD 
ROM's will be smaller. 

@ Packaging release 

Packaging 
The three releases described till now are all log number related. In some cases, two or 
even more, different log numbers are packed into one unit. It is not possible to start the 
packaging of an order until all the different required CD ROM's (log numbers) are 
available. Packaging and shipping, are therefore work order oriented, in contrast with 
all other processes, which are log number oriented. 
Besides CD ROM's, packaging materials must also be available before an order can be 
released to packaging. 
For these two reasons, the packaging process also requires a separate release and a 
location to stock unpacked CD ROM' s must be created between printing and 
packaging. 

Temporary employees 
The model for customer order acceptance also gives information about the time 
required for packaging and if temporary employees can be used for packaging. PIC 
must order these employees on time (two days before they are required) and this must 
be communicated with the packaging operators. 

Shipping 
After packaging of an order has finished, the order can be made ready for shipment by 
the same operators. 

5.2.3 Floor level 

At co-ordination level, orders are accepted and released to the floor, but at floor level, 
still some degrees of freedom exist, which need to be dealt with correctly. 

Team co-ordinators 
Each month a team co-ordinator is assigned per shift (team). These co-ordinators are 
intermediaries between production and the office. Everybody on the production floor 
must contact the team co-ordinator if he or she notices a problem. Dependent on the 
kind of problem the team co-ordinator will contact CS, PIC or management. 
The team co-ordinators join the 9 a.m. meeting and in this meeting, they inform PIC 
and CS about the status of each order on the floor . Priorities are discussed and the 
team co-ordinators communicate discussed aspects to the people on the floor. 

Clean room 
The cleanroom personnel must co-ordinate all processes of the cleanroom. 
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Because QC of the input medium and data prep can easily cause a delay if the 
customer must send a new input medium, these processes must occur right after 
release of an order. If any problem with the input medium shows up, this must be 
communicated to CS. 
Mastering / stamping must be finished before the internal due date passes. If it is not 
possible for a specific order to finish mastering / stamping on time, PIC must be 
contacted. 
Furthermore cleanroom personnel are responsible for not running out of stock of 
prepared materials (precoats ), so they must start making precoats on time. 

Molding 
Molding has got a buffer, out of which they can dispatch orders. The exact sequence 
of molding must be determined in co-ordination with printing for two reasons. 
The first reason is that capacities of these two processes must be balanced over time as 
good as possible to prevent a high stock of CD ROM' s between molding and printing 
and to prevent printing from running empty (see also in 5.2.2 under replication 
release) . 
The other reason is that printing is informed on time about pending orders coming to 
printing soon, so that the required screens and inks for the order can be prepared. 
Another aspect which must be taken into account is the combination of log numbers in 
one work order. The packaging process of an order can not start, before all log 
numbers for that order are printed. To prevent high stocks of unpacked CD ROM' s, 
the log numbers which must be combined in packaging must be molded close to each 
other. 

For large orders, molding and PIC must discuss whether it is best to use one or two 
molding lines. 

Printing and printprep 
Responsibilities of the printing personnel can be compared to those of the cleanroom 
personnel in a number of ways. The printing personnel must co-ordinate QC artwork, 
art prep, screenmaking, inkmixing and printing itself 

When artwork is released, QC and art prep must take place as soon as possible, 
because throughput times of these processes are very unpredictable and can cause a 
delay if the customer must send new films. If any problem with the artwork shows up, 
this must be communicated with CS ( comparable with QC input medium and data 
prep). 
Another responsibility is that screens and inks are ready for printing on the moment 
molding is finished . If customers send in the artwork on time, at least five days are 
available for making screens and mixing inks. 

However, if it is not possible to finish inkmixing and screenmaking on time for an 
order, this must be communicated with the molding department. The molding sequence 
can be adjusted in such a way, that the printing machine can keep on printing (by first 
molding log numbers for which screens and inks are available) . 
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Furthermore the printing operators are responsible for not running out of stock of 
blank screens ( comparable with material prep). 

With large orders it is also possible to start printing, before molding is finished. The 
cycle time for printing is much shorter than the cycle time for molding (resp. 1 and 6.4 
seconds). Close communication between the molding and printing operators must 
guarantee that the printing machine does not run empty during the printing process of 
one log number, due to the fact molding has not finished the same log number yet. 

Packaging 
The packaging operators co-ordinate the packaging and shipping department. 
A first responsibility for them is the work performed by the temporary employees. The 
packaging operators must provide them with the correct CD ROM' s, correct 
packaging materials and instructions. 
They must also prepare orders for shipping and make sure that all deliveries can be 
picked up at the agreed time. 

5.3 Concluding remarks 

Chapter 4 described the current situation and highlighted some problems. In this 
chapter, a suggestion for a new logistic control concept is given. This paragraph 
reflects how this control concept deals with problems mentioned in chapter 4. 

Co-ordination of capacities 
Before a customer order can be accepted and a delivery date can be assigned, the 
availability of capacity needs to be checked. This check did not take place in the 
beginning for two reasons. In the first place there was no tool for such a check, and 
secondly, no problems were caused because of over capacity. 
One of the tools of the suggested concept is a model, which performs a capacity check 
before a customer order is accepted. This model determines the time an order claims 
on critical resources, and subsequently checks if this required time is still available. A 
more detailed description of the model is given in chapter 6. 

Co-ordination of materials 
Two different kind of materials required for production are raw materials and customer 
specific materials. 

Raw materials 
According to the stock policy set at management level, raw materials are always 
available, so a check on these materials is not required for acceptance of a customer 
order and assignment of a delivery date. Nevertheless, a more efficient stock policy for 
raw materials still needs to be designed . 

Customer !;p ecific materials 1n 
Availability of custo m.e.r:._fil2_ecific materials is included in the mod . The check on , / 
availa le capacity is distributed over time an earliest momen r er can start 
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depends on the availability of customer specific materials (input medium, artwork and 
customer specific packaging materials) . 

Packaging materials 
A factor which still needs attention concerns the packaging materials. At this moment, 
it is not clear which packaging materials can be treated as standard materials and which 
as customer specific. In the near future, when more experience with customer orders 
exists, it is better possible to forecast the demand per type of packaging material as a 
result of more historical data concerning customers wishes. Then a stock policy for 
packaging materials, based on reliable data, can be determined. 

Responsibilities 
In the current situation, communication between different departments often takes 
place via informal contacts. Because it is not totally clear yet, how responsibilities are 
defined, it is possible that information does not reach the correct person. 

Three levels of decision making 
In the suggested concept, a distinction is made between three levels. Management level 
is responsible for norm, parameter and goal setting, co-ordination level (CS and PIC) 
is responsible for customer order acceptance (including delivery date assignment) and 
work order release and finally, floor level is responsible for dispatching orders. 

This implies PIC is responsible for bringing the artwork and input medium to the work 
floor (input medium and artwork release) and inform CS and the team co-ordinators 
about the arrival of these materials. Close communication between PIC and CS must 
guarantee reliable delivery date assignment at the customer order acceptance stage. 
The molding and printing operators are responsible for balancing the molding and 
printing equipment by determining the dispatching sequence for molding. PIC must 
make sure, these operators have got enough flexibility, by placing sufficient stampers 
in the buffer before molding (replication release) . 

9 a.m. meeting 
To make the 9 a. m. meeting a tool for controlling production (instead of only 
monitoring), it is necessary that all information comes to light here. Therefore the team 
co-ordinators must know the precise status of each log number on the \vork order 
schedule and CS must know everything concerning agreements with customers about 
arrival dates of input medium and artwork and turn around times. PIC has to be 
acquainted with all current agreements with suppliers and subcontractors concerning 
customer specific packaging materials. 

After this meeting, team co-ordinators are responsible for informing the correct people 
on the floor about aspects discussed in this meeting. Possibly CS has to make new 
agreements with customers and PIC has to make new agreements with suppliers or 
subcontractors, concerning packaging materials. 
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Order structure 
The structure of a customer order also causes some problems. One order can consist 
of more than one log number and all processes except packaging are log number 
related. Therefore a work order can not be released in one time. A work order not only 
needs to be split up per log number, but because of uncertainties in the beginning of 
the process and requirement of different materials (input medium and artwork), a log 
number can not be released to production in one time either. 

Therefore, release of a work order is split up into four separate releases per log 
number. The input medium and the artwork are released separately per log number. 
When stampers, screens and inks are ready, the log number can be released to 
replication (molding and printing) and finally, when all different log numbers that go 
into one packaging unit are printed, the entire work order can be released to 
packaging. 

In table 5 an overview is given of the most important problems, causes and suggested 
solutions. 

Table 5: Problems, causes and suggested solutions 

problem cause su22estion 
uncertainties in beginning little experience separate release for input 
of process medium and artwork (CD and 

a>) 

difficult to make reliable no historical data high safety stock of critical 
forecast materials 
no check on available no instrument for such a check customer order acceptation 
capacity model ( chapter 6) 
no structural bottleneck process time of each step check on all possible critical 

depends on different parameters resources in the model 
miscommunications not well defined responsibilities three different levels of 

logistic decision making 
replication of one log complex order structure (work separate release for 
number not always in one order number - log number) replication and packaging 
run ((3) and®) 
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6. The model for order acceptance 

This chapter describes the model that is developed in order to base customer order 
acceptance on availability of capacity and customer specific materials. This model is 
only a Decision Support System (DSS). This implies the model itself does not make 
the customer order acceptance decision, but it is helping to make the customer order 
acceptation decision (including delivery date assignment) based on reliable and up to 
date information. 
For trying out, it is developed in a spreadsheet program. Later, this prototype of the 
model must be rebuilt into a more user-friendly program such as a database. The main 
advantage of database over a spreadsheet program is that it is accessible to more users 
on the same moment. 
First is explained how the model is built up, followed by a description of the checks 
performed by the model and the way in which the model should be used. In appendix 
7, the model is shown and explained in more detail, but for the comprehensibility of the 
model in its entirety, it is better to read this chapter first , before going into detail. 

6. 1 The framework of the model 

The model for customer order acceptance consists of three parts, named ' capyld96', 
' input' and 'wlcheck' . 

Capyld96 
' Capyld96 ' is the part filled with parameters and norms, which are used for calculating 
in the other two parts. The numbers used are directly deduced from the production 
process or from goals set by the management team. The part consists of three sheets: 
' parameters' , ' yields ' and ' packaging' . Each of these sheets is shown and explained in 
appendix 7. 1. 

Input 
' Input' is the second part of the model and is the part in which most changes are made 
by the users. For each incoming order relevant parameters are put in at the moment an 
order is placed or a quotation is requested. The model calculates all process times for 
that specific order by using the numbers from ' capyld96 ' . It also determines the 
intervals in which these processes can take place, dependent on the arrival date of 
materials and the ship date. 

' Input' exists of one sheet for ' firm orders' (confirmed and status90 orders) and one 
sheet for ' quotes ' (orders which are not confirmed yet by the customer). On the sheet 
for ' firm orders', it is possible to indicate per log number what steps in the process 
have been finished already. 
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After all parameters for a specific order are put in, the results of material and work 
load checks are shown on the same sheet. To perform the checks, this part interacts 
with 'wlcheck', the third part of the model. 

An example of the sheet for 'firm orders', including an explanation of the formulas 
used, is shown in appendix 7.2. 

Wlcheck 
The third part of the model is named 'wlcheck' , which is an abbreviation for work load 
check. 'Wlcheck' combines information from all orders in ' input' . For each step in the 
process, times claimed by orders are summed per day and these work loads are 
compared with the available capacities of the different kinds of resources, distributed 
over time. This part consists of sheets for checking capacity of the cleanroom, the 
molding lines, the print operators, the printing machine, the packaging operators and 
temporary employees. Furthermore each sheet generates a chart which compares the 
available and required capacity, because it is easier to get an overview from a chart 
than from a table. 

From these twelve sheets (6 tables and 6 charts) copies are made, in which the 'quotes' 
are excluded. On these sheets, the available capacity can be compared with the 
required capacity claimed by 'firm' orders. So in total, 'wlcheck' contains 24 sheets. 

Examples of 'molding check' and 'chart molding' including the 'quotes' are shown in 
appendix 7.3. including a more detailed explanation. 

'Input' asks 'wlcheck' if all orders and quotes can be accepted based on availability of 
capacities and customer specific materials. By showing the results of these checks in 
' input' rather than in 'wlcheck', the users of the model do not have to go to another 
part of the model to see whether to accept an order or not. 

6.2 Checks performed by the model 

The model performs two kind of checks to see if a delivery date for an order is 
feasible . The first kind of check is to see if the required customer specific materials are 
available on time. The second kind of check is to determine if sufficient resources are 
available in the time period the order must be produced. Both checks are explained 
below. 

6.2.1 Material availability checks 

For each order, the model determines if the expected moment of receipt of customer 
specific materials can cause problems for the ship date. 

General procedure 
The moment an order is put into the model, the model determines process times of all 
steps in the process and intervals in which each step must take place. These intervals 
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are bounded by an earliest possible moment this step must start and a latest possible 
moment this step must be finished . 
The earliest possible moment a step can start is the moment of receipt of required 
materials added to the process times for all preceding steps. The latest possible 
moment a step must be finished is determined by backward scheduling from the ship 
date to the considered step. t!, 
The model checks if the earliest possible moment a step can start added wiffi" the 
process time of this step, lies before the latest possible moment this step in the process 
must be finished . If the result of one of these checks indicates that the moment on 
which materials arrive is too late to meet the agreed ship date, "attention" is displayed 
on the same screen the order is put in. If this problem is not present, "OK" is displayed 
and no further action is required . 

The model has got three material checks: one for the input medium, one for the 
artwork for labelprinting and one for customer specific packaging materials. For each 
check, this general procedure is more concretised below. 

Input medium 
The input medium check, looks if the moment the input medium arrives at 3M added 
with the process times for mastering and stamping lies before the latest possible 
moment the cleanroom must be finished, which is the shipdate minus the times needed 
for packaging, printing and molding. 

Artwork 
The artwork check, looks if the moment artwork arrives at 3M plus the process times 
for screenmaking and inkmixing lies before the latest possible moment printprep must 
be finished ( shipdate minus the process times of packaging and printing). If customers 
meet all specifications, this check will never notice any problem, because according to 
these specifications, artwork must be received five days prior to the input medium. 

Customer specific packaging materials 
The check for customer specific packaging materials finally, checks if the moment 
these materials arrive at 3M added with the process time for packaging lies before the 
shipdate (the shipdate is the latest possible moment packaging must be finished) . 

These material availability checks only check if the sum of all process times for an 
order from receipt of materials is not longer than the interval between receipt of 
materials and the agreed shipdate. In other words, these checks assume an order does 
not have to wait in the process flow at other orders or does not take other orders into 
account. A material check that also takes other orders into account is included in the 
workload checks described next. 

6.2.2 Workload checks 

Each incoming order claims an amount of time on certain resources, called the 
workload from an order on a resource. The total amount of required workload in a 
certain time period, may not exceed the available workload in that same period. The 
goal of these workload checks is to highlight (potential) workload problems on time 
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(before delivery date assignment), so adjustments can be made and a reliable delivery 
date can be assigned. For each critical resource, the model determines per log number 
how large the workload is. These workloads are scheduled in two different ways. The 
first method sets the workload at the earliest possible moment a process can start, and 
the second method puts the workload on the latest possible moment the process must 
be finished 13

. Exactly how these moments are determined by the model will be 
discussed first. 

Earliest possible moment 
The earliest possible moment a process can start is the expected arrival date of 
customer specific materials (input medium, artwork and packaging materials) plus all 
process times of preceding processes. The earliest moment molding can start, for 
example, is the tape arrival date plus the time required for making a master and a 
stamper. 

Latest possible moment 
The latest possible moment a process must be finished is the potential ship date minus 
the process times of all following processes. The latest moment molding must be 
finished, for example, is the ship date minus the process times for packaging and 
printing. 

These two moments, are the same moments as already used in the material availability 
checks. 

Chart 
In Figure 6-1 a chart with three lines is shown. The straight line is the cumulative 
available capacity of a certain kind of resource, the other two lines show the 
cumulative required capacity. One if all workloads are set at the earliest possible 
moment a process can start, depending on arrival date of materials, and one if 
workloads are set at the latest possible moment a process must be finished, depending 
on the shipdate. The difference between what is available and what is required if 
everything is planned as early as possible is named a, and the difference between 
available workload and required workload if all orders are planned as late as possible is 
named b. For each day a value of a and b exist. For each new incoming order, the 
model performs the following procedure. 

After all relevant parameters are put in (see paragraph 6.3), the model determines the 
amount ohime this order claims on a resource. It also determines the earliest moment 
this process must start (Tl) and the latest moment it must finish (T2) as explained 
above. In between these two moments, the required capacity must be available. The 
workload for this order on the considered resource is also planned on these two 
moments and added to the chart. 

L1/yz)~J 

13 The workload is set at these moments to do a workloadcheck. This does not imply the order is 
planned to be produced on the earliest or latest possible moment. 
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Figure 6-1: Example workload check 
Q 
/ 

Free capacity 
The model searches the minim m value of b on T2 a 
T2 . This is capacity still free to us e value of bat T2 is 

sary a · . \'\. part of this capacity may be required to a rea 
orders, which can be shipped later, but can not be produced later as a r 
workload by other orders. T wor oad (if all workloads are set 
a st possible mo ) may never exceed the cumulative available capacity. 
This implies that the minimum value ofb is the amount of available capacity, which is 
not claimed by orders in the near future . Assumed is that the minimum value of b lies in 
the first fifteen days from now. Further away in the future, available capacity is 
assumed to increase faster as required capacity. 

Lost capacity 
The model also searches the maximum value of a between the current moment and T 1. 
This is available capacity that will not be used if each order is processed as early as 
possible. At the moment, the considered order can start (T 1 ), this capacity is not 
available anymore, but is lost as a result of no availability of materials. If this maximum 
value of a is negative, it is automatically set at zero. A negative number in this cell 
would imply an increase of the available capacity. In fact it only means that as long as 
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this number remains negative, the available capacity can be used for production and 
does not have to wait on materials. 

Available to promise 
This maximum value of a is subtracted from the minimum value of b and the outcome 
is the capacity, which is available to promise. This is the capacity which still is not 
claimed by any order at the latest possible moment the considered order must be 
finished minus lost capacity as a result of no availability of materials in an earlier 
period. Subtraction of this maximum value of a, combines the check on availability of 
materials with the check on availability of capacities, taking all orders in the portfolio 
into account. 
If the capacity available to promise is smaller than zero, the model displays "problem" 
after the workloadcheck of this resource and the order can not be accepted under these 
circumstances. Otherwise "OK" is displayed and the workload of the considered 
resource causes no problems for acceptation of this order. 

Critical resources 
The resources checked by the model are the cleanroom, molding equipment, the 
printing equipment, the printing operators and the packaging operators, because these 
are the most critical resources in the production process of CD ROM' s. A distinction 
is made between packaging activities which can be performed by temporary employees 
and packaging activities which have to be performed by 3M employees. In this way the 
number of required temporary employees is made visible. 

6.3 Operation procedures 

The model only gives reliable output, if it contains the most recent information about 
the status of orders. To keep the model up-to-date a number of standard procedures 
have to be performed. If a new order is put into the model and according to the checks 
it can not be accepted, a few options exist to try to make it acceptable. These options 
are described after the standard procedures are explained. 

6.3. l Standard procedures 

Four different procedures exist to keep the model up to date: new firm orders and 
quotes have to be put into the model, confirmation of quotes and entry of order-related 
materials must be registered and the status of orders in process must be kept up to 
date. Each of these procedures will be described below. 

Order entry 
The time an order claims on different resources is dependent on a number of 
parameters. For each order these parameters have to be put into the model, before the 
model can start calculating. One click with the mouse on a specific icon starts up a 
macro which shows a form, on which the log number, customer, order quantity, 
number of colours in the label, the packaging method, the expected arrival dates of 
input medium and artwork and the requested ship date must be filled in. If special 
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packaging materials are required, the date these materials can be expected at 3M must 
also be filled in. 
An example of a form is shown in appendix 7.4. This form is a part of the 'firm orders' 
sheet from 'input', presented in a more customer friendly way. This implies that 
information filled in on this form, is also put into the model. 

Another macro (activated by another icon) shows a very similar form, but this one is 
for 'quotes' instead of 'firm orders' (see appendix 7.5). In the first set of boxes all 
parameters are filled in, even though most of this information is still very uncertain ( see 
paragraph 5.3.1). For these quotes the same checks as for firm orders are performed 
and the results of these checks also appear on the screen (form). 

Confirmation of quotes 
The moment a customer confirms his quote, the line which represents this quote, must 
be cut out of the sheet for quotes and pasted into the sheet for firm orders. Possibly, 
the values of the original given parameters need to be adapted. 

Entry of customer specific materials 
The third procedure considers the entry of customer specific materials. If materials 
arrive at 3M, the model must also be adapted. On the moment certain customer 
specific materials arrive, the expected arrival dates of the input medium, artwork and 
customer specific packaging materials, must be converted into "IN". 
Changing these values into "IN" has direct impact on the earliest moment different 
steps in the process can start. 
For each outstanding order it must be checked if the expected arrival dates of these 
materials have not passed yet. If so, CS must contact the customer ( or subcontractors) 
and make new agreements about these arrival dates (and adapt the model). 

Progress of released orders 
The last standard procedure is to update the status of "confirmed" orders ( orders from 
which input medium and artwork are received) . PIC uses the same form, as with the 
entry of firm orders. In the second set of white boxes, it is possible to indicate which 
steps of the process have already been finished by filling a box with a "Y". Process 
times of finished processes are automatically set at zero, so these processes do not 
claim workload any more. 
In contrast to the three earlier mentioned procedures, this last procedure is not 
activated automatically ( earlier procedures were activated by phone calls from 
customers or arrival of materials) . Therefore PIC has to check the status of all 
"confirmed" orders two or three times a day, for example at 9.30 a.m. (after the 9 a.m. 
meeting), 1.00 p.m. and 4.00 p.m. 

6.3.2 Options to solve problems 

Problems arise if materials necessary to start production for a specific order are not 
available on time or if the total amount of orders claims too much workload on 
available resources. The model contains a few options to see how these problems can 
be solved. First must be attempted to solve problems without the customer noticing 
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anything (internal options). If this is not possible, the customer can be phoned and 
asked if some adaptations can be made ( external options) . 

Internal options 
If a workload check signals a problem, and all customers send in their materials on the 
expected moments, a real problem arises. On forehand must be looked at how this 
problem can be solved. The most customer-friendly method to solve this problem is 
solving it internally, so customers will not notice anything. This means the arrival dates 
of materials and the ship date can not be changed, so the interval in which an order 
must be produced is fixed. The amount of workload claimed by an order is also fixed, 
so the only variable left over is the available capacity in the considered interval. The 
model has got a few possibilities to adjust this amount of available capacity. 

Overwork 
The number of working hours in the model can always be adjusted to the desired 
number of working hours, until all problems are solved (all orders can be ready for 
shipment on time) . For each resource the number of available hours on a specific day 
can be altered by typing the desired number of hours over the automatically calculated 
available hours in 'wlcheck'. It is possible to add extra hours to a working day, but it is 
also possible to schedule hours on a free day ( e.g. a Saturday). In the same way it is 
possible to set the available capacity to zero on special weekdays and holidays ( e.g . 
Ascension day or Easter Monday). A macro is built in to set all available capacities 
back to the originally calculated values, dependent on the number of shifts. 

Temporary employees 
If the required workload of temporary employees exceeds the availability of this 
resource, availability of this resource can be adjusted by changing the number of 
temporaries in ' wlcheck'. There is no check performed for this kind of resource, 
because availability of temporaries is so flexible, that it will never be the reason not to 
accept an order. However, a table and a chart are available in which an overview of 
required and available hours of temporary employees is given. Out of these sheets can 
be determined if, when and how much temporary employees are required. 

Stntctura/ changes 
Besides these temporary changes, it is also possible to make some structural changes. 
In ' capyld96' , all kind of parameters such as process times, available resources, yields, 
utilisation degrees and number of shifts can be updated. These values all influence the 
amount of available capacity or workload claimed by an order. After adaptation of 
these figures, ' input' and ' wlcheck' automatically start using these new values for 
calculation. 

External options 
If it is not possible to solve all highlighted problems internally, it is still possible to 
search for an external solution. Therefore customers with outstanding orders can be 
contacted . 
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Reservations 
In the performed workload checks, all orders are taken into account ( confirmed, 
status90 and quotes), but the quotes are not firm orders yet. Therefore, the time on 
resources claimed by these orders, is only a reservation. Besides, because of 
uncertainty of given parameters, the amount of time claimed is only an estimate and it 
can not be distributed over time exactly. If a workload check signals a problem, it is 
possible to look at the workload claimed by only firm orders (by going to another 
sheet in 'wlcheck'). As long as the workload claimed by these orders remains within 
the norms, problems do not arise necessarily. 

Priorities 
In case an incoming order causes a problem, customers with outstanding quotes for the 
interval in which this new order must be produced, can be phoned by CS and asked if 
their quotes can already be confirmed. If the quote is confirmed, another solution must 
be found for the order in consideration. If the quote still is not confirmed, it must be 
decided whether to give priority to the quote or the incoming order. A reason to give 
priority to the incoming order, is that time claimed on resources by this order is 
certain. A reason to give priority to the quote, is that with this customer promises are 
already made. 

Changing dates 
Another option to solve a problem, is asking customers if it is possible to move the 
expected arrival dates of materials forward or if the shipdate can be delayed. In this 
case the total amount of required workload does not change, but it may be possible to 
shift workloads over time in such a way, that all orders can be made in the available 
intervals. 
What materials should be received earlier, depends on the kind of problem. It is of no 
use for example, to receive artwork for label printing earlier, if the workload check 
signals a problem in the cleanroom. 

6.4 Implementation 

Prototype 
The developed model is only a prototype, which has been written in a spreadsheet 
program. One of the disadvantages of a spreadsheet program is that a file can not be 
opened by more users on the same time. The intention is to convert the model from a 
spreadsheet into a more user-friendly database, once the internal logic of the model is 
tested sufficiently and the use of the model has proved its value. In a database, files can 
be open to more users on the same moment. However, for testing this prototype, it is 
most convenient if the model is placed on only one PC. Why this is most convenient is 
explained in appendix 9. 

Communication 
As already explained in the previous chapter, PIC can not adjust values in the model, 
without having this co-ordinated with other persons. Before adjustments concerning 
available capacity (temporary overwork as well as structural changes) can be made, 
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these changes must be approved by the Operations Manager, changes to arrival dates 
of customer specific materials and/or shipmates may only be made in mutual agreement 
with CS and addition or extraction of temporary employees must be communicated to 
the packaging department. 

Flexibility 
In some cases, practical solutions must be found in order to feed the model with 
correct information. Some examples are given below. 

If the input medium sent in is a stamper (e.g. from Menomonie), the order does not 
claim workload on the cleanroom and a "Y' can be filled in the box after "cleanroom 
finished" . The model then sets the process time for this order in the cleanroom 
automatically on zero. 

In case of a re-order, the input medium and the artwork are already at 3M. Now "IN" 
is filled into the boxes after "tape arrival date" and "receipt artwork" . Possibly, 
stampers, screens and/or inks are available. Dependent on what is available, a "Y' can 
be filled in the box after "cleanroom finished", "screenmaking finished" and/or 
"inkmixing finished" . 

If a work order contains more than one log number, the packaging process only takes 
place once for all log numbers. In the model, a packaging process is assigned to each 
log number. It is possible to fill in a "Y' after "packaging finished" for all log numbers 
except one. In this way, the process time for packaging is only taken into account one 
time per work order number. 

If the same log number returns in more than one work order, it is possible to assign a 
different letter to each of these identical log numbers. In this way, the log number still 
is a unique identification for a record. However, it is also possible to combine all 
orders with the same log number into one order. This is more efficient for production, 
but it reduces short term flexibility, because everything must be ready by the earliest 
shipdate. 

It shows that the model still needs to be adapted to make it more flexible and user 
friendly . Especially the part that covers the packaging department can be improved. 
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7. HP DART orders 

As described in chapter 3, the original reason to start up this graduation project, was 
the request from Hewlett Packard (HP) to investigate how the delivery time of their 
orders could be reduced from 4 to 1 weeks. This chapter describes what must happen 
in order to accomplish this for their largest, complex, frequently placed order: DART 
(Data Applications Release Trade). First the DART order is introduced, including a 
description of its structure. Subsequently attention is focused on specific activities, 
which do not occur with regular orders. Especially packaging requirements provide 
extra activities. Then attention is focused on how all these activities must be scheduled 
over time in such a way that the delivery time is only one week. The chapter ends with 
some concluding comments concerning this order. 

7. 1 More about DART 

Each two months HP places a global applications release. HP US first places the order 
in 3M Menomonie, followed by HP France placing the order in 3M Breda for its 
European customers. This means HP France is the customer for 3M Breda. 

Distribution mode 
The distribution mode of this release used to be a push concept (kits were pushed into 
the market and customers were obliged to take a new update), but nowadays it is more 
and more changing into a pull concept ( customers may choose whether they want a 
new update or not) . As a result, it is more difficult for HP to forecast the required 
quantities and definitive quantities come in at 3M at the latest moment. For most of the 
activities, including outsourced activities, these definitive quantities must be known. 
More about these activities follows in the next paragraph. 

Order structure 
With this order a lot of misunderstandings arise, because terminology used at HP is not 
always the same as used in Breda and even inside Breda, terminology sometimes 
causes confusion. Therefore a plain explanation of the structure of DART is given first, 
with the matching terms used by HP and 3M. The examples given refer to DART 28, 
of which a complete overview is given in appendix 10. A part of this overview is also 
shown here (fig. 7.1). 

HP kit- and part numbers 
HP wants a combination of documents and boxes with CD ROM' s put together in one 
envelope and to each different composition (envelope) a HP kit number is assigned by 
HP. To each different element in such a kit, a HP part number is assigned by HP, so 
each HP kit number consists of a combination of HP part numbers ( documents and 
boxes with CD ROM's) . In the example shown in figure 7.1 HP kit number B2352A
STD/1361 consists of HP part numbers B3782-6796 l (box with CD ROM's), 5965-
0702, 5964-1109 and 5063-930 I (three different documents). 
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HPKit# HPPart# 'Explanaticn WO# IQIJ IQIJ 1am. Shipdate ~ #of 
I I !(kits) (repl.) Tune te"'1-! 

I I I 
B2352A-S1D'1361 ,B3782-67961 IKIT LOG 72208-m.~ 1019441 60 120 VAB 29-lvlly 0.97 

I i 1019451 170 340 IDE 09-Jun 1.58 
•5965-0702 :mVER l.EI1ER I I I 
·5964-11~ !Fl. YER I I 

I 

5063-9301 ,RELEASE NJrE I 
I I I I ! 

Figure 7-1: Example of one HP kit 

Log numbers 
At 3M each different CD ROM is referred to with a sequential log number. Each CD 
goes in a sleeve and a sleeve goes in a small box, together with an envelop for 
recycling and a leaflet (a small paper on which recycle addresses are printed). It is 
possible that HP asks to put two or even more (with a maximum of five) different log 
numbers in the same box. In the example shown, two CD ROM's (log 72208 and log 
72209) are packed into one box. At 3M, these boxes are also often called kits. 

Groups of customers 
The customers of HP can be split up into several groups, each having another delivery 
date. Response Centres (RC), Internals (INT) and Value Added Businesses (V AB) are 
groups, which need their kits first (29-May). Another bigger group of customers, with 
a later delivery date, is called Trade (TDE, 09-Jun). 

HP Germany is another customer, which only needs the boxes with CD ROM's 
without documentation. They only want HP part numbers and no complete kits. The 
delivery date for HP Germany lies most of the times in between the dates for the 
different groups of customers of HP France. 

Work order numbers 
Inside 3M, work order numbers are used for control of production. For each box with 
CD ROM's shipped on the same date, a work order number is assigned. This has got a 
number of consequences. For replication of CD ROM's it is most effective if each log 
number is molded and printed in one run. This means a combination of work orders 
must be run in one time (the same log numbers with a different ship date), so actually 
must be treated as one work order ( e.g. log number 72214 can be molded in one batch, 
but this batch consists of the work orders 101954, 101955 and 101956, see appendix 
10). 

On the other hand, if a box contains more than one log number, only one work order 
number is assigned. Such a work order can only be treated as one work order in the 
packaging department. In all other processes, this work order must be split into more 
work orders (e.g. both log numbers 72200 and 72201 can be molded in one run each, 
but the combination can not be run in one time, even though only one work order 
number ( 101940) is assigned. Even when printing of this work order is finished, 
packaging can not start, because this HP kit number also contains the CD ROM' s of 
work orders 101941 , 101942 and 101943). 
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7.2 Specific activities for DART 

Because of far-going packaging requirements from HP for this release, a number of 
activities must be organised by 3M, which (till now) do not have to be organised for 
any other customer. Other activities, on the contrary, do not have to be carried out in 
Breda at all, due to the fact that DART is a global release and 3M US (Menomonie) 
performs these activities. Figure 7.2 shows all activities which must be executed for a 
DART release. 

Receipt boxfilms 
As already explained, the CD ROM' s must be packed in boxes. These boxes are 
standard HP items, but on each box a special print must be made with the contents of 
the box, the date of the release and the HP part number. Because DART is a global 
release, these boxes are made in the US and the films for printing the boxes are 
therefore sent in from Menomonie to Breda. 

Printing boxes 
After the films are received, they are sent to a local printer. When definitive required 
quantities are known, the printer can start printing the boxes. The standard HP boxes 
are stocked at the printer. For DART 28, the required number of boxes per HP Part 
number are deducible from appendix 10. The total number ofboxes is 14,195 . 

3MUS--: -

3MUS--

HP Fr. 
HP Germ. 

HP Fr.--: -

rec. 
boxfitms 

rec. I 1 . 
labelfi lms i_ _ production I 1 · I process· s ampers 1 

I 

making 
leaps" ~-u. ,~ 

rec . order , ·--~ 
(structures, ( 
quantities) ·-.__. L 

making lot 
content lists 

• for act1vrt1es marked wrth a •. del init,ve quantrties must be known 

pnn1ing 
boxes• 

pr1n1ing 
documents• 

Figure 7-2: Activities around a DART release 
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Receipt imprinted boxes 
If boxes are printed, the printer sends them to 3M Breda where they can be used for 
the kitting process. Because kitting takes place per HP kit number, not all boxes have 
to come in at the same moment necessarily. Dependent on the availability of other 
materials and shipmates, must be determined which boxes must get priority. PIC must 
communicate this to the printer. 

Receipt labelfilms and stampers 
These log number-related items, are also sent in by Menomonie, because there the 
same log numbers have to be produced. 

Production process 
Because DART is a global release, a number of processes take place outside of 3M 
Breda, compared with the regular production process shown in figure 4.1. 3M 
Menomonie sends in labelfilms and stampers. If these items pass QC (Quality Check) 
without any problem, artprep, dataprep and mastering/stamping are not necessary 
anymore. What is left for 3M Breda are printprep, molding, printing and packaging. 
The packaging process for this kind of orders is called kitting and gets special attention 
further on. Before starting molding and printing, the definitive required quantities 
should be sent in by HP. Printprep can start as soon as the labelfilms arrive. For DART 
28, the total required number of replicas is 19,480. 

Receipt order 
HP France sends the structures of the order to 3M Breda via an electronic link. Later, 
HP orders the definitive quantities per HP Kit number via telephone or fax. HP 
Germany only gives HP part numbers including requested quantities. 

Making kap's 
If the structure and required quantity of an HP kit number is in, a kap (kitting assembly 
procedure) can be made. A kap describes, what HP part numbers go in the kit, what 
log numbers go in the HP part numbers (in the case of boxes), the required quantity, 
the shipdate, how the kitting process can be organised most efficiently including 
required number of (temporary) employees and the required time for kitting (working 
time as well as throughput time) . Per HP kit number and per shipdate a kap must be 
made. If a HP kit number contains more than one box with CD ROM's, the total kap 
consists of a combination of one kap per box and one kap for combining all HP part 
numbers into one kit (envelope). Appendix 11 shows the total kap for HP kit number 
5062-7195+ 1561 , a kit which contains five HP part numbers: one document and four 
boxes, each containing two log numbers. 
For HP Germany, a kap is made per HP part number, because documents are not 
required. 

Making kit content lists 
One of the documents that goes in each HP kit number is a kit content list. As the 
name already suggests, this is a document on which the contents of the kit are listed. 
HP France sends the structures of the kits via an electronic link. 3M Breda converts 
these files into another format from which kit contents lists can be built without typing 
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over this information. Appendix 12 shows the kit contents list for HP kit number 5062-
7195+ 1561. 

Receipt documentation 
Just as the kit structures, the documents are also transferred from HP France to 3M 
Breda electronically. In Breda the documents are printed and these hard copies are sent 
to a reprographic centre. This is a completely new process for 3M. In the US, boxes 
are sent to a special kitter who adds the documentation. 

Printing documents 
In this reprographic centre, the hard copies are scanned and the required number of 
copies are printed, stapled and sorted per HP kit number. For this outsourced printing, 
definitive order quantities are also required. The required quantities of copies for 
DART 28 are given in appendix 13 . The total number of copies is 194,880. 

Receipt documents 
The printed documents are sent back to Breda, where they are used in the kitting 
process. Concerning these documents, the same comments can be made as with the 
boxes. Dependent on the availability of other materials and shipmates, agreements can 
be made with the reprographic centre about the priorities of different documents. 

Kitting 
When all required materials for a HP kit number are available, the kitting process can 
start according to the kap for that kit. If availability of materials and (temporary) 
employees allows, different kits can be composed at the same moment, by forming two 
( or even more) lines. 

Shipping 
On this moment, all identical kits are shipped to HP in one bulk per shipdate, but on 
long term the intention is to ship the required combination of kits to each end customer 
separately. This requires a whole new set of operations concerning order picking and 
making sure each order is delivered at the right address (printing way bills etc.). A tool 
for controlling physical distribution is tracking and tracing, but as already said before, 
this stage gets no further attention in this report. 

7.3 Time schedule 

Before the production location of CD ROM' s in Breda was set up, the delivery time 
for this order to HP France was approximately 4 weeks. Then replication took place in 
the US and before a product arrived at the end customer, it had already passed a 
stocker, a kitter, a shipper and a distribution centre per country. The idea of HP behind 
the new location in Breda is to replace all these different stages and let 3M Breda take 
care of stocking, kitting and shipping to the end customer. The target for delivery time 
to the end customer is set at only one week reached in 1997. The delivery time starts at 
the moment HP France places the order (the kit structures including required 
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Table 6: General time schedule for DART orders 

day 3M Breda 3M Menomonie Hewlett Packard II Outsourced 

-4 send forecasts 

-3 inform RC send boxfilms send structures 
inform printer 
order stampers 
order labelfilms 

-2 make kit content lists send stamoers transport boxfilms 
send labelfilms 

-1 receive documents send documents transoort stamoers 
print documents transport labelfilms 
send documents to RC 
receive boxfilms 
send boxfilms to printer 

0 receive stamoers olace orders print boxes (day I) 
receive labelfilms orint documents ( day 1) 
make kap ' s (day I) 

1 replication ( day I) print boxes (day 2) 
make kap 's (day 2) orint documents (day 2) 

2 replication (dav 2) 
receive imprinted boxes 
receive documents 

3 kitting (day 1) 

4 kitting (day 2) 

5 kitting (dav 3) 
shipment RC orders 
shipment V AB orders 
shipment £NT orders 

6 kitting (day 4) receive RC orders 
receive V AB orders 
receive INT orders 

7 kitting (day 5) 

8 kitting (day 6) 
shipment TOE orders 
shipment Germ. orders 

9 receive TDE orders 
receive Germ. orders 

quantities) and ends on the moment the kits are delivered. All activities mentioned in 
the previous paragraph must have taken place before the order can be delivered. 
All activities mentioned are shown in a table 6, which shows what activities have to 
take place on what moments in order to achieve a delivery time of one week for the 
first shipment. This table assumes the order is placed on day O and only working days 
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are shown. Assuming a working week of six days, first delivery must take place on day 
6 . In appendix 14, the number of days required per activity are explained. 

Options to shorten the schedule 
A few options exist to shorten this schedule. Printing of all documents and boxes takes 
place at outside vendors. To minimise distribution costs, printed boxes and printed 
documents are sent back to Breda in one batch, but it is also possible to send these 
materials back in two batches. In this way the first part of these materials arrives in 
Breda one day earlier, so kitting can start one day earlier. The first day of kitting then 
overlaps with the second day of replication (molding and printing), so a good co
ordination is required to make sure that the available items on this day (CD ROM' s, 
printed boxes and printed documents) make up complete HP kits. 
The printed documents and imprinted boxes normally arrive in the morning, so these 
materials can be used for kitting on the same day of arrival. Therefore sending back the 
materials in two batches is not definitely necessary. 

This time schedule assumes a production situation with two shifts. It is also possible to 
work in three shifts, especially in peak periods. Two days for replication and six days 
for kitting are scheduled. With three shifts, instead of two, it is possible to win 
approximately half a day in the replication process and two days in the kitting process 
(six days with two shifts is similar to four days with three shifts) . 

These two examples show how it is possible to shorten the schedule with in total three 
days. This implies that in this case it is possible to ship the last orders (TDE and 
Germany) on day 5, so these orders can be received by HP on day 6. Assuming a 
working week of 6 days, the delivery time for the latest orders is one week, which is 
exactly what HP requested in the beginning. 

7.4 Concluding comments 

Distribution to end customers 
In the beginning of the report, 3 different stages of order transaction for HP were 
defined . In the time schedule presented, only the first two stages are included. All 
orders are still delivered to HP and HP has to take care of distribution to the end 
customers. In the near future (1997) physical distribution to the end customers will 
take place directly from Breda. If distribution to the end customers can be organised 
in such a way, that it does not take more time than distribution to HP does on this 
moment, the total length of the supply chain from placement of orders to delivery at 
the end customer is six days ( or one week), which is exactly what HP requested . 

Order specific activities before placement of orders 
In the time schedule, the order is placed on day zero, but before the order is placed, a 
number of activities has already taken place (based on earlier sent forecasts and 
structures). It is necessary to perform these activities, before the order is really placed, 
in order to be able to deliver the order in such a short time. 
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It is important that HP sends the correct structures on time, because these structures 
are necessary for making the kit content lists, which must be sent to the reprographic 
centre one day later, together with the other documents. These documents also must 
be received before the definitive quantities are given. 

Schedule on day level 
In the time schedule, all activities are planned on day level. Activities are not planned 
in more detail for two reasons. 
First of all , the schedule includes a number of activities, which are not performed in 
Breda and it is of no use to schedule these activities on a more detailed level. Besides, 
a number of transits are included, which most of the time happen overnight. 
The second reason to not go further into detail is that the process times of activities 
which are performed in Breda ( especially kitting and replication), depend on the exact 
required quantities. For each DART release, quantities are different and therefore no 
general schedule can be composed that is valid for all DART releases. Each DART 
release requires special attention from the Production & Inventory Control Analysts. 
They need to make a more detailed schedule for replication per log number and kitting 
per work order each time again. Exact times for replication are calculated by the model 
and times required for kitting are generated by the kap' s. 

Links with the model 
A great part of this graduation project is the model that has beeR developed for 
supporting the customer order acce t · s model only direct 

r o CD ROM's is included. A number of activities for DART 28 are not 
directly related with the production of CD RO M's but concern the far going packaging 
requirements (e.g. printing boxes and documents, making kit contents lists and ka 's 

hese activities are not included in the model. . on y part of figure 7.2 which is 
,n.......@..&...QL!I!!:fnerffi5oef,"'ntth~ee@~-of"stampers, labelfilms, printed boxes and 
documents an -.-.-Lll.1-n uction process itself (replication). All other activities have to 
be planned manually around these activities before reliable delivery dates can be 
assigned. 
The model also includes the packaging process of orders, but because the packaging 
process for DART (kitting) is so complex, times for packaging can not be generated 

~ vuJ2 automatically by the model, but are calculated on the kap ' s. What is possible for this 
rrJ.. '1-1,, .,,_ J 7 moment, is to feed the model manually with the required time for packaging operators 
v f .,.,~ 1 and temporaries from the kap' s. 

Later on, possibilities to link the kap ' s with the model (e.g. via the work order 
number) must be further explored, in order to feed the model automatically with the 
required time for kitting. 

Other orders 
As described, it is possible to realise a delivery time of only one week for DART 
orders, but this DART order has a great claim on resources in this period. The 
workload claimed by DART on different kind of resources is shown in appendix 14, 
and the workload claimed on the packaging department is shown in appendix 10. 
These claims, of course, have got consequences on the available capacity for other 
orders. In order to determine how many other orders can be accepted in the same 
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period as a DART order without endangering the delivery date, the model described in 
chapter 6 can be used. For the time being HP orders will enjoy the privilege of getting 
priority. 
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8. Conclusions and recommendations 

In this final chapter, the project is evaluated. The results are compared with the 
assignment formulated in the beginning and conclusions are drawn concerning 
fulfilment of the assignment. Finally recommendations for further improvement are 
given. 

8. 1 Conclusions 

The production facility for CD ROM' s in Breda has been operational since August 
1995 . Because the facility is still so new, little experience and a number of uncertainties 
exist. These uncertainties make it difficult to make good forecasts concerning demand 
for CD ROM' s, production yields and exact process times. Experience was not only 
missing in the production process itself, but also in control of this production. 
Therefore a logistic control concept is designed. 

Two important results of this logistic control concept are the distinction of the logistic 
decision making process in three levels and a decision support system (DSS) for 
customer order acceptance. Later attention has been focused on a specific frequently 
placed HP order (DART) and the contribution of the DSS for this order. 

Three levels of logistic decision making 
The suggested logistic control concept divides logistic decision making in three levels. 
Norms are set at management level, customer order acceptance and work order release 
take place on co-ordination level (Customer Service, Production & Inventory Control 
and team co-ordinators) and finally dispatching work orders is done at floor level. 

Because different materials (input medium and artwork) must be sent in by the 
customer, uncertainties in the beginning of the process and a complex order structure, 
release of an order must be split up into four separate releases at co-ordination level. 
The input medium and artwork can be released as soon as these materials have been 
received, for the replication release (molding and printing) stampers, films and the 
correct colours of ink must be available and for the packaging release all required 
materials must be available. These materials can be packaging materials, but can also 
be different log numbers (CD ROM's) packed into one unit. The separate release for 
replication is a tool for PIC to balance the workload on the molding and printing 
equipment (process times of these two processes depend on different parameters so 
there is no structural bottleneck). This release can of course also be used to control the 
total released workload to these two processes. 

DSS for customer order acceptance 
Performance of the order releasing rules would be enhanced if the pool itself, out of 
which orders can be released, is controlled at the customer order acceptance stage. For 
supporting the customer order acceptance decision, a model has been developed which 
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checks the availability of order related materials and critical resources (because no 
structural bottleneck can be appointed, availability of more resources must be 
checked). Before the project started, such a tool was not available, so these checks 
could not be performed. If the checks say an order can not be accepted, the model has 
got a few options to adjust the situation internally ( e.g. overwork), so a customer 
order possibly still can be accepted. 
Up to this moment, the model is only a prototype (in a spreadsheet program) with the 
disadvantage, that it can not be used on more than one PC simultaneously. 

HP DART order 
Referring to the large HP DART order, the model developed is only partly applicable, 
due to a number of reasons. Firstly, because of the complex order structure, 
production runs are not equal to work orders. These production runs must be 
determined first, before the data can be put into the model. Secondly, the model can 
not generate the process times for packaging (kitting) automatically and finally, a 
number of activities are required for this order that do not return in the model at all. 

Looking back to the request of HP to reduce the supply chain time for this order, a 
time schedule is made in which is shown how it is possible to schedule all these 
activities in such a way, that a delivery time of one week can be accomplished, exactly 
what HP requested . 

Implementation 
Up to this moment, the model has not been used at the customer order acceptance 
stage. The last couple of weeks, the model has been updated once a day and the results 
of the checks were compared with the actual situation on the floor. Results were very 
promising. Problems signalled by the model were the same as problems signalled in 
production, only the packaging department needs to be explored further. The model 
makes a distinction between different ways of packaging, but the wide range of 
customers wishes concerning packaging, requires more than the distinction made up to 
this moment . 

Management is aware of the model that has been developed and supports making use 
of it on a very short term. Because more orders are corning in and overcapacity is 
decreasing, it is getting more difficult for PIC and CS to assign reliable delivery dates. 
These two departments will be the users of the model and they are also willing to start 
using it. 

8.2 Recommendations 

After the model has been used for some time and results are satisfying, it must be 
converted into another program (e.g. a database program), so it is accessible to more 
users on the same moment. If more people have access to the system, it will take less 
time for PIC to keep the model up to date, because CS can take care of entry of orders 
and production can keep the status of released order up to date. 
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Besides converting it into another program, adjustments can still be made to make it 
better applicable in practice. A big adjustment that can be made, is the creation of a 
link between the model and the kap's made for HP orders (kap's are not only made for 
DART, but also for other HP orders). This link could be made via the log number or 
the work order number. 

An issue that requires attention is the assignment of work order numbers. The VAX 
system assigns a status to each work order number (see appendix 3). If this work order 
number contains more log numbers, this status provides confusing information. VAX 
can assign the status printing to a work order, whereas some of the log numbers of this 
work order may still be in the cleanroom. It might be preferable to assign a work order 
per log number, although this would give many problems in the packaging department. 

Because the production facility in Breda is very new, the values of the parameters used 
in the model ( concerning process times, yields and utilisation degrees) must be 
reviewed once in a while and updated if necessary. Therefore, process times need to be 
registered. Especially the times set for packaging need to reviewed frequently and the 
model needs to be expanded with more packaging methods. 

Concerning HP, different materials must be available on time. Close communication 
with HP France, 3M Menomonie and vendors is therefore very important. At this 
moment, most of the problems are caused by HP. It is more usual than exceptional that 
HP sends the wrong structures and the wrong documentation the first time. 
Furthermore, definitive quantities often change at the latest moment. If HP keeps 
going on providing wrong information, this will certainly be at the expense of the 
motivation of CD ROM employees working on it. Therefore, in spite of the 
dependence of CD ROM Services on HP, CD ROM Services must tell HP France that 
if a delivery time of one week must be achieved, it is very important the time schedule 
presented in chapter 7 is realised. 
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1. More about CD ROM 

CD-ROM means Compact Disc Read Only Memory. It also means one of the highest 
capacity data storage devices ever invented. What makes this power even more 
impressive, is its extreme flexibility. A single CD-ROM can store any combination of 
text, graphics, audio and even motion video. All you need to harness this power is an 
inexpensive CD-ROM drive unit interfaced to your computer. 

A single CD-ROM can store as much as 270,000 typed pages of information, or more 
than 1500 standard floppy disks. Until recently, only mainframes could boast this 
tremendous storage capacity. 

Even with its huge capacity, retrieving information from a CD-ROM is incredibly fast. 
Normally, any piece of information can be displayed in under one second - faster than 
most mainframes. This rapid access is possible through the unique way that information 
is indexed onto CD-ROM. 

The information on a CD-ROM is stored in millions of microscopic pits molded into the 
disc surface. A laser beam focused on the disc can read these pits. No matter how many 
times you use your disc, there is no wear and tear and no chance of head crashes. This 
physical molding of pits onto a disc gives CD-ROM data a permanence that other 
media cannot duplicate. 

CD-ROM technology- the disc, the file system on the disc and the drive - is already 
completely standardised world-wide. This ensures you that your discs will be 
compatible with all other kinds of computer systems, from PCs to workstations to 
mainframes. 

Once the glass master disc is created, subsequent copies are extremely affordable. This 
makes CD-ROM perfect for ongoing distribution and periodic updating, even for 
companies with relatively small distribution requirements. In addition, because of the 
small size of the disc, information can be delivered to the end user rapidly and 
inexpensively. 

Summarised this means that CD-ROM' s have high capacity, rapid access to 
information, unequalled reliability, they are highly standardised and cost effective. 
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2. Conditions to print an electronic packet 

This flow chart shows what conditions must be met, before an electronic packet can be 
printed. Once the electronic packet is printed for a log number, this log number can be 
released to replication (molding and printing). 

WO<kcrder
schedule 

'( 

N 

C:\DAT A\ABC\PACKET.AF3 
29-11-95 FR/DE/ML 

CD ROM Services Breda 

Conditions to print an electronic p~cket 

I Purchase~ 

N 

PRINT 
ELECTRONIC 

PACKET 
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3. Work order schedule 

In this appendix a part of the work order schedule is given. This schedule contains 
information about all orders for which materials already have been received. 

For a better interpretation of this work order schedule, the meaning of the abbreviations 
used on the work order schedule is given here. 

WO # : work order number + kind of order 
o = original / r = reorder 

MPS : initials of site manufacturing, packing, shipping 
B =Breda / Yi= Menomonie IF= Fremont I I= Indianhead 

Customer : name of customer 
Tm : tum around time 
Run : date set by MC' s for production 
Ship : date material has to be shipped 
Qty : quantity ordered 
2ship : quantity to ship (important in case of partial shipments) 
LC : location code 
Status : order status codes 
Log # : log number 

Art R v : art review 
0 = no films received 
1 = films available but not ready for printing 
A,B,C= films ready for printing and entered in the VAX- system 

Sched status : prescheduled or best date 

Pack : code to indicate packingprocedure 

Kit : number of the KAP (Kitting and Assembly Procedure) : not used in Breda) 
IBL : inserts/booklets/liners 
D : distributioncode 
SW : shrink-wrap 
SN : serialisation 
Title : title of the CD 
Pkt : electronic packet (y = printed; n = not printed) 

Ship : name of transporter 
Inv nbr : invoice number (not used in this productionfacility, it has a separate invoicing 
system) 
Comment : section for comments 
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Status Code explanation 

=05-APR-1996 Data Storage Optical TechnolOC]'J • 

10 Purchasing 
20 Order Coordinator 
30 Technical Contact (for input media) 
40 Disc Art 
50 Packaging 

Turnaround Codes 

0 SAME DAY TURN 
l NEXT DAY TURN 
2 2 DAY TURN 
3 3 DAY TURN 
4 4 DAY TURN 
5 5 DAY TURN 
6 6 DAY TURN 
7 7 DAY TURN 
8 8 DAY TURN 
9 9 DAY TURN 

10 10 DAY TURN 
15 15 DAY TURN 

Location Codes 

l SH SHIPPED 
2 SH SHIPPED/NONFI?V.LIZED 
4 TF TRANSFERRED TO SHIP SITE 
5 FG - FINISHED GOODS INVENTORY 

10 OP OUTSOURCED PACKING 
15 QC - QUALITY CONTROL 
20 PK PACKING 
23 DU DUPLICATION 
25 SN SERIALIZATION 
27 IM IMPRINTING 
3 0 PR - OFFLINE PRINTING 
35 TS - TESTING 
40 RN MOLDING/RUNNING 
44 OM OUTSOURCED MOLDING 
45 MD MOLDING/READY TO RUN 
47 SP STAMPERS PULLED 
5 0 ST STAMPING 
55 MA MASTERING 
6 0 RD RECORDING 
6 5 TC TAPE CHECKIN 
7 0 DP DATA PREP 
73 CPS- CPS APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
75 Tl DATA TRANSFER 
80 XC - MEDIA XSIT CHKED IN 
85 XN - MEDIA XSIT NEEDS CHK IN 
90 SCHEDULED 

Order Status Codes 

10 TA PAST DUE 
11 NOT CONFIRMED 
12 BAD TAPES RET'ND 
13 CONFIRMED 

CD ROM Services Breda 6 
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Work order schedule 

.······························-································· ·················· .. . ··································••o.••················································. 

WO# 
Log 

Pack 
Pkt Ship 

099052 R 
71356 

CPDJ 
Y OHL 

099053 R 
71358 

CPDJ 
y OHL 

099054 R 
71357 

CPDJ 
y OHL 

099213 0 
20172 

CSDJ 
y CAPU 

099055 R 
7"-360 

CPDJ 
y OHL 

099056 R 
72116 

CPDJ 
Y OHL 

CD ~ono l ine Schedule (by Work Order) 
for Breda, Netherlands 
APR-24-1996 1 : 36 

MPS Customer Trn 
Art Rv 

Kit IBL D SW SN Title 
!nv # Comment 

Run Ship Qty 2Ship Le Status 
Sched Sc:at ,..:s 

BBB HP 5 Day 04-24 04-24 400 400 PK REORDER 
BROM Repl i ca FREL D 3E ASMEENK BEST DATE 

BBB HP 
C ROM Replica 

BBB HP 
F ROM Replica 

B3920-13616 TRD APPL S800 10.10 
France 

5 Day 04-24 04-24 
SREL 8 3E ASMEENK 

83920-13618 SU?PORT 
france 

5 Day 04-24 04-24 
SREL B 3E ASMEENK 

B3920-13617 INSTALL 
FRANCE 

400 400 

SBOO 10 . 10 

400 400 

SSOO 10.10 

PK ?20RDER 
BEST DATE 

PK :-<.£ORDER 
BEST DATE 

Page 

BBB ORDA B 2 Day 04-24 04-24 370 370 SN PROCESS NORMAL 
A ROM Replica 

BBB HP 
A ROM Replica 

BBB HP 
A ROM Replica 

SREL A 3A EK..~ICKNIE BEST DATE 
DIB 96.5 

SERIALISATIE 0000001-0000370 SPOED!! 

5 Day 04-24 
SREL B 2E ASMEENK 

83920-10075 UPGRADE 
FRANCE 

500 500 PR REORDER 
BES'!' DATE 

PREP S800 10 . 10 

5 Day 04-24 200 200 PK IEORDER 
SREL 3 3A 

83920-13630 
france 

ASMEENK BEST DATE 
SBOO CD CORE 3/1 REDO 

------------------------------------------------------------------
097637 0 

72153 
72154 

JBBL 
Y OHL 

BBB HP 15 Day 04-25 04-25 500 500 PK PROCESS NORMAL 
BROM Replica SREL B 2A ASMEENK BEST DATE 
A ROM Repl i ca SREL B 2A 

IB SW B2826-67952 INTERWORKS CONTRB. SOF':'W. LI3RARY 
ALLE MATERIALEN UI T U.S . A. 

---------------------- ------------- ------ ------------ -------------
092516 0 

20075 
JBCT 

Y CAPU 

099059 0 
20171 

JBBL 
Y OHL 

099397 0 
20174 

BUSW 
Y OHL 

BBB RASTER 15 Day 04-26 04-26 2000 1000 PK ?ROCESS NORMAL 
A ROM Replica FREL A SA DV.Z\NDERWIEL PRESCHEDULED 

I3 SW RASTER 

BBB CITY 
A ROM Repl i ca 

IB 

1000 STUKS VOLGENS SPECTRUMVERPA.~KING 

7 Day 04-26 04-26 500 500 PK ?ROCESS NOR."'!AL 
SREL A lA EKNICK!~IE BEST DATE 

fotov i ew utrecht 
ompakken i n k lant geleverde jewe l box 

BBB INVERS 4 Day 04 - 26 04-26 5000 5000 MD PROCESS NORMAL 
BEST DATE A ROM Replica SREL A2A Ei<NICK!~IE 

PROMOTIE-CD 

---- ------------ ------------------ --- --------- --- ------ -----------

·······•······ ······ ···· ······ ·········· ·· .... ·························· ········· ··· ·············· ·· ········· ··· ················· ······················· ·· ·············· ········· ················ ···· ·· ·········· ··· ············ .. ·······j 
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4. Electronic packet 

The electronic packet is the paperwork that is printed from the computer and contains 
all pertinent data for each individual order and covers all work stations. The electronic 
packet accompanies an order from the time it is started until it is completed and shipped 
and also identifies the operators at each work station. 

In this appendix an example of an electronic packet is shown. 

An example of an art set grid is also shown. This is a hard copy of the artwork for the 
label and is given to production together with the electronic packet. It goes beyond the 
scope of this report to discuss these documents in further detail. 

CD ROM Services Breda 8 
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Electronic Packet (page 1) 

lM DSOTD Page 1 · WO# 086714-01 of 01 
••• PINALrzED ••• 

Mfg Pack Ship JAN-16-1996 7:30 
BRE BRE BRE 

Run - JAN-18-1996 
Reorder Ship - JAN-19-1996 

Split Quantity ASMEENK 
578 of 578 l Disc Package 

HEWLETT - PACKARD PRANCE (SWTE/SRDE/) PO# NEED 
5062-5442+0470 SUPPORTROM,MSD l/96 Part# 5062-5442+0470 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Molding - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - -

CD ROM Replica 

Log# 71377 
Ltr C 

Hach 

B I 
Ltr 

C 
Stmp Seq -Run- Date 

L _L /(5' I/JO/fl6 , 

Crew ~- ft 

®3co tzlf=· 

>>>>>>>>>>>**MUST Pull Library copy for Art Comparison••<<<<<<<<<< 

HP SUPPORT TOM JANUARY 1996 50726-10266 

Screen Complete 
JAN-16- 1 996 

l) 40690 A 

2) 233 69 A 

BLACK 

PMS 286 

:ev Da t e : 12-20 - 95 

Ink Color• Required for Pilm Set# 71377 A 

Print on Either Printer - No Pre f e r ence 

R389 

R069 

NO overruns available 

Fo rm POM-00 1 - EC 

· ................. ......................................... .. ......................................................................................... ................................... ................................ · 
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Electronic Packet (page 2) 

.. !.···················································•··························· ................................ ....................................................................................................... .. ; 

IM DSOTD Page 2 WO# 086714-01 of 01 

PO# NEED HEWLETT - PACKARD FRANCK (SWTE/SRDB/) 
5062-5442+0470 SUPPORTROM,MSD 1/96 Part# 5062-5442+0470 

- -- ----------- -- ------- ------ Package Assembly 
Disposition 

Kit Assembly Procedure 

50726-10266 IMPRINTED BOX 

96011 

P001239 I 

P000347 I 

X001384 l: 

HP PRINTED SLEEVE FOR USE IN BOX 3470368 9702 

5062-5442+0470 KIT CONTENTS LIST 

X000459 l: GENERIC RECYCLED ENVELOPE 

X001300 l: ADDRESS INSERT CARD DATED 12/95 

P000933 l: 

71377 

POLYMAILER, HP#5958-7363 10" X 13" 

CD ROM Replica 

--------------------------------- Value Added 

Shipping OHL - DHL TRUCKING 

Shipping Yield: Ovrns---1!__ Box#~ Libr _:2_ by 

LabelMaker Label Insp by -ri:> Boxing 

--------------------------- Additional Information 

Customer Specif i c Order Comments 

PACKING 
IF THERE IS A HP PART NUMBER, APPLY A BARCODE 
LABEL WITH THE P/N TO ALL MASTER SHIPPERS 
IF NO P/ N - APPLY A LABEL WITH THE TITLE TO 
ALL MASTER SHIPPERS 

SHIP PING 
DHL SHIPS DIRECT TO FRANCE 
USE FEDX TO SHIP TO PANALPINA ONLY 

Date Crew 

\~01-,l, @3CD 

\jot 'I.' (mien 

Date Crew 

ABCD 

\'\01 q& @3cD 

W\\ @3CD 

C.Jr\ 

Emp . # 

Emp. II 

c.)h 

~ 
/ 

1'3o<qb ~CD ' 
Date Crew qP- # 

--- ------ -- ----------- --- ----- -------- ----- -- ----- ------------------ ----
: .................................................................................................... ................. .................................................................................. ................. · 
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Art Set Grid 

QC'd by: 

LIS: COR-A1 

QT: 1100 

Page 1 of2 

COLOR 1 
No:PMS 112 

Film No:43079 A 
COLOR3 
No:PMS 116 

Film No:43081 A 

CD ROlvf Services Breda 

COLOR2 
No:PMS 3292 

Film No:43080 A 
COLOR4 
No:PMS 137 

Film No:43082 A 
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Art Set/Rev No: 

20052 A 

Workorder No: 

90223 

I .,,. 

I 

1/ 
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5. Forecast figures 1996 

This appendix shows an internal note to all CD ROM employees in which the forecast 
figures for 1996 are given. 

3M Internal Correspondence 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

All CD-ROM employees 

Martin Stokman 

January 23, 1996 

Figures 1996 

Below you will find e f~ res for 1996. 

"Plan 2" '.75"''° we need to achieve to be operating well 
"Plan 1" show the figures we need to achieve to be really successful. 

IJJII ·ooo / Ortl Ort2 OrtJ Ort4 , 
Sala.. ,I 

Plan) TA 2950 4166 5126 6473 

Plan 2 ) 2074 3664 4718 6089 

/ I 

1--'" I 
Seo/ .Jan Feb :\lar Aor May Jun Jul Aue 

!Replica 's I I I 
Plan I 250000 350000 400000 450000 450000 450000 500000 550000 650000 

Plan 2 150000 250000 300000 350000 400000 450000 500000 500000 550000 

lil1asters 

Plan I 50 90 100 170 150 140 150 150 190 

Plan 2 35 50 90 110 130 140 150 160 170 

Best regards, 

Martin Stokman 

CD RO/vi Services Breda 

,, 

Oct Nov Dec 

700000 700000 700000 

600000 700000 700000 

230 240 240 

190 210 220 
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6. Relations between yield, utilisation degree and molding 
speed 

In the tables presented in this appendix the relationship between yield, utilisation degree 
and speed of molding is shown. Assumed is that at the end of 1996 700.000 CD 
ROM's can be distributed monthly (see appendix 5). The tables show which values for 
yield, utilisation degree and speed of molding must be achieved in order to mold this 
quantity under the assumptions of 2 molding lines and 5 shifts (7 days a week for 24 
hours a day) . 

At this moment the cycle time of molding is 6.4 seconds per replica, but the target is to 
reduce this cycle time to approximately 5 seconds. The tables show that for producing 
700.000 replicas per month, the yield and utilisation degree must be around 80 to 85 %, 
assumed that this cycle time of 5 seconds can be achieved. The shaded areas are most 
likely to be achieved. 

720 ;working hours per month (30 • 24) i 
2 tmolding lines available 

700000 replicas per month 

i 
Molding speed (in seconds per replica) 

Molding Total yield I ! 
utilisation 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 I 0.95 1 

0.5 2.22 2.41 2.59 2.78 2.96 3 .15 3.33 3.52 I 
I 

0.55 2.44 2.65 2.85 3.05 3.26 3.46 3.67 3.87 I 
I 

0.6 2.67 2.89 3. 11 3.33 3.55 3.78 4.00 4.22 

0.65 2.89 3 .13 3 .37 3.61 3.85 4.09 4.33 I 4.57 

0.7 3. 11 3.37 3.63 3.89 4.15 4 .41 4.67 4.92 

0.75 3.33 3.61 5.00 5.28 
------+----+-----it--3-. 8-9-+--4-. ,-1 t--4-. 4____,4 :t@N#'·,~ -----------t----1---,..---1 

I-------+-- +----+---+----'-.,.,,,,:,:::::;::,:,"' "···'·"··'·----------t----+--+----+-----+-------l 
0.8 3.55 3.85 

0.85 3.78 4.09 

0.9 4.00 4.33 

5.33 \ 5.63 I 
5.67 i 5.98 : 

6.00 1 6.33 

>-------- - ----+--
4
-· 1~

5 
... .. ,!,:~-~_,:::::Mil?IJil:-1 ----~----+-- -.----.--_,__ _ _, 

t-------+--+-----1---
4
-·

4
_
1 ::<mw<::::Jmttn:111:~:,_i -----------t----1---r---; 

1-------L-- +----+---4_. 6_1 })~@f/ t,1,~: @:N,r,----+---+-- --+--t----+-----,--___, 

Total yields 

Molding 
utilisation 

0.5 
0.55 

0.6 
0.65 

0.7 
0.75 

0.8 
0.85 

0.9 
0.95 

Molding speed (in seconds per replica) 
.u 4.3 4.5 4.7 1 4.9 5.1 
1.11 1.16 1. 22 1.21 1 1.32 1.38 

1.01 1.06 1.10 1.15 1 1.20 1.25 

0 .92 0 .97 1.01 l.06 J 1.10 1.15 

0 .85 0.89 0.93 0.98 1.02 1.06 

I 
I 

5.3 : 5.5 i 
1.-n : 1.49 ! 

1.30 i l.35 1 

I. 19 ! 1.24 ! 
1.10 1 1.14 ! 
1.02 1 1.06 1 

0.95 I 0.99 

0 .55 0.58 0 .61 0.63 1 0 .66 0.69 0.12 ; 0.74 ! 
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5.7 
1.54 I 
1.40 

1. 28 

I. 18 

1.10 

1.03 

0.96 

0.91 

0.86 

0 .81 

0 .77 

I 
I 

5.9 6.1 6.3 I 6.5 
I. 59 l. 65 l . 70 j I. 76 

1. 45 l. 50 I. ~5 1.60 

1.33 1. 37 I. 42 1. 46 

1.23 1.27 l.3 11 1.35 

1.14 1.18 1.22 1.25 

1.06 1.10 I. 13 1.17 

1.00 1. 03 1. 06 1.10 

0 .94 0 .97 1. 00 1.03 

0 .89 0 .92 0 . 95 0.9 8 

0 .84 0. 87 0 .90 0 .92 

0 .80 0 .82 0 .85 0 .88 
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7. The model for customer order acceptation 

In this appendix, the model for customer order acceptation will be explained in more 
detail. The most important sheets of each part will be shown and the contents of the 
cells on these sheets will be explained. 

7.1 Capyld96 

In this part of the model, all more or less fixed values are defined. These values are 
used for calculation in the other parts of the model. The part consists of three sheets 
named 'parameters', 'yields' and 'packaging' . Each of these sheets will be explained 
below. 

Parameters 
On this sheet information is given concerning mastering/stamping, molding, printing 
and printprep. Information given concerns process times and available resources per 
shift. The figure below shows the sheet with all parameters. 

A B C D E F G 
1 
2 workload cleanroom per order (hr) 2.8 (85+80)/60 (mastering + stamping) 
3 0.3 15/60 (precoats) 
4 time per extra stamper (hr) 0.3 20/60 
5 

6 set up time molding per stamper (hr) 0.1 7,5/60 
7 run time molding per replica oer line (hr) 0.0 6,4/3600 
8 number of replicas per stamper 4000 
9 

10 time inkmixing per colour (hr) 0.8 50/60 
11 time screenmaking per screen (hr) 0.4 (20+5)/60 available resources per shift 
12 
13 set up time printing I colour (hr) 04 18/60 2 cleanroom operators 
14 set up time printing 2 colours (hr) 0.5 28/60 1 LBR 
15 set up time printing 3 colours (hr) 0.8 46/60 2 molding operators 
16 set up time printing ➔ colours (hr) 1.2 71/60 2 molding lines 
17 set up time printing 5 colours (hr) 1.4 84/60 1 printing machine 
18 set up time printing 6 colours (hr) 1.6 94/60 3 printing ope rators 
19 runtime printing per replica (s) 1.0 2 packaging operators 

Sheet l: parameters 

Column B shows the time (in hours) of the process mentioned in column A. Column D 
shows the exact value of the numbers in column B. Line 8 does not show a process 
time, but shows that for each 4,000 identical replicas an extra stamper must be made. 
For making an extra stamper, 20 minutes are required (line 4) . These numbers are 
required for determination of the work load each order claims on different resources. 

CD RO/vi Services Breda 1-1 
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Column F shows how much of each resource is available per shift. This information is 
necessary to determine the total amount of available capacity. 

Yields 
In this sheet the expected yields and utilisation degrees for 1996 are given. The model 
takes the yields into account when it determines the workloads an order claims on 
resources and it uses the utilisation degrees to determine the available capacities of 
different resources. 

A B C D E F G 
1 Expected yields and utilisation de2rees in 1996 
2 
3 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
4 Molding 80% 85% 87% 92% Stamoin2 
5 Printing 85% 88% 89% 91% Ink.mixing 
6 Packaging 88% 90% 92% 97% Screenmaking 

7 Total yield 60% 67% 71% 81% 
8 
9 Moldin2 utilisation 80% Printoo. utilisation 90% 
10 Printing utilisation 80% Pack.op. utilisation 90% 
11 
12 Yield LBR 70% 75% 80% 85% 

(Masterin2) 
13 Utilisation LBR 40% 80% 60% 70% 

14 Total performance 28% 60% 48% 60% 
LBR 

15 
16 

H 

Yield 
80% 
80% 
90% 

17 workin hours/ day working days / month working hours/ month 
18 1 shift 8 22 176 

19 1,5 shift 12 22 264 

20 2 shift 16 22 352 
21 3 shift 24 22 528 

22 4 shift 24 26 624 

23 5 shift 24 30 720 

24 
25 Number of shifts: 2 molding (hrs) 32 

26 2torinting (hrs) 16 
27 2 orintoo. (hrs) 24 

28 2ipack.oo. (hrs) 16 

29 2 cleanroom (hrs) 16 

Sheet 2: Yields 

In the upper table (row 3 till 8), the targeted yields for 1996 given by management are 
shown per quarter. As you can see, these yields increase ( as a result of more experience 
with the process). The bold numbers (quarter 2) are used in the model on this moment. 
The yields for stamping, inkmixing, and screenmaking are given in the table on the right 
side. As the. table shows, no targets were set per quarter for these processes. In row 12, 
the yields for mastering are shown. 
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The targets for the utilisation degree set by management at the beginning of the year 
are for the first to the fourth quarter resp. 40, 50, 60 and 70 %. These numbers exclude 
idle time as result of a lack of orders. In the model however, the utilisation degree is 
used to determine the available capacity. If resources stand still, because of a lack of 
orders, this does not have impact on the available capacity. Therefore in the numbers 
used for calculation in the model, idle time because of a shortage of orders is included 
in the utilisation degree. Time excluded is idle time because of breakdowns, 
maintenance and breaks. This results in utilisation degrees of 80 % for different kinds of 
equipment and 90 % for different kind of operators. 

The rows 19 to 25 show the number of working hours that belong to the different 
possibilities of working in shifts. Working in 1, 2 and 3 shifts stands for resp . 8, 16 and 
24 hours per day for 5 days a week and working in 4 and 5 shifts stands for 24 hours a 
day for resp. 6 and 7 days a week. 

Under this table, the possibility is given to adjust the number of shift per different 
resource and the number of daily net available hours is shown. For example, if the 
molding department works in two shifts, it works for 16 hours. On the sheet 
' parameters' is shown, that 2 molding lines are available, so the total number of net 
available working hours is 32 hours. 

Packaging 
Because a number of different options exist for the packaging process ( dependent on 
customers wishes), and for each option, time required for packaging differs, a separate 
sheet is made for packaging. 

A B C D E F G H I J K 
1 PACKAGING CODE IOTY/HR YIELD OPERATORS TEMPORARIES EAM 
2 

3 JBCT, JBBL 2340 75% 2 I 
... 
5 BUSW 2500 90% l 

6 

7 DGPC 240 90% I 

8 

9 CPDJ 350 90% I 2 
10 

11 ELSE 350 90% I 

12 

13 TYVE, TYWI 400 90% I 

14 

15 

16 Furthermore per work order a fixed time of 25 minutes for an operator (make ready for shipment, 
adiust VAX etc.) 

Sheet 3: Packaging 

Column A shows the packaging code, which refers to the code shown on the work 
order schedule and the electronic packet. In column C, the net number of CD ROM' s 
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that can be packed in one hour is shown. For the actual number of CD RO M's that can 
be packed in one hour, this net number must be multiplied with the yield of the process 
(column E) . Column G, I and K show the required number of each kind of resource for 
the packaging process. For example, if an order must be packed in jewel boxes with 
booklets and leaflets (JBBL), it claims 1 hour on 2 packaging operators, 1 temporary 
employee and the EAM (a machine for packaging) for each 2340 * 75 % = 1755 CD 
ROM' s. Furthermore each work order claims 25 minutes on a packaging operator for 
complete transaction of the order (making the order ready for shipment, adjustment of 
VAX). 

7.2 Input 

The presented sheet with the formulas is transposed before being printed. This means 
that compared to the real sheet in the model the rows are columns and vice versa. The 
sheets are transposed because they are easier to read in this way. The references made 
in formulas to other cells on the same sheet are automatically adjusted, so all cells used 
in the formulas can be traced back on the same sheet or on the sheets from 'capyld96' 
and 'wlcheck', also shown in this appendix. From this last part only the sheet 'molding 
check' is shown, but the sheets for other capacities have got exactly the same structure. 
In the real model, each log number fills a row instead of a column, because in that way 
it is easier to use in the model. Each formula will be explained briefly below. 

A B 
1 log number 
2 customer 
3 order quantitv 
4 molding quantity =B3* 1.1 

5 # colours 
6 I pack. method 
7 tape arriYal date 
8 rec. artwork 
9 Rec.spec.pack. mat. 
10 Ship date 
11 Artwork =IF(B8<NOW(), "attention" ,(IF(B8="in" , "in", "ok"))) 

12 Input Medium =IF(B7<NOW(), "attention" ,(IF(B7="in" , "in", "ok"))) 

13 Workload cleanroom (hrs) =IF(B66="Y",0,('C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96J (LS]parameters'!$B$2+'C:\ 
DAT A \EXCEL\[ CAPYLD96.XLS ]parameters'! $B$3+ROUNDDOWN (8$-4/'C: 
\DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'!$B$8,0)*'C: \DAT A\EXCEL\[ 
CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'l$B$4)/'C :\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yie 
lds'!$C$12) 

14 Cleanroom time (hrs) =IF(B66="Y",0,('C :\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'!$B$2)/'C:\ 
DATA\EXCEL\rCAPYLD96.XLSlvields'!$C$12) 

15 # of days until clean room =B 17-ROUNDDOWN(NOW{),0) 
must be finished 

16 earliest moment cleanroom = IF(AND(B$7>NOW(),B$7<>"in"),B$7,ROUNDDOWN(1',;OW{),0)) 

17 Cleanroom must be =ROUNDDOWN(B$10-
finished B37/('C :\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields' !$B$28*8)-

B27/('C :\DAT A\EXCEL\(CAPYLD96 .XLS]yiclds'! $B$26*8)-
B21 /('C :\DAT A\EXCEL\f CAPYLD96.XLS1yields'l$B$25* 8).0) 
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18 Cleanroom check =IF(B7="in","OK",IF(Bl7<ROUNDDOWN(B7+Bl4/'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAP 
YLD96.XLS]yields'!$D$29,0),"Attention","OK")) 

19 earliest moment molding =ROUNDDOWN(B$16+Bl4/('C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'!$ 
B$29*8),0) 

20 Molding must be finished =ROUNDDOWN(B$10-
B27/('C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'l$B$26*8)-
B37/('C:\DATA\EXCEL\fCAPYLD96.XLSlvields' !$D$28*8).0) 

21 Molding (hrs) = IF(B67="Y" ,0,(B$4 *'C :\DAT A \EXCEL \[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters' ! SB$7 
/'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'!$C$4)+('C:\DATA\EXCEL\(CA 
PYLD96 .XLS]parameters' ! $B$6/ROUNDUP(B$4/'C :\DAT A \EXCEL \[CAPYL 
D96.XLS]parameters'!$B$8,0))) 

22 # of days until molding =820-ROUNDDOWN(NOW(),0) 
must be finished 

23 Molding check =IF(87="in" ,"OK",IF(B20<ROUNDDOWN(B7+Bl4/'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAP 
YLD96.XLS]yields' ! $D$2 9+821/'C :\DAT A \EXCEL \(CAPYLD96.XLS]yields' 
!$D$25,0),"Attention","OK")) 

24 Inkmixing =IF(868="Y",0,(B$5*'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'!$8$1 
0*60/'C:\DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'!$H$5)/60) 

25 Screen making =IF(869="Y" ,0, (B$5*'C:\DA T A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters' !$B$ l 
l *60/'C:\D AT A \EXCEL \f CAPYLD96. XLSlvields' I $H$6 )/60) 

26 Set up time Printing =IF(870="Y",0,IF(B$5=1 ,'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS)parameters'!$ 
8$13 ,IF(8$5=2,'C:\DATA\EXCEL\(CAPYLD96.XLS]pararneters'l$8$14,IF(B 
$5=3 ,'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'l$8S15,IF(B$5=4,'C:\ 
DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'l$8$16,IF(8S5=5.'C:\DAT A\E 
XCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'!$8$ l 7,IF(B$5=6.'C:\DA TA \EXCEL\[C 
APYLD96.XLS]parameters'! $8$18))))))) 

27 Runtime Printing =IF(870="Y",0,((B$4*'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]parameters'!$8$ 
19/60)/'C:\DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]vields'!$C$5)/60) 

28 earliest moment printprep =IF(AND(8$8>NOW(),B$8<>"in"),B$8,ROUNDDOWN(NOW().0)) 
29 Printprep must be finished =ROUNDDOWN(B$10-

827/('C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'!$B$26*8)-
826/('C:\DA TA \EXCEL\(CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'!$8$26*8)-
837/('C: \DATA\EXCEL\fCAPYLD96.XLS]yields'!$D$28*8),0) 

30 Hours print operators =SUM(B24.B25,826*2,B27*2) 
31 # of days until printprep =829-ROUNDDOWN(NOW(),0) 

must be finished 
32 Earliest moment Printing =ROUNDDOWN(MAX(B28+(82-HB25)/('C:\DA TA \EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.X 

LS]yields' l$8$27*8),8 l 9+821/('C:\DA T A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'! 
$8$25*8)),0) 

33 Printing must be finished =ROUNDDOWN(8$10-
837/IF(OR(86="JB8L",86="JBCT"),'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yi 
elds'l$D$29.'C :\DAT A\EXCEL\fCAPYLD96.XLSlvields'!SD$28).0) 

34 Hours printing machine =SUM(826,827) 
35 # of days until printing =833-ROUNDDOWN(NOW(),0) 

must be finished 
36 Print check =IF(87="in" ,"OK",IF(B29<ROUNDDOWN(B8+(B24+825)/'C :\DATA\EXCE 

L\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields'l$D$26,0),"Attention","OK")) 
37 Packa2in2 hours =IF(B71="Y",0.IF(OR(B$6="JBBL",B$6="JBCT"),B$43.BS42/3)+25/60) 
38 Earliest moment =MAX(ROUNDDOWN(B32+827 /('C:\DA TA \EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]yiel 

packaging ds' 1$B$26*8),0).89) 
39 Packaging must be =8$10 

finished 
40 Packaging check =IF(89="in" ,"OK" ,IF(839<ROUNDDOWN(89+8 37/('C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CA 

PYLD96.XLS lviclds' I $8$28*8).0). "Attention", "OK")) 
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41 Hours pack. op. =IF(B7l="Y",0,IF(OR(B$6="JBBL",B$6="JBCT"),'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPY 
LD96JCLS]packaging' ! $G$3 *(B$3/'C:\D AT A \EXCEL \[CAPYLD96JCLS]pack 
aging'! $C$3 )/'C :\DAT A \EXCEL \[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging' ! $E$3 ,IF(B$6= 
"CPDJ" ,'C:\DA T A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'! $G$9*(B$3/'C:\DA 
TA \EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$C$9)*'C:\DA T A\EXCEL\[CAPYL 
D96.XLS]packaging'!$E$9,'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!S 
G$ l l *(B$3/'C:\DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$C$ l l)/'C:\DAT 
A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging' !$E$11))+25/60) 

42 Hours temp. =IF(B7 l ="Y" ,0,IF(B$6="BUSW" ,('C:\DA T A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]pack 
aging'! $1$5 *B$3/'C :\DAT A \EXCEL \[CAPYLD96 .XLS]packaging' ! $C$5)/'C :\ 
DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$E$5,IF(B$6="DGPC",('C:\DA 
T A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$l$7*B$3/'C:\DA TA \EXCEL\[CAP 
YLD96.XLS]packaging' ! $C$7)/'C:\D AT A \EXCEL \[CAPYLD96.XLS]packagi 
ng'!$E$7,IF(B$6="CPDJ",('C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$ 
l$9*B$3/'C:\DA TA \EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging' ! SC$9)/'C:\DA TA \E 
XCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$E$9,IF(OR(B$6="T'{WI",B$6="TYVE 
"),('C:\DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$l$13 *B$3/'C:\DAT A\E 
XCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$C$13)/'C :\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96 . 
XLS]packaging'!$E$13 ,IF(OR(B$6="JBBL".B$6="JBCT").('C:\DATA\EXCE 
L \[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging' ! $1$3 *B$3/'C: \DAT A \EXCEL \[CAPYLD96.X 
LS]packaging'!$C$3)/'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$E$3 ,( 
'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$l$ l l *B$3/'C:\DATA\EXC 
EL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$C$11)/'C:\DATA\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96JCL 
S]packaging'!$E$ l l)))))) 

43 Hours EAM =lF(B71 ="Y" ,0,IF(OR(B$6=" JBBL" ,B$6=" JBCT"), (B$3/'C : \DAT A \EXCEL\[ 
CAPYLD96.XLS]packaging'!$C$3)/'C:\DAT A\EXCEL\[CAPYLD96.XLS]pac 
kaging'!$E$3 ,0)) 

44 # of days until packaging =B39-ROUNDDOWN(NOW(),0) 
must be finished 

45 ATP Clean room after mbf =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]cleanroom 
check'! $A$8: $A$28,B 17, '[WLCHECK.XLS]cleanroom check'! $Q$8: $Q$28) 

46 Lost capacity cleanroom =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]cleanroom 
check'! $A$8 :$A$28,B 16. '[WLCHECK.XLS]cleanroom check'! $S$8 :$S$28) 

47 ATP clean room =B45-B46 
48 Workload cleanroom =IF(B66="Y","OK",IF(B$47<=0,"Attention","OK")) 
49 ATP Molding after mbf =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]molding 

check'! $A$8:$A$28,B20. '[WLCHECK.XLS] molding check' I $Q$8: $Q$28) 
50 Lost capacity molding =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]molding 

check'1$A$8:$A$28.B 19.'fWLCHECK.XLS]molding check'1 $S$8:$S$28) 

51 ATP Molding =B49-B50 
52 Workload molding =IF(B67="Y","OK",IF(B$5 l <=0," Attention" , "OK")) 

53 ATP Printing after mbf =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]printing 
check' I $A$8:$A$28,B33. '[WLCHECK.XLS Jprinting check' I SQ$8 :$Q$28) 

54 Lost capacity printing =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]printing 
check'' $A$8:$A$28,B32. '[WLCHECK.XLS]printing check' ' $S$8:$S$28) 

55 ATP Printing =B53-B54 

56 Workload printing =IF(B70="Y", "OK" ,IF(B$55<=0, "Attention", "OK")) 

57 ATP Printop. after mbf =SUMIF('(WLCHECK.XLS]printop. 
check'!$A$8:$A$28,B33 ,'[WLCHECK.XLS]printop. check' 'SQ$8:$Q$28) 

58 Lost capacity printop. =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]printop. 
check'!$A$8 $A$28,B28. '[WLCHECK.XLS ]printop. check'' SS$8 :$S$28) 

59 ATP Printop. =B57-B58 
60 Workload printop. =IF(B70="Y", "OK" ,IF(B$59<=0, "Attention". "OK")) 

61 ATP Pack.op. after mbf =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS ]pack.op. 
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check'1$A$8:$A$28,B39.'fWLCHECK.XLSloack.oo. check'!$O$8:$Q$28) 

62 Lost capacity pack.op. =SUMIF('[WLCHECK.XLS]pack.op. 
check'! $A$8 :$A$28,B3 8. 'fWLCHECK.XLSloack. oo. check'! $S$8: $S$28) 

63 ATP Pack.op. =86l-B62 

64 Workload pack.op. =IF(B7 l ="Y","OK" ,IF(B$63<=0, "Attention" , "OK")) 

65 Lo!! number =Bl 

66 Cleanroom finished 
67 Moldin!! finished 
68 Inkmixin!! finished 
69 Screenmakin2 finished 
70 Printin2 finished 
71 Packa!!in!! finished 

Sheet 4: firm orders 

The log number, customer and order quantity are data put in by the user of the model. 
The molding quantity is set at 10 % higher than the order quantity, because of a loss of 
CD ROM' s during printing and packaging. The justification for this number is shown in 
appendix 8. 

The number of colours in the label, the code for packaging, the arrival dates of the 
input medium, artwork and special packaging materials and the shipdate are also data 
put in by the user of the model. For putting in these data, boxes appear on the screen by 
activating a macro (appendix 7.4 and 7.5). 

Row 1 1 and 12 test if the dates on which the input medium and the artwork must arrive 
have not passed yet. 

Cell B 13 determines the workload an order claims on the cleanroom. If all processes in 
the cleanroom have finished, the claim is zero. Otherwise the claim is the sum of the 
theoretical process times for mastering, stamping and making precoats for one order 
(including possible time for making extra stampers if the molding quantity exceeds 
4,000) divided by the yield of the LBR. 
Cell B 14 determines the throughput time without waiting. Because making precoats 
can be done on stock, the time for this step is not taken into account. 
The outcome of B 15 is used by 'wlcheck' for determining a possible backlog ( see 
appendix 7. 3) . 
B 16 determines the earliest moment the processes in the cleanroom can start . This is 
the moment on which the input medium arrives and if the input medium already is in, 
the process can start now. 
In row 17 the moment the processes in the cleanroom must be finished in order to ship 
on time is determined. This is the shipdate minus the throughput time of the order after 
the cleanroom. Because all moments are rounded down to whole days, this throughput 
time is the sum of all process times divided by the available daily capacity per process. 
If the code for packaging is "JBBL" or "JBCT", this available daily capacity is 
dependent on the EAM ( a machine for packaging), for any other code, the available 
capacity is dependent on the packaging operators . Moments are rounded down to 
whole days, because the workload for a capacity, is summed per day. 
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Row 18 finally determines if the input medium arrives on time by checking if the 
throughput time of an order in the cleanroom is smaller than the gap between the 
moment the input medium arrives and the processes in the cleanroom must be finished. 

The same kind of formulas are also valid for molding, printing, printprep (inkmixing 
and screenmaking) and packaging. Nevertheless, a few notes must be made for making 
all formulas comprehensible. 

Cell B30 determines the claim an order has got on the print operators. Screenmaking 
and inkrnixing can be done by 1 operator, but the printing machine must always be 
manned by 2 operators. 

The formula in row 42 seems very complex, but it only says that if packaging is 
finished, the claim on hours of temporary employees is zero, otherwise it is the order 
quantity multiplied with the number of temporaries working in one line (not parallel) 
divided by the speed and the yield. What makes it complex is, that all those parameters 
are dependent on the kind of packaging method. All parameters are shown in sheet 
'packaging' of 'capyld96' (appendix 7.1). 

Down from row 45, 'input' starts to communicate with 'wlcheck' . Four different kind 
of formulas are performed to do the workload check as explained in chapter 6. For 
molding, these formulas will be elucidated with assistance of the sheet 'molding check' 
in appendix 7. 3. 

7.3 Workload check 

In this part of the appendix, the sheets in 'wlcheck' are explained. The check on 
availability of the molding lines is taken as example, but the check for other resources 
happens in exactly the same way. 'Molding check' is the name of the first sheet shown 
here. Because of the size of the sheet, it has been cut into two parts, but in the model, it 
is only one sheet (see also column headings). 
Furthermore, the real sheet contains 28 rows instead of the 21 rows shown here. The 
structure of the last seven rows, is exactly the same as the structure of the rows before, 
but represent other days. 

As explained in the report, the workload each order claims is scheduled on two 
moments, the latest possible and the earliest possible moment (see paragraph 6.2 .2). 
'Molding check' determines the total workload on the molding lines for the first 21 
days, by combining information from all orders. The sheet will be explained column by 
column, with the formulas in line 10 as example. 
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A B C D E F G H I J K 
1 Scheduled on latest possible moment Scheduled on earliest possible moment 
2 molding cum.mo molding cum.mo cum. molding cum.mo molding cum.mo cum. 

hours lding hours ldiog molding hours ldiog hours ldiog molding 
hours hours hours hours hours hours 

(latest (earliest 
moment) moment) 

3 (firm) (firm) (quotes) (quotes) (total) (firm) (firm) (quotes) (quotes) (total) 
4 

6 backlo0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 
8 26-Jun 4.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 126.4 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
9 27-Jun 0 .2 4.3 0.0 0.0 -U 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
10 28-Jun 0 .0 4.3 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
11 29-Jun 0.0 4.3 0.0 0.0 -U 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
12 30-Jun 4.9 9.1 0.0 0.0 9.1 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 

13 01-Jul 27.6 36.7 0.0 0.0 36.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
14 02-Jul 2.4 39.2 0.0 0.0 39.2 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
15 03-Jul 82.6 121.7 0.0 0.0 121.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
16 04-Jul 0.0 121.7 0.0 0.0 121.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 
17 05-Jul 0.0 121.7 0.0 0.0 121.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 

18 06-Jul 0.0 121.7 0.0 0.0 121. 7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 

19 07-Jul 0.0 121.7 0.0 0.0 121.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 

20 08-Jul 0.0 121.7 0.0 0.0 121.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 

21 09-Jul 0.0 121.7 0.0 0.0 121.7 0.0 126.4 0.0 0.0 126.4 

Sheet 5: molding check (part 1) 

L M N 0 p Q R s 
1 
2 available cum. available Available to promise 

moldin2 hours moldin2 hrs 
3 

4 

6 
7 b min b a max a 
8 3.0 23.2 23 .2 19.2 19.2 -103 .2 0.0 

9 4.0 25.6 48.8 44.5 29.5 -77.6 0.0 

10 5.0 25.6 74.4 70. l 29.5 -52 .0 0.0 

11 6.0 0 74 .4 70. l 29.5 -52 .0 0.0 

12 7.0 0 74.4 65.3 29.5 -52 .0 0.0 

13 1.0 25 .6 100.0 63.3 29.5 -26.4 0.0 

14 2.0 25 .6 125.6 86.4 29.5 -0.8 0.0 

15 3.0 25.6 151.2 29.5 29.5 24.8 24.8 

16 4.0 25.6 176.8 55.1 55.1 50.4 50.4 

17 5.0 25.6 202.4 80.7 80.7 76.0 76.0 

18 6.0 0 202.4 80.7 80.7 76.0 76.0 

19 7.0 0 202.4 80.7 80.7 76.0 76.0 

20 1.0 25 .6 228.0 106.3 106.3 101.6 l01.6 

21 2.0 25.6 253 .6 131.9 131.9 127.2 127.2 

Sheet 5: molding check (part 2) 
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AlO =ROUNDDOWN(NOW()+2,0) 
Column A determines the day which is taken into consideration per line. 

B 10 =SlJNllF('[INPUT.XLS]FIRM ORDERS'!T:T,'molding 
check'IAlO,'[INPUT.XLS]FIRM ORDERS'!U:U) 

Column B sums all workloads of firm orders, which at the latest possible moment must 
be finished on the day set in column A. 

ClO =C9+B10 
Column C cumulates the workloads of all firm orders until the day set in column A. In 
line 6, all workloads of orders which already should have been finished are cumulated 
(backlog). 

D 10 =SUMIF([INPUT.XLS]QUOTES!T:T,'molding 
check'! Al O,[INPUT.XLS]QUOTES !U:U) 

ElO =E9+D10 
Column D and E do the same as column B and C, but now for quotes instead of firm 
orders. 

FlO =SUM(ClO,ElO) 
Column F sums the cumulative workloads for firm orders and quotes. 

GlO =SUMIF('[INPUT.XLS]FIRM ORDERS'IS :S,'molding 
check''AlO,'[INPUT.XLS]FIRM ORDERS'!U:U) 

HlO =H9+Gl0 
IlO =SUMIF([INPUT.XLS]QUOTES!S:S,'molding 

check'IAlO,[INPUT.XLS]QUOTES!U:U) 
no =J9+I10 
KIO =SUM(HlO,JlO) 
Column G, H, I, J and K do the same as column B, C, D, E and F but now if all 
workloads are set on the earliest possible moment. In this case, no backlog exists. 

LIO =WEEKDAY(Al0,2) 
Column L gives a serial number to a weekday (Monday stands for 1 and Sunday for 7) 

MIO 
=IF(OR(Ll0=6,LI0=7),0,[CAPYLD96.XLS]yields!$D$25*[CAPYLD96.XLS] 
yields I $B$9) 

Column M determines the available capacity of this resource, dependent on whether it 
is weekend or not and on the number of shifts and the utilisation degree set in 'yields' . 
In line 8 (this line always represents the current day), the daily available capacity is 
multiplied with the fraction of the day that is still ahead and is updated per hour. 

N10 =SUM(MIO,N9) 
Column N cumulates the available capacity of the day set in column A with the 
available capacity of one day earlier. 
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In line 8 (this line always represents the current day), the daily available capacity is 
multiplied with the fraction of the day that is still ahead and is updated per hour. 

NIO =SUM(MIO,N9) 
Column N cumulates the available capacity of the day set in column A with the 
available capacity of one day earlier. 

PIO =NIO-FIO 
Column P determines the value of b by subtracting column F from column N as 
explained in the report. 

QIO =MIN('molding check'!$PIO:$P24) 
Column Q determines the minimum value of b as explained in the report. 

RIO =NIO-KIO 
Column R determines the value of a by subtracting column K from column N as 
explained in the report. 

SIO =MAX('molding check'!$R$8:$RIO,O) 
Column S determines the maximum value of a as explained in the report. 

The values of columns F, J and N are used to generate a chart on a separate sheet. This 
chart compares the available and required capacity per day. With this chart it is easier 
to get an overview as with the table. The name of the sheet with the chart shown here 
is 'molding chart' and it represents the situation of the sheet 'molding check, shown 
before. 

350.0 -.------------=-=~,,...---.....,...---,_•-----,,--------~-----olding capacity ch 

300.0 

250.0 

200.0 

150.0 

100.0 

50.0 

0.0 
.., 
°' ~ 
= 

i=::J cum. available molding 
hrs 

--cum. molding hours (lat 
moment) 

--cum. molding hours 
(earliest moment) 

.., .., .., I,> 

";-I ':" so ? ._ ._ ~ ._ 
5 5 C 

= = 
Sheet 6: molding chart 
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The formula in B49 stands for : sum all values of column Qin 'molding check' for 
which counts that the value of the cell in the same row in column A is equal to B20. 
Because there is only one cell in column A of 'molding check' with the same value as 
B20 of ' input' , this means: Find for the day on which molding must be finished, the 
corresponding minimum value ofb (or find the value of the cell in column Qin the row 
for which column A corresponds with B20 of ' firm orders'). 
B50 has got exactly the same structure, but instead of finding the minimum value ofb 
on the moment molding must be finished, it finds the maximum value of a on the 
earliest moment molding can start. 
In row 51 the maximum value of a ( capacity lost due to a lack of orders) is subtracted 
from the minimum value of b (available capacity which is not assigned to orders yet) . 
Cell B52 is displayed on the box which is shown to the user (see appendix 7.4) . If 
molding is already finished or if the value of cell B51 is positive, the result is 'OK', 
otherwise ' Attention' must be paid before the order can be accepted. 

7.4 Order entry forms 

The forms shown here, is what the users of the model see after activating the macro for 
entry of an order. As you can see, the parameters of an order can be filled into the 
white boxes. 

The first form is reserved for firm orders and it not only serves for entry of orders, but 
it can also be used to keep the status of orders on the production floor up to date by 
filling in a "Y" (from Yes) in the second set of white boxes. A "Y" automatically sets 
the workload claimed by this order on the specific resource on zero. 
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r·--------- -------------------- --- ----,~ 
1-l 
1-

1 ·= -·- -
-~ -

' 
· •~ - 2 

-=t-_,._: leusw 

- .,_Ivel c!elll: hN 
rec. artw.; I ,-IN _______ _ 

Rec.spec.pack . .... : 

Sfipdale: 

a-.~ 
j02J07/19!1i 

OK. 

Plinlcllrick: OK 

P~checl: OK 
I . 
L W111~1oad c•--= OK 
i ' . ·:- . 
i Warklojld aaWing; OK 
i 
: Workload prinljng: OK 

! Workload prinl;op.: OK 
I . 
I W111klorld pack.op,: 011; 

! CINnroaa .linilllecl: 
I • 

I Molding finilhe¢ 
! 

FIRM ORDERS 

Prinmgfndied:· 

P~finitfiied: 

Form 1: Entry and update of firm orders 
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• : ~ _12 of'32 · · '.-

. :l:: ·"• -·. I __ 
_1; Jb,iiia I 
;I · R{fst1>r!l 1 

. .,~,-- :F"~ bev I r 
1 _ Find ti--r 

-J ~ L 
- Cloa!t r 

-I . u.e1p 

The second form is presented by activating another similar macro. This form is 
reserved for quotes (orders which are not confirmed by the customer). It is logical that 
this form does not contain the second set of white boxes, because these orders can not 
be in production yet. 
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qpt .... : 

orcfmquantily: 

• calouq: 

. ltzo286 

jDIGIT 

]1500 

--l·laeih.: ·!SPEC 

QUOTES 

lape ~~ date: .j13/07/1996 

194;. arlw;: j10J07/1996 

_.·,Rec.spec.paq. aat.: · 

ShiP date:

Cleanr9(J!Fheck: 

!15/07/1996 

Pnntct.;t: . 
OK. 

OK ' 

Paclt ... check: ' OK 

Workloacf dean,_ooa: O.K 

w~,i~= 

·woikbid~~ 

Wo,kk,ad,-printop. :·· 

-~ 
.OK 

OK 

Form 2: Entry of quotes 
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8. Molding overrun 

As the molding overrun 
grid chart ( on the next 
page) shows, the smaller 
the order quantity and the 
higher the number of 
colours in the label are, the 
higher is the overrun 
percentage. But the claim 
of a small order on the 
workload compared with 
the claim of a big order is 
smaller. To determine an 
average overrun 
percentage, all overruns of 
the orders in the portfolio 
on a certain moment were 
determined, summed and 
then the average was 
determined. As you can see 
in the table, this average 
overrun is 7,21 %. In the 
formula to determine the 
molding quantity, for extra 
safety reasons an overrun of 
10 % is used. 

CD ROM ,"1'ervices Breda 

Orderquantity # of colors Overrun 

1000 2 7% 
2000 4 7% 

50 0 6'/ 
500 2 7% 

2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 
2000 3 7% 

500 2 7% 
105 3 20% 

2355 2 5% 
2005 2 5% 

50 3 82 
300 2 15% 

2005 2 5% 
574 2 7% 

2355 2 5% 
795 3 10% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
515 2 7% 
380 3 15% 
380 3 15% 
735 3 10% 

1380 3 8% 
1380 3 8% 
730 3 10% 

3805 2 5% 
2150 3 7% 
2080 3 7% 

200 3 20% 
200 3 20% 
200 3 20% 
200 3 20% 

50534 

Average overrun 

(54175-50534)/50534 • 100 % = 

Appendices 

Moldingquantity 

I 
1070 
2140 

67 
535 

2140 
2140 
2140 
2140 
2140 
2140 
2140 
2140 
2140 

535 
126 

2473 
2106 

82 
345 

2106 
615 

2473 
875 
552 
552 
552 
552 
552 
552 
552 
552 
437 
437 
809 

1491 
1491 
803 

3996 
2301 
2226 

240 
240 
240 
240 

54175 

7,21 % 
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CD-RO.l\'I Services Breda 

Job Aid 

Molding Overrun Grid Chart 

Monoline overrun chart for molding : 

Discs 1 color 2 color 

1 - 25 36 46 
26- 50 67 77 
51 - 75 98 103 

76 - 100 125 130 

3 color 4 color 

56 61 
82 87 
113 113 
135 135 

JAB: 7004 
effective : 151195 
supersedes : -
page : 1/1 

2 color 4C 
HT* Proc** 

71 91 
92 112 
123 153 
145 180 

101 - 200 + 15 % + 15 % +20% +20 % +25 % +40% 
201 - 450 + 10 % + 15 % + 15 % + 15 % +20 % +30% 

451 - 1000 +7 % +7% + 10 % + 10 % + 13 % +20 % 
1001 - 1900 +6% +6% +8% +8% + 11 % + 19 % 
1901 - 5000 +5% +5% +7% +7% +8% + 12 % 

Note : To calculate the number of discs used to set the Meiki pre-set counter, do the 
following : 
A. For orders less than 100, determine the number of discs from the above 

grid. 
B. For orders over l 00, find the p_ercent needed from the above chart. 
C. Convert to a decimal. 

Example : 7 % = 0.07 
D. Add one (l) to the number. 

Example : 0.07 + l = 1.07 
E. Example : I color work order for 460 discs 

l . 07 x 460 = 492.2 or 492 discs 
f Begin molding order and observe Schenk yield loss. 

* HT = half tone 
* * : 4C proc. = 4 process colors 

Documentation Approval : 
Author : . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . Date : ... ... ....... ... .... . 
Operations Manager : ....... ..... .. .. .... ... .... ...... .. ......... Date : ... ..... ...... ...... . 
Quality Assurance : ..... .... .. ... ... ....... .. ....... ..... .. .. . Date : ..... ............... . 

Related Documentation : (N/ A) 
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9. Availability of the model on a PC 

Because PIC will be the most frequent user of the model, a PC from this department 
can be used. Another option is to locate a separate PC, which is accessible for PIC as 
well as CS. Both scenarios have got merits and demerits. Which of the two above 
mentioned options will be chosen ultimately, is not known yet. 

If a PC of PIC is used for running the model, each time a new order is entered into the 
model, PIC is forced to interrupt its own activities. Besides, the working memory of 
this PC may be too small to both run the model and other programs required for PIC. 
An advantage of this method is that PIC always keeps informed about orders and it can 
make the decision whether or not to accept an order from its own place. 

A separate PC however may be preferable. An advantage of this method is that CS is 
also able to put new orders into the model on a moment PIC is very busy. This PC 
should be located very close to PIC, because this department will still be responsible for 
the customer order acceptance decision and it will use the model most of all (for 
example to update the status of released orders). 

A consequence of both methods is that CS can not enter an order in the model on the 
moment they have contact with a customer. Information should first be written down 
and then entered into the model, either by CS or by PIC. 

Another solution is to let more people work simultaneously on a copy of the model and 
copy all changes afterwards to a mother file, but this solution has got a number of 
disadvantages. Users change their copy of the model and the model performs the 
checks without taking changes on other copies into account. This could mean that 
problems arise on the moment all latest changes are combined instead of when a new 
order is put into the model. All copies should be updated very frequently (say two or 
three times a day), which would be a very time consuming process during which all 
users' PCs are possessed. First all changes must be copied from the users' PCs to the 
mother file and subsequently copies of this mother file must be transferred to all users. 

Therefore it seems better to run the model on one PC during the testing phase. 

If the test results show that the value of the model has been proved, the prototype can 
be converted into a more user-friendly database and these problems will be solved 
automatically, because a database can be opened to more users on the same time. 
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10. Overview DART 28 

HP Kit# IHP Part# I Explanation 1WO# IQty Qty 1am. 1Shipdate Kitting '#of 
I I (boxes) l(repl.) I I Tune :temp. 
' I I I 

Bl 71D+1304 Bl671 -10015 KIT LOG 72214 101954 1250 1250 INT 29-1"lay 7.51 1 6 

I 101955 20 20VAB I 29-\fay 0 68 1 6 
101956 15 15 TDE [ 09-Jun 0.65 1 6 

BI671-90033 SERVICE NOTE I I 
Bl 671-90034 1TOC I ! 

I 
Bl 71D+1305 Bl671-10015 KIT LOG 72214 1019S5 250 250 VAB I 29-1"fay 1.96 6 

101956 2350 2350 TDE 09-Jun l 13.63 6 
Bl 671-90033 SERVICE NOTE I 
Bl671-90034 TOC I 

I I 
B2352A-STD/1361 B3782-67961 KIT LOG 722<l!-72209 101944 60 120 VAB 29-May 0.97 7 

101945 170 340 TDE 09-Jun i 1.58 7 
5965--0702 COVER !ETTER I 
5964-1109 FLYER 
5063-9301 RELEASE NOTE I 

I I 

B3 l CllL-STD/1538 B3920-60077 KIT LOG 72211-72212 101950 80 160 VAB 29-1"fay 1.1 I 7 

101951 600 1200 TDE 09-lun 400 7 
5965-0702 COVER LETTER I 
5964-1109 F1. YER I 
5~35 C!..,'STOMER !ETTER 
5063-9301 RELEASE NOTE I I 

i l I 
B37820A-ST/1369 !B3782-67962 KIT LOG 72210-72245 I 101947 I 15 230 VAB 29-\lay t. :s l 7 

101948 570 11 40 TDE 09-Jun l 1801 7 
15965-0706 COVER LETTER 

15964-1109 ,F1. YER I 
5063-9303 •RELEASE NOTE I : 

I 
5062-7198+1615 B3920- I 3636 KIT LOG 72220 101965 870 870 INT 29-1"fay ! 1 71 s 

B3782- I 0097 KIT LOG 72219 101961 870 870 INT 19-May 
5965-0724 COVER LETTER I I 

I i 
B3920A+X510 B3920- l 3636 KIT LOG 72220 I 101966 180 180 VAB 29-1"1ay l : 30 6 

101967 980 980 TDE 09-Jun 5.75 6 

' 
B3782A+X512 B3 782-1 0097 KIT LOG 72219 101962 250 250 VAB 29-May i 1 89 6 

101964 980 980 TDE 09-lun 5.95 6 

i 
B3920BA-STl l 554 B3~7 KIT LOG 72213-72246 101952 80 160 VAB I 29-1"1ay 1.08 7 

10 1953 600 1200ITDE 09-lun ! 1 97 7 
5965-0706 COVER LETTER 
5964-11 09 •F1. YER 
5063-9303 iRELE,\ SE NOTE I I I 

l I I 

5960-8925+ 1566 1!2745-1 0001 'KJTLOG , ~ I 1019S8 315 315 INT 29-May 2.25 1 6 

l2226A+l 321 )2745-10001 KIT LOG 72223 101959 80 80 VAB I 29-Mayl 0.751 6 
101960 350 350 TDE 09-Jun l .:_25 6 

5062-7195+1561 24998-60142 KIT LOG 72200-72201 101940 515 1030 INT 29-May ; 4.81 7 

,24998-60143 KIT LOG 72202-72203 I 10 1941 515 1030 INT 29-\lay ! 
24998-60144 ,KIT LOG 72204-72205 101 942 515 1030 INT 29-May 

24998-60145 KIT LOG 72206-72207 101943 515 1030 INT 29-Mayl 

5965-0701 COVER LETTER 

B3782-67961 KIT LOG 722a!-72209 101 229 150 300 GE 04-Jun 1.17 3 

B3920-60077 KJT LOG 7221 1-72212 101225 700 1400 GE 04-Jun 4.22 3 

B3782-67962 KJT LOG 72210-72245 101230 50 100 GE i 04-lun 0.611 3 

B3920- I 3636 KIT LOG 72220 101970 50 50 GE I 04-Jun 0. 51 I 2 
B3782-10097 KJT LOG 72219 : 101968 so 50GE I 04-Jun l 0 51 2 
B3920-60087 KIT LOG 72213-72246 I 101227 50 100 GE 04-Jun i 0.61 3 

12745-10001 KIT LOG 72223 102006 50 50GE 04-lun l 0.51 2 

I 
Tobi I 14195 19480 99.02 1 
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11. KAP 5062-7195+1561 

3M CD-ROM Services B.V. Breda Kit Assembly Procedure 

24998-60142 HP part# 5062-7195+ 1561 WO# 101940 
24998-60143 HP part# 5062-7195+1561 WO# 101941 
24998-60144 HP part# 5062-7195+ 1561 WO# 101942 
2-'998-60145 HP part# 5062-7195+1561 WO# 101943 

5062-7195+1561 HP kit# RC+INT 
Ship date: 29/5/96 Ordergrootte [ stuks I: 515 
Totaal doorlooptijd order [uurj: 2.30 Bottle neck tijd (sec]: 13 
Doorlooptijd kitting [uurj: 1.86 Gewenst aantal operators order [stuks]: 9 
Purchase ordernumber: ? 

Vervoerder: Wiba Klant: HP France 
Benodigde materialen I kit 

Samenvoe51 onderdelen Aantal Omschrijving Totaal 
2-1998-60142 I CDk1t 515 
2-1998-60143 1 CD kit 515 
24998-60144 1 CD kit 515 
2-1998-60145 1 CDk1t 515 

Topa 1 Plastic enveloppe 515 
Kit content list nr : 1 5062-7195+1561 515 
Document 1 l 5965-0701 515 
XQ-0007-0074-6 1/20 K3 Sh1poer 335x235x265 mm 270 ~r 26 
Standaard pallet 1/1320 Europallct 1200 x 800 mm; 11 per laa11: 4 la11:cn H=lm20 l 
Label I 1/20 Shipper label+ HP barcodc 26 
5062-7195+1561 HP barcodc code 
Barcodc label op envelop 1 5062-7195+1561 515 
Totaal 4. 1 items te bchandelen per kit 

Documenten verzamelen Aparte lijn 

Tel document I afvan staoel Documcntcn zijn gcscheiden door gekleurde vel 4 l 
Pak Ki t Content List (bovenop) S062-7195+1561 2 I 
Simple supple cnveloppe oakkcn Sluitflap dicht is bovenziide achtcrkant envelop 2 I 
Documenten m cnveloppc KCL leesbaar voorzijde. slu1ting bovcn 5 I 
Barcode label op envelop plakken Achtcrziide m het midden 3 2 
Samenvoe~cn 

Schu1fbox 1n gcvulde cnveloppe 24998-601-12 5 3 
Schuifbox in gevulde cnveloppe 24998-60143 5 4 
Schuifbox in gevulde cnvel oppe 2-1998-60144 5 5 
Schu1f box in gcvulde cnveloppe 24998-60145 5 6 

Slu1t cnveloppe en plaals in shipper 5 7 
Zet shipper op (bodem met plakband) IO sec per 30 kits 113 7 

Quality check in line 

Tel aantal enveloppen CD-RO~ operator 2 .5 CDR2 
Wcci, maak en plak sticker op shipper Gebruik '.1-lettler wee11:svsteem; sucker op bovenkant I CDR2 
Plak sh1ppcr labcl op shipper I CDR2 
Sh ipper sluiten Gebru ik Case scaler met pallet pall I CDR2 

Verzendklaar maken 

Ncem steckorocvcn Yul Final Inspection Log Sheet HP in CDR3 
Vcrzorg documcntc:n Zic FILS HP voor de bcnod111:de documcnten HP CDR3 

Vcrpak de ~oedcren op pallet Aanme lden bij vcrvoerder CDR3 
Kltdnc UJd samcnvoc:cc:a 

Werklljd 1n theonc ht lc OJdc:r [uurJ. 6.J4 Tetu! thconrtiJd/kJt [sec): •• 
Afgclezcn bottl e neck t1jd [sccJ; lJ 

Tctaal wnkUjdlkit (incl •opc:~tors. bar.le neck ujd) [sec] : 117.00 

Wcrkti1d {batle neck ti jd ) hcle onlcr {uurl: 16.74 IDoorloop.ijd kitting: bcir.Jc nr:ck x orderg,roouc [uurJ 1.86 

OrcanhatJcUJd samcnvoqcn 

Aartal items tc pickcn (ituks) : 4.10 Tctalc ptcktijd {120 1ec per iltm) (1cc} : 49:': 

Uitl eg per operator (sec]: 120 Ta:aal dezc workordcr (11K) : 1080 

Stancn en cprui mcn 2x I Smin I man 1800 

Tc,;aal or~anisatic tijd per o rder (uur) : 0.94 ITa1aal orµn,satie doorlooptijd (,eel / (uurl: ,s-~ 0.44 

!Grand totaal ~·erktijd [uurl : I 17.67 !Grand totaal doorloopti_jd order [uurl: I I 2.30 I 
Totalc kit 5062-7195+1561 

Grand totaal werktijd [uurj : 77.96 Grand totaal doorlooptijd order [uurl: l-'.81 
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IJMCD-ROMSenices B.V. Breda Kit A.1.1ermly Procedure !woo 101940 
24~142 HPpart# 5062-7195+ 1561 HPkit# RC+INf 

Ship date: ']!)/5/96 Cxdergrootte [ stuks]: 515 

Totaa1 dooriooi:tijd order [uur]: 3.13 Bottle reek tijd [ sa: J: 20 
D:iorlooptijd kitting [ uur]: 286 ~ aantal operators order [ stuks J: 5 

Purcha3! ordernunix:r: ? 
Vervoerder: Wba Klant: HP France 
Bmalip matrrialen 1 kit 

<hlenlelen Aantal Ondvijving Twal 
I..ISl72200 I cb:J 515 
lqd#72201 I cb:2 515 
34-7034-9ro7--0 I Envdqi "Fee ~ling a,Jy'' voor 3 di~ 515 
l/2sizc l:ox I Imr.rinted l:ox "mKle in the EEC' 515 
12/95 I Leaflet "HP \\brlch\idc CD-Ra.1 Ra:)~lin!! Centers" 515 
Newmxlel I HP Carten sleeves 515 
Totaal JO items te b:handelen oer kit 

Slre\'ffl Tips 11jd Oper. 
[h;: I sic.even Gel:ruik m:diafcrm slCIC\cr chr CDRcrn oceratrr 1.5 cm I 
[h:: 2 slecvcn Gel:ruik m:diafcrm slCIC\cr chr CDRan cp:ratcc 1.5 cm I 
Vcrpakkmbm 11jd Oper. 
Aanvocr & check rmtcrialen COOan ocerator I cm I 
lmpi nted l:ox Olllcttcn oodcrste VUMlijn van sluitflap niet VOO\\Cll ! 20 I 
Envdqi en J lcaJlct in l:ox I irintzijdc dig;; naar zijdc zoodcr uitsplring sleeve 5 2 
[fa I(+ sleeve) in l:ox st.cxn:n uitsplrin!! sleeve naar uitsplrimz l:ox 5 3 
D g;; 2 ( + sleeve) in l:ox st.cxn:n uitspuin!! sleeve mar uitsplrin!! 1:ox 5 4 

Irminted l:ox sluitcn ~izccdc a= !:ox: di~! . 2 etc. 2/95 lcaJll1, cnvclqi 5 4 

Boxv.cgen Co-ooCo~haal qua)itvc.heck 10 5 
~tijd 

Walrujd in Imrie rclc crar [ lU I: 7.15 T C1aal th,:nc!ijd-lat [ ""I: 50 

Afgclc,m lxttleneck tijd[""I: 20 

T C1aal """'1ijd1at (ire! llq:aattn. tatle neck bjd) [ =t 100.00 

Wcrlctijd (bcllle neck bjd) h:le crar [uu-t I 14.Jl lr:m-loqiijd lci~ tatle neck, crcnw=, [u.rj I 2.116 

~tijd 

Aartal itcrro IC pdca, [ "1D j: 3.00 Tctale pdctijd(l:ll ,ecper 11cm) (sccl : 3liO 

Liu'!! per q:,racr [,o::J: 120 T C1aal d= 'A<necrar [ ""I: ((1) 

Slancn m qn.urru, 2:<l 5mn 1 TTHl I 1800 I 
Tctaal cri.ri""tic tijdpcr am [lllj: I 0.77 ITci.aal agarisatie cb:rlcq:tijd(,ccj / [u.rj I 960 I 0.27 

Gr.md totaal wcrldijd [uur): 15.(r] Grand totaal doorlooptijd onJcr [uur): 3.13 
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13M CD-ROM Services B. V. Breda Kit Assembly Procedure !woo 101941 
249')8.(,() 143 HPpart# 5062-7195+1561 HPkit# RC+INI 

Ship date: '29/5/96 Cxdergrootte [&uks]: 515 
Totaal doorlooptijd order [uur]: 3.13 Bottle reek tijd [ sx]: 20 
I:h,rlooptijd kitting [uur]: 286 Gewem aantal operators order [ &uks]: 5 

Purchase ordemurrm: ? 

Vervoerder: \\iba Klant: HP France 
Berulip materialm 1 kit 

Onderddm Anal Onsduijwig TOOlal 
~1Z]IJ1. 1 ch:! 515 
~72203 1 di~2 515 
34-7034-9807--0 1 Envelop "Fer Rcc,,cling Quy' voor 3 discs 515 
1/2 size l:x»c 1 [mi:rinted oo,c "rmde in the EEC' 515 
12/95 1 Leaflet "HP Wcrldwde CD-ROM ~ling G:ntcr.i" 515 
Newnxxlel 1 HPCartoo sleeves 515 
Tooiai 3.0 items te l::.ehanlelen µ:r kit 

Sltt\>-m Tips Tijd ()per. 

Disc 1 sleeven Gelruik mediafcnn sic.ever ocor CDRom o=:iur 1.5 CDR! 
Disc 2 slceven Gcl:ruik mediafcnn sleever ocor CDRom op:ratcr 1.5 CDR! 
Verpakkm bas Tijd ()per. 
Aan\lOCI" & check matcrialen CDRom Qperatcr 1 CDR! 
lm!Xinted txJx OJ]lettcn oodernc VCJ\Mliin van sluitflap nict VCA.I\\CII 1 20 1 

Envelop en 1 leaflet in l:x»c J:Iintzijde di~ naar zijde zooder uitsmring sleeve 5 2 
Disc 1 (+ sleeve) in l:x»c stooix:n uitstnring sleeve naar uitstnring !:ox 5 3 
Disc 2 (+ sleeve) in l:x»c stooix:n uitstnri ng sleeve naar ui tstnri ng txJx 5 4 
lm!Xintcd l:x»c sluitcn \olgordc oo:n !:ox: di~!. 2 etc, 2/95 leaflet, envelop 5 4 

Box \I\CIZCll Go -no Go v.eea:haal auality check 10 5 
KiHin!I tijd 

Waktijd1r1 th::aicl-a:lccrdcr[tu]: 7.15 Taaal thocrictijMcit (,ec]: so 
Afgelc= lxttlc neck tijd [,oc]: 20 

Taaal -ictijMcit (ird lk,peratcn, lxttlc neck tijd) (,ec]: 100.00 

WaktJJd (lxllJc neck bjdl t.:lc crdcr [ tu!: I 14.JI I Dcxrl"'!1ijd killlll!: lxttlc neck x aargrcx:ttc [ uu-J I 2.116 

°'"R:ri..U•lijd 

,\inal itam re ~clccn [srua I: 3.00 T OOlle pidctijd ( 120 ,ec per itan) [,cc} : 360 

Uitlcg per quaa [,cc]: 120 T aaa! cbc -.u!ccrd:r [sec]: (JJJ 

Sl;utcn .n orrurn-m 2x 15mm I rren I 1800 I 
Tctaal CljlNisauc bjdpcr acu [t..-) I 0.77 lraaa1 CJJl'l"""tic clxrl'Xl!1ijd[90C] I (uu-]: I 960 I 0.27 

Grand totaal werldijd [uur): 15.07 Grand totaal doortooptijd order [uur): 3.13 
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IJMCD-ROMSenices B.V. Breda Kit Auelmly Procedure lwoo 101942 
24998-<i0144 HPpan# 5062-7195+ 1561 HPkit# RC+INf 

Ship date: '19/5196 Cxdergrootte [&uks]: 515 
Totaal doorlooptijd order [uur]: 3.13 Bottle neck tijd [!a:] : 20 
D:x>rlooptijd kitting [ uur]: 286 ~ aantal oµ:rators order [&uks] : 5 

Purcha3! orclerntuncer. ? 
Vervoerder: Wba Klant: HP France 
Bmcxligde materialen 1 kit 

Ondcrdclen Aaral Cmichrijm!g T<Ual 
Lq:#7220:I I di~! 515 
Lq:#7Z205 I di~2 515 
34-7034-9807-0 I Enveloo "Fer ~ling Only' '<Ocr 3 di!l:S 515 
1/2 size !:ox I lmmnllld !:ox "rmde in the EEC' 515 
12/95 I Leaflet "HP Wcrldwde CD-RC1v1 R=lin~ Centers'' 515 
Newroo:lel I HP C.artoo sleeves 515 
Totaal 3.0 i terns te behandelen per kit 

~en'ffl TIJII 1ijd ()per. 

a SC I slecven Gel:ruik mcdiafcnn sleevcr oocr ca«xn O[UalOr 1.5 CDRI 
Ilse 2 slecven Gcl:ruik mediafcnn sleever oocr CCf«xn op2"3lor 1.5 CDRI 
Verpakken box lijd Oper. 
Aanvcx:r & check ma1erialen CDRcm c,per:i1cr I CDRI 
lmixint.ed !:ox ~en ~e VCXM!iin van sluitflap niet VUl\\ell ! 20 1 

Envcloo en I leaflet in !:ox Jiintii jde disc naar zijde zonda- ui tsmri oo slee\'C 5 2 
Ilse I (+ slee11e) in !:ox st~ uil:stxlriruz sleeve naar uitstming !:ox 5 3 
Ilsc 2 (+ sleeve) in !:ox st~ uil:stxlriruz sleeve naar uitstming !:ox 5 4 

Im!Xintod !:ox sluiten IIO!~orde oo:n !xix: di~! . 2 etc, 2/95 leaflet C1111eloo 5 4 

Boxv.e,zen Gi -oo Gi \'.ClCl&haal qua! i ty cha:k 10 5 
~ tijd 

Wcnujd in thuict-dccrm [u.r]: 7.15 T aaaJ t!=ietijd'lcit I= J: so 
Ngclt2:ntdtlc r-.dc ujd [m::J: 20 

T aaaJ ....-ktijM:it (in:11/oprakn. bcnJc r-.dc ujd) [ ,ec): 100.00 

Wcrlcujd(l:rolc r-.dc tijd) t.:lc adcr [uu-J: I UJI 1Docrloc:¢jd lcittirg bcnlc nedc x crcbgrc:atc [ uurJ I 2.86 

°'l::rilatirtijd 

Aartal 1tans tcp,d<cn [,tuaJ: 3.00 Tctale µdctijd( l 20m::per item) [sec}: 360 

Litl"l! per oprata (,a:]: 120 T aaaJ a:21: \\meada- [,ec]: (:ll) 

Slartm "1 q:runncri 2x I Smin I llHl I 1800 I 
Tct,•d ~ c tijd per adcr (wrJ: I 0.77 lraaa1 apli.,aie d:x:rlcqtijd l=I I (u..-]: I 960 I o.27 

Grmd totaal werktijd [uurJ: 15.07 Grand totaal doorloopti_jd onJer [uur): 3.13 
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13M CO-ROM Services B. V. Breda Kit Assembly Procedure !woo 101943 
24998-<J0145 HPpart# 5062-7195+1561 HPkit# RC+INf 

Ship date: '19/5196 Cxdergrootte [ ~]: 515 
Totaal doorlooptijd order [uur]: 3.13 Bottle neck tijd [ ~]: 20 
D:lorlooptijd kining [uur]: 286 Gewerut aantal o~ators order [ ~]: 5 
Purchase ordernunm: ? 

Vervoerder: \\iba Klant: HP France 
Berulip matcrialm 1 kit 

Oma-ddm Aaral Cmsduijwtg Toiul 

Llfdl72206 1 cb:l 515 
~1Z]J.Y1 I cb:2 515 
34-7034-9807-0 1 Enveloo "Fcr R=lin11; Qtly' \00!" 3 discs 515 
1/2 size !xix 1 IITIJ:(inted !xix "mide in the EEC' 515 
12/95 1 Leaflet "HP Wcrldwde CD-ROM R=ling Centers" 515 
Ncwmodcl I HPCartco sleeves 515 
Tctaa.l 3.0 items tc 1::charxlelcn per kit 

Sleevcn Tipi lijd ()per. 

Disc I sleevcn Gclruik mediafcnn sleever cb:ir CDRom oceratcr 1.5 CORI 
Disc 2 slccvcn Gclruik mediafcnn sleever cb:ir CDRom op::ratcr 1.5 CORI 
Verpakkm bas lijd ()per. 

A.invocr & check ma1crialcn CDRom oo:ratcr I CORI 
[mµ-intcd !xix oozatcn cndcrstc V01M!ijn van sluitflap niet VCXMell ! 20 1 

Envcloo en I leaJlct in !xix 1rrintziide disc naar ziide zcoder uitsi:erin11; sleeve 5 2 
Disc I ( + sl ee-.,:) in !xix stow:n uitsrnrin11: sleeve naar uitsrnrin11: !xix 5 3 
Disc 2 (+ slccvc) in !xix stow:n uitsmrin11: sleeve naar uitsmrin11: !xix 5 4 

lmTTintcd !xix sluiten volgorde oocn lnx: disc!, 2 etc, 2/95 [eaJlct, cnvclq:, 5 4 

Box \\Cl!cn Go-no Go =haal auality check 10 5 
!Gttinctijd 

Wtrl:ujdm tl>,aiehdcccl:r[cu-J 7.15 Tctaal tt..rid.l_jd,lcit [sec): 50 

Algelc:.m lxllle node tijd [ ,cc J: 20 

T ctaal -.aicti_jd,lcit (ird iq:crat=. lxllle node tijd) [sec]: 100.00 

Wcrkujd(bcttle rmc bJC!) h::lecrd:r [cu]: I 14.JI IDcxr!oopijd ialllrll: lxllle node x a-tbyc:a!e [ uu-] I 2.86 

Ot"l(ri~rtijd 

A.-1al ,1ar11 <c µclccn [sruiaj: 3.00 TClale piclctiJd(l20sec per 1tan) [,cc}: 3(i) 

Lltlcg por qxra.a [""" ]: IX> Tctaal d:zi: 'Mrlccrd:r [sec): (:i1J 

Srart"1cit orn11ITU1?x l 5nun I rren I l&Xl I 
To«aal agana .. ue bjd per a dcr [u..-1 I 0.71 ITctaa! agari53tie cl:xrl~jd [soc! / [uu-]: I 96) I 0.27 

Grdlld totaal werldi_jd [uur): 15.07 Grand totaal dooriooptijd order [uur]: 3.13 
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12. Kit content list 5062-7195+1561 

KIT CONTENT LIST F/,n'f/j HEWLETT® 
~~ PACKA~□ 

SOFTWARE .t !NFOR>M11ON DWVE.RY OPERA no.,; EUROPE 

SIDE- HEWLETT-PACKARD France-38053 GRENOBLE Cedex 9- FRANCE 

KIT NUMBER KIT DESCRIPTION 

5062-7195+ 1561 KIT CD SE APPLICATION 

PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

24998-60142 CD SE APPLICATION S700 10.01 1.0000 
24998-60143 CD SE APPLICATION S800 10.01 1.0000 
24998-60144 CD SE APPLICATION S700 10.10 1.0000 
24998-60145 CD SE APPLICATION S800 10.10 1.0000 

5965-0701 COVER LETTER 1.0000 
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13. Documentation for DART 28 

In the frame below, an overview is given of all wanted documents for DART 28. The 
number of copies per document that must be made is the required quantity multiplied 
with the number of pages of the document. In the bottom line, the total number of 
pages that must be copied is shown (194.880). 

Qty HP Klt numbu HP Part number Printed pages Total De1ertpUoa 

1285 B 1671 D+ I 304 8167 1-90033 2 2570 SERVICE NOTE 10.0 10000 

1285 B167ID+l304 B167 1-90034 14 17990 TOC LASEROM 10.0 10000 
1285 B167I D+l30 4 Kit C ontont LIii I 1285 Kit C onion! List 

subtotal printtd pagu I 118,:; 

2600 B1671D+l305 B1671-90033 2 5200 SERVICE NOTE 10.0 10000 
2600 816 7ID+I305 B1671-90034 14 36400 TOC LASEROM 10.0 10000 
2600 B167 1D+ l 305 Kil C ontont LIii I 2600 Kil Content List 

subtotal printed pagt.1 I 4'}00 

685 B3782DA-ST 1369 5063-9303 8 5480 RELEASE NOTE JET DIREC1 10000 

685 B3782DA-ST 1369 5964-1109 I 685 FL YER GLANCEPLUS TRIALS 10000 

685 83782DA-ST 1369 5965-0706 3 1 21235 COVER LETTER S7/800 CD 10.1 0 10000 

685 B3782DA-ST 1369 Kil C ontont LIii I 685 Kil C ontont L 1st 
.JUbtotal prinled pages I ]808:i 

680 B3920BA-ST 1554 5063-9303 8 5440 RELEASE NOTE JET DIRECT 10000 

680 B3920BA-ST 1554 5964-1 I 09 I 680 FL YER GLANCEPLUS TRIALS 10000 

680 B3920BA-ST 1554 5965-0706 31 21080 COVE R LETTER S7/800 CD 10.10 10000 

680 B3920BA-S7 1554 Kil Content LIii I 680 KIi Content List 
subtotal printtd pagt.J I 17880 

430 J2226A+ 132 ! Kit Content List I 430 KIi Content List 
subtolal printtd pagt.J I J30 

230 B2352A-ST D, 1361 5063-930 I 8 1840 RELEASE NOTE JETDIRECT 10000 

230 B2352A-STD, 136 1 5964-1109 l 230 FL YE R GLANCEPLUS TRIALS 10000 

230 B2352A-STD, 1361 5965-0702 30 6900 COVE R LETTER CD S7/800 10.0 10000 

230 B2352A-ST D, l36l Kit Content Lid I 230 Kil CODtenl List 
suhrotal printtd pagu I 9100 

680 BJ l08L-STDi l 538 5063- 930 I 8 5440 RELEASE NOTE JETDIRECT 10000 

680 B3 108L-STD/ l 538 5960--1835 4 2720 CUSTOMER LETTER FACETTER 10000 

680 B3108L-STDil 538 5964- 1109 I 680 FL YER GLANCE PLUS TRIALS 10000 

680 B3108L-STD, 1538 5965-0702 30 20400 COVER LETTER CD S7/800 10.0 10000 

680 B3108L-STD/l 538 KU C ontenl Lid I 680 KIi Contont List 
subtotal printed pagu I 299]0 

515 5062-7 195-1 56 1 5965 -0 70 I 50 25750 COVER LETTER 10000 

515 5062-7195--156 1 Kil C onlonl LIii I 515 Kil Conlon! LIii 
subtotal printtd page, I 16]6:i 

870 5062-7 198·16l5 5965-0724 4 3480 COVER LETTER 10000 

870 5062- 7198· 1615 KIi Content List I 870 Kil Conlonl LIii 
subtolal prinud pagt.1 I ,1:;o 

1230 B3782A+X5l2 Kit C onlent List I 1230 Kil Conlonl List 
subtotal printtd pagu I 1230 

1160 B3920A+X510 Kit Content List I 1160 Kit Contonl List 

I Jl60 

3 15 5960-8925-- i 566 Kil C onlonl List I 3 15 Kit Conlon! List 
subtotal printtd pagu I J/j 

Total I 19,1sso I 
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14. Duration of activities for DART 

Before HP France places the order, 3M Breda already received a forecast. This forecast 
does not give the definitive quantities of each kit, but it gives an indication and it gives 
the HP part- and kit numbers (structures). Thanks to this information, materials can 
already be ordered from 3M US. On the moment the order is placed, the boxfilms, 
labelfilms and stampers can already be in (or at least partly). In the case of DART 28, 
HP placed the order the 20th of May, all boxfilms were in on the 13th of May, receipt 
of labelfilms varied from the 15th to the 22nd of May ( only five films were received 
later than the 20th) and the receipt of stampers varied from the 15th to the 23rd of May 
(only six stampers arrived before the 20th). 

Another advantage of these forecasts is that the vendors, who take care of the 
outsourced activities, can be informed on time, so they can reserve capacity. The 
printer (for printing the boxes) as well as the reprographic centre (for printing, sorting 
and stapling the documents) have a delivery time of 2 days, on condition that they are 
informed on time over arriving orders. The materials (boxfilms resp. master 
documentation and kit content lists) can be sent to the vendors prior to the moment 
definitive quantities are known, but the moment they actually start processing, 
quantities may not change anymore. Assumed is that HP sends its master 
documentation at least one day before they give the definitive order quantities. 

Besides the documentation sent by HP, the kit content lists also have to be printed. 
These lists can be made when the kit structures are in. Making these lists, from the 
electronic file sent over by HP, takes approximately one day (after having it done a few 
times, it will probably take less time) . If the kit structures arrive two days before the 
definitive quantities are given, the kit content lists can be made and shipped together 
with the documentation to the reprographic centre one day before the definitive 
quantities are given. 

Under these conditions, the imprinted boxes as well as the printed documents (sorted 
and stapled) are available for kitting two days after the order is placed. 

The kap's must also be made before kitting can start. Making kap's can start, when the 
kit structures and the definitive quantities are known. In two days, all kap' s can be 
made, so these are also available on time. 

The production process in figure 7 2 covers the molding, printprep (inkmixing and 
screenmaking) and printing activities. Each log number has got a different label, but for 
most of the labels colours and screens are used, which are also used for other log 
numbers . This implies that not for every label each ink colour must be mixed nor each 
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screen must be made. Appendix 14.1 shows the PMS numbers 1 and the film numbers 
per log number. Only for new numbers inks must be mixed or screens must be made. 

Appendix 14. 2 shows the process times for molding, printing and printprep for each log 
number calculated by the model. In this table the process times for inkmi:xing and 
screenmaking are adjusted in such a way that each screen or colour is made only once. 
Assumed is that for each log number the total required number is molded and printed in 
one run. This minimises the total process time as a result of less set up times. By 
combining different work orders, which contain the same log numbers, molding takes 
longer than printing for each run, so printing will not have to wait on molding, once the 
first log number has been molded. 

In total 47.3 molding hours are required . Assuming that is being worked in two shifts, 
two molding lines are available and a utilisation degree of 80%, the available molding 
hours on one day is 25 .6 (2 shifts * 8 hours * 2 molding lines * 80 %). In a little bit less 
than two days, molding can take place. 

The total claim on print operators (printing and printprep) is 58.5 hours. With six print 
operators (3 per shift), each having a yield of 90 %, the number of available hours in 
two days is 86.4 (6 operators * 8 hours * 2 days * 90 %), so it is possible to also finish 
printing two days after molding has started ( or two days after the order is placed). 

Because the packaging process for this kind of order is so complex, it is not realistic to 
calculate with the hours automatically generated by the model. The kap's provide a 
solution. On each kap the throughput time and the number of operators are given. In 
appendix 13 the throughput time for kitting and the number of required temporary 
employees per HP kit number and shipdate are shown. The packaging process can be 
divided into three parts, referring to the shipdates. The first shipment is to the Response 
Centres, Value Added Businesses and Internals. Kitting all these kits with 7 temporary 
employees, takes 49.3 hours. The second shipment (to HP Germany) takes 8.1 hours 
with only 3 temporary employees, because kitting does not include documentation. The 
third and last shipment to the Trade customers claim another 41.6 hours with 7 
temporary employees. 

Working with 7 temporary employees in two shifts (so after 8 hours, 7 new temporaries 
arrive) gives 16 working hours per day. The throughput time of kitting for the first part 
is 49.3 hours. Having a delivery time of one week, and assuming a workweek of six 
days, of which two days are reserved for activities before kitting and one day for 
physical distribution to the customer, available kitting time is three days. The required 
time for kitting is slightly more than three days ( 49.3 / 48 = 1.03). This difference is so 
small, that with a little bit more effort and goodwill, kitting must be possible in three 
days under given conditions. Besides, the times used on the kap's are as a way of 
precaution and a lack of experience chosen on the safe side. 

1 Pantone Matching System (PMS) is an international printing, publishing and packaging color 
language providing an accurate method for the selection, presentation, specification, communication, 
reproduction matching and control of color 
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Because the orders for HP Germany can be kitted in two lines of each three 
temporaries, the throughput time of this part is halved to 4.1 hours. Total throughput 
time for kitting the other two parts then equals 45 .7 hours (4.1 + 41.6). So if the kitting 
process is continued in two shifts of seven temporaries, three days later the other 
shipments can also be ready. 

For DART 28 the definitive quantities were given on the 20th of May, and the due 
dates were agreed on resp. the 30th of May (RC, INT, V AB) and the 5th (HP 
Germany) and l 0th of June (IDE). 

14.1 PMS and film numbers DART 28 

In the table shown here, all PMS colours and film numbers of DART 28 are shown. Per 
film number a screen must be made and per PMS colour an ink must be mixed. This 
implies that for each bold number time is required for preparation of these auxiliary 
materials. 

Table 1: PMS and film numbers for DART 28 

j OVERVIEW COLOURS AND SCREENS DART 28 i i 
I I 

Lognumber i PMS numbers (colours) Filmnumbers (screens) 
i i I 

72200 264 541 I 22860 48431 I 

72201 264 541 22860 48432 
72202 3252 541 22860 48880 
72203 3252 541 ! 22860 48879 
72204 264 541 22860 48434 
72205 264 541 I 22860 48435 
72206 3252 541 22860 48436 
72207 3252 541 22860 48437 
72208 264 322 2735 22919 47037 48158 
72209 264 322 2735 22919 47039 48159 
72210 264 322 2735 22919 47041 48160 
7221 l 3252 322 2735 22919 47043 48155 
72212 3252 322 2735 22919 47046 48156 
72213 3252 322 2735 22919 47048 48157 
72214 327 2735 1131 48430 
72219 264 322 2735 22925 41150 48443 
72220 3252 322 2735 22925 41150 48590 
72223 BLACK 48926 
72245 264 322 2735 22919 48489 48490 
72246 3252 322 2735 22919 48487 48923 

The bold numbers arc new and take time for preparation I 
I ! I I 

I 
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14.2 Process times DART 28 

The table displayed here, shows all process times for DART 28 per log number except 
the time required for packaging. These times are shown in the overview of DART 28 
and are not sorted per log number, but per work order number. 

Table 2: Process times for DART 28 

l ac jo rd er M oldlnl Ink - Screen- Setup llm c R II n llm e Prln l - Pr i nt1n1 
num bcr qu1nttt7 m II In C m I kine Prlntln& Pr In tin & operators m achlnc 

72 2 0 0 5 I 5 1 .3 2 . 1 0 .9 0 s 0 . 2 • . 3 0 . 6 
7 2 2 0 I SIS 1 .3 0 .0 0 .5 0 .5 0 . 2 I . I 0 . 6 
72202 5 I S I . J I .0 0 .5 0 .5 0 . 2 2 . I 0 . 6 
7220 3 5 I 5 I . J 0 .0 0 . 5 0 .5 0 . 2 I . I 0 . 6 
72 2 0 4 515 1 .3 0 .0 0 . 5 0 .5 0 . 2 I .8 0 .6 
72205 5 I 5 1 .3 0 .0 0 .5 0 .s 0 . 2 I .8 O .6 
72 2 0 6 5 I 5 1 .3 0 .0 0 .5 0 .s 0 . 2 I . ¥ 0 .6 
72 20 7 5 I 5 I . J 0 .0 0 . 5 0 .s 0 . 2 I . I 0 . 6 
72 208 JI O I .0 2 . I I .4 0 .8 0 . I 5 . J 0 . 9 
7 2209 JIO I .0 0 .0 0 . 9 0 .8 0 . I 2 . 7 0 .9 
7 2 2 I 0 7 J 5 I . 8 0 .0 0 .9 0 .8 0 . J J . 0 I .0 
7 2 2 I I IJIO J . J 0 .0 0 .9 0 . ! 0 .5 J .• I . l 
7 221 2 I JIO J . J 0 .0 0 .9 0 .8 0 .5 J .• I . 2 
7 2 2 1 3 7 J 0 I .8 0 .0 0 .9 0 .8 0 . J J . 0 I . 0 
7 2 2 I 4 I J 8 8 5 9 . 0 0 .0 0 . 9 0 .5 I . J • . 6 I . 8 
72 21 9 2 I 5 0 5 . 1 0 .0 I . 4 0 . I 0 . 1 ... I .5 
7 222 0 20 8 0 • . 9 0 .0 0 .5 0 .8 0 . 7 J .• I . S 
7 2 2 23 7 9 5 2 .0 0 .0 0 .5 0 .• 0 . J I .8 0 .1 
7 2 24 S I 7 3 5 I .8 0 .0 0 .9 0 .8 0 . J J . 0 I .0 
7 2 24 6 7 J 0 I .8 0 .0 0 .9 0 .8 0 . J J .0 I . 0 

to ta I I I I 9 .. IO . O ' 7 . J 5 . l I 5 . J 11 . J 6 . I 51 . 5 1 ' .• 
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